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l lii'

value of skimmed milk from the
l.tiry for feeding young pigs, has hardly
i•.-i'm estimated high
enough by themajor.’v of farmers.
Corn meal is selling now
about
a cent and a third
only
per pound.
Milk is sometimes estimated to he worth
•ut half a cent a pound for feeding to
We have 11.it found it worth that,
g-.
b \ it, if v. e shoo’d at 11 all oar milk and
ly meal instead, it i.s dmihtful if the pigs
v. • -u'd make as i.iu.-h
polk I' r the money
a- it a
portion of the milk had been reda 1
A (1 alar’s worth of meal, at the
■.aj.; ■••••. may feed a pig a longer time
; a ;;-e milk would have done, and
yet it
es not follow that the meal
is, on the
nd a-, the cheapest or best food,
t ot\
milk, alter most of the cream
■
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scat of Beverly Robinson, on the rich plaor Royal Fusilecrs, organized
in 1685. That was in the spring of 1771. teau of land opposite West l’oint. That
I lie afterward spent a considerable time in house is yet standing, and the style of its
i
Germany. Just before he sailed tor Phil- interior then has been preserved to this
adelphia in 1774 (to observe the move- day.
The holding of the post at West l’oint
ments of the Continental Congress,) to
join his regiment in Canada, he made a was of the first importance to the Aiuorifarewell visit to Miss Seward, who pro- i cans. From the beginning of the war a
Through the moonlight, warm and scented.
ibeen removed, seems to come very
Love to beauty breathes his sigh,
posed to introduce him to two of her liter- capital plan of the British government had
a
Lingering, to leave reluctant,
ary friends, Cunningham, the curate, and been to acquire military possession of the
supplying the pig with the best subLoth to speak the low good-bye;
;nte tor it- natural food, while corn
Newton her “minstrel,” as she called him. Hudson Iliver region between Lake ChamThen the same low ecln» answers,
On the night before the introduction Cun- plain and the sea, hold it by a line of miload, although rich in fat and heat, is so
Waiting love of older date,
And
the
maiden
whispers backward,
! ningham had an extraordinary dream in itary posts,and so separate New England,
•entrated and >o wanting in the ele•Only going to the gate.”
antwo acts. He saw in his vision a great for- the accorded head of the rebellion, from
e-pei-ially needed by very
<>h, these gates along our pathway,
rest. in which he was alone. Presently a the rest of the provinces. To prevent this
mg or growing animals, that it is worth
What they bar, outside and in !
less than many would suppose,
horseman approached at great speed. As strong military works had been erected in
With the vague outlook beyond them,
1
Over ways we have not been.
la. ai, besides being wanting in the
he drew near the dreamer, three men sud- the highlands, through which the river
How they stand before, behind us ;
•.■menu of growth, packs and becomes
I denly sprang from some bushes, seized Hows in a narrow and sinuous course. Iml oll gates some, with price to pay ;
1 and indigestible in the stomachs of
spring gates some, that shut forever;
j the rider, and bore him away. Mr. Cun- mense supplies had been gathered there,
< loud
that
:
melt
some,
away
gates
! ningham awoke, and falling asleep again, and the works were regarded as impregng animals, unless it is mixed with
Li't across their slender weavings
loan or some other less concentrated
I he saw in a vision a great multitude of nable to an army of twenty thousand men.
hands
have
crossed,
froth.plight happy
! people near a large city, and while he was Sir Henry Clinton knew that he could not
d, that may act as a divider in keeping
Vet its locks have rusted ruddy,
Or its keys in light shade lost.
particles separate, so that the lluids of
; looking at them a young man, whom he conquer the post with any force at his
» )vor latches softly falling,
stomach can come in contact with all
recognized as the horseman who had been command, so lie bargained to have it de• tood-bu*
like
dew
have
dropped
prayers
rts of it at once
seized, was brought out and hanged upon livered into his hands for the consideration
Little gateways softly shutting,
Vet have cut a love iu tuo.
of a brigadier-general’s commission in the
it requires but a moment’s consideration
a gibbet. Mr. Cunningham repeated these
e that a solid ball of corn meal in the
dreams to his friend Newton the next British army and fifty thousand dollars in
>•» we
pass them going upward
On our journey, one by one,
-l miach
f a young pig or other animal.
morning, ami when, the same day. Miss gold. The king and the ministry apptovl u the distant shining wicket
n let be acted
Seward introduced Andre, who was then ! ed the conspiracy and refugee loyalists in
upon by the gastric juice,
Where each traveler goes alone;
..
Where the friends who journey with us
! a captain, lie recognized in his face that I England promoted it.
; t at the outside
Digestion, ia such
Mrangely falter, stop and wait,
ease, must go on i ke the melting of a
! of the unfortunate rider of his dream.
J It became necessary for the contracting
l’ather, mother, child or lover,
i joe, and as the stomach was not
m e
Captain Andre, as we have observed, parties to have a personal interview to
‘•Only going to the gate.”
settle definitely the terms of the bargain
was made a prisoner by the Americans at
rranged for doing its work in that way, fEthel Lynn.
breaks down after a short time. IndiSt. Johns, and sent to Pennsylvania. Con- and the details ol the proposed military
:< n follows such
feeding, and as a eoncerning his capture, he wrote to a friend : ! operations for achieving the grand object.
The Fate of Major Andre,
“I have been taken prisoner by the Amer- The correspondence had been carried on
.•queneo, the food that is not fully utileil, and of course, does not give an
We never lire of readme tlm details of icans. and stripped of everything except in we 1-understood commercial phrases,
f growth corresponding with its
which 1 concealed j In a letter to Sir Henry Clinton, so disomit
the unfortunate Major John Andre. The the picture of Honora,
in my mouth. Preserving that, 1 yet think guised, written oil the Doth of August, Ardive value when properly prepared or
is finely re-told in Harper’s Magazine
liei.mslv mingled v\ ith other lord that is storj
myself fortunate.” That was written more nold demanded a personal interview with
'-■s
for May, by Lossing, in one of a series of than two years after Honora’s marriage Andre (“John Anderson”,) to which the
concentrated
a
On his way down the baronet agreed. Then Arnold tried to
1
g !.. »w li t milk Is gOod 1 ill' papers entitled The Romance of the Hud- to Mr. Edgeworth.
that skimmed milk
Hudson Valley, Andre met Colonel Henry have that interview at his own quarters
l'h.-v know
son
We copy below tire principal portion :
w i-te
Knox, then on his way to select cannon at in the Highlands, to which he invited An]i:'o.im t ot the dairy, and unless
The career of Major Andre on the bor'lidu:.;- Wo! M irene. ally be wast- J
for the siege of Boston. They dre to come in disguise, and directed ColTiconderoga
ders
a
few
of
the
Rive
r
Hudson
during
onel Sheldon, in command ol an outpost
1 h.-' h
I the milk In cause they hapwere young men of about the same age.
*
an
ati,
have it, but would not buy it in-| weeks in the fall of 178* has formed
In a cottage they spent a night together in on the lower lines, to forward to him a
M e believe that, at tractive theme for the historian, the poet,
i
n meal
the same bed, and were charmed nearly person from New York—a valuable emisllis youth
the painter, and the .sculptor,
a ot. it would bo a cheap food to
all night with each other’s conversation, sarv—who might appear. Andre would
and personal beauty, his mental culture for
\ with meal for feeding to pigs
Knox, as a bookseller, was well ac- not consent to assume the position ot a
and rare endowments, Iiis social and oflit few weeks after weaning,
quainted with English literature. As a spy, so he wrote to Colonel Sheldon, over
tlie
and
eial
impor- member of the board of officers that tried the signature of John Anderson, saying:
position,
magnitude
| js have ben spoiled by being
tance if tin; undertaking in which he per
i corn meal diet while young.
Andre at Tappan about live years after"I urn told that my name is made known to you,
and
the
fished ignominiously,
tragic end- ward, Knox had to perform the painful and that 1 may hope your indulgence in permitting
a/ .oimg pigs or calves, growth
me
to meet a friend hear your outposts. I will en1
;
siioii.d
the object sought. ing of his Jit',, have cast a glamour of ro- duty of pronouncing his doom.
deavor to obtain permission to go out with a flag
mance around the deeds of one who was
will be sent to Dobbs'.- Ferry on Monday next
N K farmer
which
anil
next
Arum:
was
exchanged,
Captain
instant [September, 17S0,] at 12 o’clock,
acting simply as a go-between in the ser- appears conspicuous at Philadelphia as a the 11th
I
shall be happy to meet dir. U-. Should 1
when
vice of two unscrupulous conspirators of chief actor in
Making Butter :u Winter.
and carrying out not be allowed to go, the officer who is to command
planning
high rank in the belligerent armies, plot- the imposing entertainment given in hon- the escort—between whom and myself no distinction
■■
el muter '.hi I"- a-well and easily
need be made—can speak in the aflitir. Let me enting against the liberties of American pa- or of Sir William Howe, called “The Mis- treat
id. in winter ns at any oilier time, by triots.
you, Sir, to favor a matter so interesting to the
lie was sacrificed to the ambition chianza.” There he became an aid-deconcerned, and which is of so private a naparties
1i !\
i.servmg certain conditions, and avarice of these two men.
ture that the public on neither side can be injured
to Sir Henry Clinton, Howe’s succamp
v
mould lie well ted am! sheltered.
it."
by
•Joiln Aixuv, ;i captain in the British serand was such an active and useful
Sheldon was puzzled.
lie had not
strippers, a good fresh cow vice, tirst appears in our history as a pris- cessor,
officer that lie was soon made assistant
as
a very “real
As
soon
pos- oner of war taken by General Montgomheard of "John Anderson.” Supposing
g
help.
of the army, with the
e
adjutant-general
niter milking, the miik should be
him to be Arnold’s emissary,” lie sent the
ery at St. Johns, oil the Sorel, in Canada,
allied into pans, tilling them about late in 177;"). whence lie was sent to Penn- rank of major. He was serving in that letter to the general. It puzzled the traitCharlesClinton
when
captured
e
capacity
j. .in tiis full,odding a spoonful of bon- I
-\ I vania with several other
captive ofticers ton, in May, 1780, and ruade General Lin- or too, for lie found it diflicult so to ex•jabber t each pan, stirring it well. Set and
it as to satisfy Sheldon that the afat Carlisle,
'i’he autograph coln and
paroled
his little army prisoners of war. plain
Alter -landing order
j ail ii. a warm room.
fair was an entirely innocent one. Arnold
John Hancock, then President of
l>y
an
letter
Hr.
Kmmet
possesses
autograph
t mere than .W hours skim, and you will i
to meet Andre at Dobbs’s Ferry.
the Continental Congress, for taking that
of Andre wiitten at that time to Assistant prepared
r. e
thi- k ei'eam, slightly sour. Keep
On the loth lie went down to the King’s
and the parole itself, in Captain
parole,
George Townsend.
ie- ei'eam in a eonl
in his barge and passed the night
place, but do not freeze Andre's handwriting, and signeit by Commissary-General
There seems to be good authority for Ferry
uni when you wi -h to eliuril, scald the him and nine
with Joshua 1 lett Smith, a prominent citfellow-officers, are in the
Andre
was
in
Charleston
that
it
with cold water; place
believing
iuru and rinse
possession of Dr. Thomas Addis Unmet, during the siege, acting as a spy, in the izen liv ing near Haverstravv, and the next
i.e vessel outaining the cream in a tub cl I of New fork.
lie proceeded toward Dobbs's
of a hack-woods Virginian who morning
t water am! raise it to (jo deg ; not more :
where Andre and Colonel Beverly
i
Andre was the son of a Swiss disguise
Ferry,
aptain
a driver of catas
came
to
Lincoln’s
camp
.uni, and in from Jo to bO minutes butter
liobinson (in whose house Arnold had his
merchant in London, where lie was probtle.
Colonel Hamilton liallendinc was
Add
almost invariably be obtained
born, and was about twenty-four another, hut who less fortunate than An- head-quarters) were waiting for him. lie
ably
and wan k it inwell, and let it stand an
bore no flag, and guard-boats on the river
years old w hen lie was made a prisoner. dre. was arrested and hanged.
tir, by which time the salt will be dis- At an
at Dobbs’s Ferry tired on him, and pursued
age lie had mastered several
early
The
of
the
career
was
scene
major's
work
and
mould
ived ; then
thoroughly
him closely ns lie lied across the river to a
of Europe, and
of tin- modern
lie acnow shifted to the Hudson Kiver.
If you observe tlie above had become an languages
:iito pounds
a promisplace of concealment, lie returned to his
musician,
expert
Clinton
to
New
York
in
the
i"
ms oarefully, you will not fail to
and draughtsman, and a grace- companied
head-quarters the same night. Having
ing
painter
the
of
after
Charleston.
summer
capture
ive a good article.
down the river toward the enemy’s
His reading was extensive,
ful dancer
in correspondence gone
:
a
lie felt it necessary to write an excupboard in wiiieh to keep milk. I and his general knowledge ol belles-lettres There he was active
[lost,
i.e a
box
feet square and 11 inches literature was remarkable for one so witli the leading Tories in lower Pennsylletter to Washington, in which
vania and Delaware, and with General planatory
lie falsely stated that his object was to esivcp: nail on the bottom, then nail in I young.
Prom his pen flowed graceful
Benedict Arnold in relation to Ins proposIbis can lie set !
-Iv.-s s niches apart,
tablish signals as near the enemy's lines
rhymes, and from his lips a sweet voice, ed treason.
end i a warm room, and will aeeom- j
as possible.
aflluciit ol' words that bewitched all who
summer
when
events
It
was
that
of milk
lake a thin \ came in contact with his handsome
during
nodate 21 pa
Washington was now about to make a
face, occurred which
1
Andre
to
write
inspired
in-:,;: sheet a .mg the top, and let it hang as delicate and lender in
as
journey to Hartford, in Connecticut, with
expression
known
of
his
"The
one
of
the
best
wi
A close door
poems,
to exclude the. dust.
and Colonel Hamilton and oththat of a woman.
Cow Chase.” In July the American army Lafayette
If the
not, do. as miik needs air.
er aids, to hold a personal conference
Andre entered his lather s countYoung
of
was stationed in the upper part
Bergen
•a .. ]• is warm, remove the milk to a
ing-room as a clerk w hen he was nearly County, New Jersey, and the Pennsylvania with Roehambeau there. When he arrived
jar (where it will not freeze) in 21
at the King’s Ferry, Arnold was there
seventeen years old, but the death of that
line was in command of General Wayne.
ii
alter milking.
Do not keep milk or
parent soon changed the current of the With its two brigades, Moylan's dragoons with his barge to convey the party across
am in a cellar with potatoes, turnips,
the Hudson to I’eekskill. The British sloopyoung man’s life. With his mother, a and some
of Proctor's artillery, the
s.-ne oil, mouldy casks, or anything
of-war Vulture lay in full sight below.
brother, and three sisters lie whole forceguns
younger
to
less
a ticrebv
it may acquire an unpleasant
amounting something
.-pent, the ensuing summer in the interior than two thousand men, Wayne started While viewing her with his glass, WashTo sour milk quickly, put some in
.-.or.
of England, and at Lichfield lie made or
ington spoke to his ollicers in a low tone,
on
an expedition to worry the
from camp
pan n-hii-. tfu animal heat is in it as near renewed an acquaintance with the family
which made Arnold uneasy. At that time
a*
ceiling of a warm room as possible. of Thomas Seward, canon of the cathedral British and torrius on Bergen Neck, break the Count l>e Guiehen was expected on
1
of a block-house at Bull's
a garrison
..untry ilentleman.
our coast with a French squadron, and the
there, and living in the bishop's palace, up
Perry.near Fort Lee,that protected British conversation dwelt upon that topic, when
llis
house
was the centre of a literary cirwood-cutters in the neighborhood, to seize
Jersey Cattle.
to Arnold, said, “Gencle in that neighborhood, composed of
cattle, and to disperse any armed forces Lafayette, turning
i l t iit-r » ante of Jersey stock i- to rest on such
young men as Thomas Darwin, au- found in the vicinitv. Wavne was remils- eral, since you have a correspondence with
the enemy, you must ascertain as soon as
r, deterioration will surely follow of thor of llic XJotanic Garden; William
cd at tho block house, chased towards
■•••■ useful
what has become of Guiehen.”
qualities that are so far notice- llayley, who wrote about The Tears of his
possible
lilies, and some of the cattle and other
:i':f in the good-old-fashioned parti-colPenelope; Sir Brooke Booth by, author of spoil which he had gathered were rescued Arnold was disconcerted for a moment,
i cow than that which will be found
and demanded what he meant; but he
Triumphs of Temper; lticiiard Lovell
the pursuers, while some of his stragsoon recovered his composure, and no
along the generality of line, high-bred, Edgeworth, father of Maria Edgeworth, by
made
Ansoldiers
were
prisoners
gling
.red fawns, grays, or foxy, so- the novelist; and Thomas
Day, whose de- dre wrote a humorous satirical poem, in more was said on that point Arnold bei have owned hundreds
ed Jerseys
lieved that his plot was discovered or suslightlul sturv of Sandlbrd and Merton
an exaggerated de!limited Jersey siock and have never, charmed \ouiig hngland almost a hundred three cantos, giving
and he resolved to bring matters
pected,
in
the
measure
and
scription of the affair,
a rule, found the
whole colored such
to a head while Washington was in Conyears ago as much as did Kobinson Crusoe style of
“Chevy Chase.” It was written necticut.
re producers as many ot the parti-col- —“a book,” wrote
Leigh Hunt, “which i
for the fun of the thing, and partly
I, but the most ugly and ungainly beast shall always remember and always be partly
Arnold had received an open letter,
to retaliate in kind for satirical assaults
f lie lot, yet her stock h ive never failed
grateful lor." These were then only young made by the other side upon Andre and written to General Putnam by Colonel
low their large butter-making quaila
aspirants 1’ >r literary fame, an almost neb- his friends. The first canto
personal interview
appeared on Ilobinson, asking
The true ty pc < f a Jersey cow is in ulous
of which Anna, a daughter
the land of the latter in the
galaxy,
concerning
the
canto
on
the
10th
of
second
August,
< an animal that wi ! not make meat.
I of Canon Seward, was the
"bright partic- the 30th of the same month, and the third Highlands. It was recovered by one to
not c;i" that this is not improved upon,
ular star.”
She was the planet around
canto on the 2;3d of September—the day Arnold, asking him to hand it to Putnam.
acclimati/.atioii and rt sliglit introduc- u hieh the others revolved as
satellites,pay- on which Andre was arrested. Between Arnold understood its covered meaning,
o! a hardier breed, of which what are
and showed it to Colonel Land) and others
ing homage to her genius and praising the
> d
( hichester Jerseys are the best
appearance of the first and second canher poetry, "most of which,” Walter Scott
at West Point.
He frankly laid it before
tos
from
an
Letter
Tabitha,
"Intercepted
option; neither do i say that Jersey her biographer, said, "is absolutely exeafter reading it, said
who,
Washington,
in
in
New
York,”
written,
appeared print,
oilers in the Island itself have not in erable.” The
the civil authorities could act in the
grata- and beauty of Iter it is
only
Miss
Susannah, daughter
believed,by
ii stances a breed that shows a disand that he did not approve of
person and her rare conversational powers of Governor William
Livingston, of New matter,
position to make some llesh, and very made her very attractive.
in
time
who
became the mother- personal interviews with the enemy. AfJersey,
proi':ib!y may then be following up the
it was in this circle, and especially in
ter this expression of opinion, Arnold darequirements : fashion; yet I maintain the company of Anna .Seward, that young in-law of President Harrison. In it she ed not so for
disregard it as to meet Robmade some allusion to Andre, and he, in
oat a pi II Jersey should throw the bulk
Andre spent a delightful summer. Canon
so he informed him that on the
inson,
the
third
alter
canto,
i he; feeding
noticing
Lafayette,
properties into butter, and Seward had in his family, as his ward, a
touched Miss Livingston gently, in this night of the 20th he should send a person
id; little to llesh. file parti-colored good
named Ilonora Sneyd, a daughon board the Vulture who would be furyoung
lady
w n
ay have but a white spot, especially ter of a dear departed friend, ller blue wise:
nished with a boat and flag of truce. To
•‘Ami all the land around shall glory
.ader Hie belly, but throughout the body
disarm suspicion, and to let the enemy
eyes, golden hair, graceful person, a slight
To see the Frenchmen caper,
;.e rich
yellow skin, under any colored hectic llush on her cheek that heightened
the
And pretty Susnn tell
story
know at what time the commander-inIn the next Chatham paper.”
tir. will be found, black, white or fawn. the
brilliancy of her charming features,
chief would return from Hartford, he add;.ave seen the commencement of a wholehis
her sweetness of temper and her vivacity Andre ended
poem with the following ed, in a post-script, “1 expect General
ored breed, the property ot a noble won the heart of
young Andre. The maid- lines:
Washington to lodge here on Saturday
o.c.
to obtain which J have seen the
en was equally
•■And now I’ve closed my epic strain,
impressed by Andre’s mind
next, and 1 will lay before him any mata 11ii\ and
I
as
I
show
tremble
it,
large producing cows sold oft' and person, it was a clear case of "love
ter you may wish to communicate.”
Lest this same warrio-drover Wayne
'prevent an animal with the slightest at lirst sight,” and not many days hail
should ever catch the poet.”
Robinson sent this letter to Clinton, with
n
"I that one color.
1 have heard
when
were
allipassed by
they
solemnly
an good
authority that usefulness lias anced. Andre's love for Ilonora inspired Cnder the signature of Andre to a copy ol the assurance that he would remain on
these verses some one wrote these lines: board the Vulture, not doubting that Ar■en sacrificed for fashion in this instance,
his tir-t ell'ort to delineate the human face.
nold himself was the “person” who would
which, if followed up, as it rapidly is, I He painted two minature likenesses of her,
“When the ‘epic strain' was sang.
come to the vessel.
Clinton dispatched
The poet by the neck was hung,
ive no doubt that the future rich
Jersey one of which lie gave to Miss Seward, and
to
his
And,
cost, he finds too late
will be beef, not butter as it was. [Eng. the other he
j Andre in a llag-boat to the Vulture, iuThe ‘dung-born tribe* decides his fate.”
kept for his own consolation
; structed not to change his clothes, receive
Vsrricultnral (iazette.
during absence front her. This lie carried
The secret correspondence between Ar- papers, go within the American lines, or
in
Ins
bosom
until
the
latest
hour
of
his
nold and Andre began early in 1779, when in any way assume the character of a spy.
Pumpkins for Cowt,
life.
the wrath of the former was kindled by He too expected Arnold on board the Vulfrom a peck of seed ilropped and eovMiss Seward was delighted, and tried to
disgrace brought upon himself by his own ture ; but the traitor took a course less
in the gaps of a corn Held, a dairy
speedily light the torch of Hymen, but bad conduct. In June, 1778, he had been dangerous to his own person. He had
nine cows has been kept nj> to summer wiser counselors
interposed. The extreme
military governor of Philadel- again passed a night at the house of Joshmilking and the quality of the butter is youth of tlie lovers made their nuptials appointed
phia, where he lived in an extravagant uu lieu onuui, near riaversuaw, wnere
-uper-exeellent, and six heifer calves then undesirable. They might “marry in and
ostentatious manner. lie married the he was joined by bis wife and child, who
used from the above are fat as moles, haste and repent at leisure,” and so time
beautiful young daughter of Edward Ship- were on their way from Philadelphia to
i he cows are fatter, too. Ilian a
was
them
the
and
majority
by
given
parent
guardi- pen, a leaning loyalist 01 mat city, witli head-quarters. There he made arrangei
the cattle slaughtered. These cows an for repentence before
marriage by a whom Andre had been intimate during ments with Smith to go to the Vulture in
■ ive
been making about six pounds of long separation.
the British occupation, and who figured a small boat on the night of the 20th, and
butter per week, besides supplying new
It has been observed that in all love afas one of the ladies of the
conspicuously
milk and cream for a
bring ashore a British oflicer for consultagentleman’s house fairs there are two parties, the one that
with sixteen inmates. J'he pumpkins are loves and the oi a that is loved. Miss tournament of “The Mischianza.” How tion on an important subject, and in the
far
at all) she promoted the correspond- event of the conference being protracted,
■hopped up in the mangers with a spade, Sneyd seems to have been in the latter ence(ifbetween
her husband and Andre may to furnish a room at his house wherein it
morning, noon and night, a out half a category. She soon repented, and in 1773, never be known. Arnold's
extravagant might bo completed. Smith took his fambushel each time when cut into pieces. four
her
after
to
engagement
Andre, living soon involved him in debts, and to ily on a visit to Fishkill, and so secured
years
Mice eat while being milked
and
she
the
wile
second
of young Rich- extricate himself he became
became
morning
guilty of mal- an empty house for the use of the conspiright, and they conic to the yard and go ard Lovell Ldgeworth, but not the mother feasance in office. Official
were
ators. flow far Smith was intrusted with
complaints
do the stable for half an hour at noon,
of Maria.
Andre's love remained un- made to the
Congress of Ids dishonest a knowledge of the conspiracy will never
beets, carrots, and some other roots and quenched. llis letters to Anna Seward
mall ears of corn will follow, so as to were tilled with affectionate sentiments practices. He was tried and found guilty be known. lie was tried for complicity in
by a competent court, and was sentenced the treason, but declared his iguoranee of
tcep up the milk during winter. [Cor. toward the object ol his love. He disliked to
be reprimanded by the commander-in- the plot, and was acquitted for want of
*
the business of a merchant, but for her chief of
ountry Gentleman.
the army. It was done by Wash- evidence. The Scotch verdict “not provsake he resolved to pursue it. “All my
ington at the begining of 1779, as deli- en” is the verdict of history, for the cirmercantile
\ Fatal House.
The house in which
calculations,” he wrote, “go to cately as possible, but the disgrace stirred cumstantial evidence is all against him.
the tune of dear llonora. When an
imper- the naturally bad heart of Arnold with
•■•••cretary Belknap passed his first winter
Smith did not accomplish his errand at
Washington is called the "Seward tinent consciousness whispers in my ear feelings of revenge, and he resolved to be- the time appointed; but on the the night
House'’ or "Club House,” and is one that I am not the right stuff for a mer- tray his
country into the hands of its ene- of the 21st he went in a boat with muffled
which seems to east an evil inliuence chant, 1 draw my Honora’s picture from mies. He
immediately opened a corre- rowlocks and two good oarsmen from
around its inmates. 'The present Mrs. Bel- my bosom, and the sight of that dear talspondence on the subject with Sir Henry Stony Point to the Vulture oft' Croton
so
isman
that
toil
no
inspirits my industry
knap did not long abide within its walls,
Clinton, through Major Andre, in an elab- (then Teller’s) Point, and conveyed a let'et she seems to have
caught the infection appears oppressive.” Anna Seward sum- orately disguised hand, over the signature ter to Colonel Robinson, whom the bearer
the
matter
">■
med
in
rhyme, saying:
up
fatality which clings around it. John
of “Gustavus,” while the latter signed his personally knew. That letter gave Robin lmr cold and thrifty care,
Spencer, when Secretary of War. re- ‘‘.Vow I’rudence,
letters “John Anderson.” For a year and inson information concerning the strength
oil the maid and bade the
Frowned
youth despair,
dded there, and his son was hung from
a half he kept the enemy well informed
of the garrison at Wert Point and the
For power parental sternly saw, and strove
the yard-arm of the vessel in which he
To tear the lily hands of plighted love;
of important secrets concerning the move- writer’s readiness to conclude the matter,
w as
in vain; hut while the fair one’s sighs
Nor
strove
for
One
of
the
cabcruising,
ments of the patriots and their friends, couched in commercial phrases. Arnold
mutiny.
Disperse like April storm- in snnny skies,
met ministers killed in the fatal
and it was linally agreed that he should expected Robinson would meet him, but
The firmer lover, with unwavering truth,
explosion
d the Princeton had lived here.
consecrates
his
To his first passion
Here
youth."
endeavor to obtain the command of the the colonel declined to go ashore, and adAndre had always expressed a prefer- important post of West Point, in the Hud- vised Andre not to do so; but the
Secretary Seward came so near being asmajor,
sassinated, and here his lovely daughter ence for the life of a soldier to that of a son Highlands, with its dependencies, and eager to carry out a plot that seemed so
died: and Philip Barton Key was killed merchant, and
to
re-awaken
the
then
the
whole
into
to betray
the hands of ripe for execution, entered the boat with
failing
after leaving its threshold. tender passion for him in the bosom of Sir
immediately
Henry Clinton. Arnold succeeded in Smith, his scarlet uniform concealed by a
1 he house was built
Commodore
the
Honora
obtained
commis- procuring the appointment on the 3d of long surtout. The latter bore two passes
by
RogSneyd, he
ers the father of Mrs. General
Meigs, with sion of a lieutenant in the most ancient August, 1780, and very soon afterward he signed by Arnold, one for Andre and one
prize money.
1 regiment in the British service, the Sev- made his head-quarters at the country- for himself and his oarsmen, to be ased in

Only Going

to the Gate.

j entli Foot,

Like a bell of blossom ringing,
< b ar ami cbil.iMs. shrill and sw-m-i,
l i miting to tin* porch’s shadow
With the faint* fall of fret,
Tdint-s tin* answer softly backward,
Bidding tender watcher wait,
While the Jlahy Queen outruns her,
“Only going to the gate.”

|

,,

■

■■'

1

case they were interrupted by any of the
American water patrols. They were landed near the mouth of a small creek on the
western shore of llaverstraw Hay, near
the foot of Long Clove Mountain, almost
i live miles from Smith's house, where Arnold was waiting for them in a thicket of
tir-trees.
lie had ridden a horse from
1
Smith’s house, accompanied by a colored
servant with another.
To this retreat
Smith led Andre, when Arnold requested
his accomplice to return to the boat and
leave the two conspirators alone.
It was a serene, star-lit night, and a little frostiness was in the air. The confer*
ence lasted long, and was not ended when
! Smith came anil warned them that the day
I was about to dawn. Andre reluctantly
j consented to go to Smith’s house to com| plete the arrangements. They mounted
; the horses brought for the purpose by
Arnold, and in tire gloom they rode
through the hamlet of llaverstraw to the
house of Arnold’s half-trusted assistant,
j yet standing on an eminence known as
Treason Hill. At llaverstraw the voice of
a sentinel startled Andre, for it was the
first intimation lie had received that he
was within the American lines,
He com-

j

prehended

his

perilous position,

for he was
was too

without a pass or a dag; hut it
late to recede. They reached the

just

as

mansion

daylight appeared breaking

over

the Van Cortlandt manor. At that moment
the booming of a cannon down the river
was heard, and in the gray morning twilight they saw the Vulture weigh anchor
ami drop down the stream. Colonel Livinyslon, stationed at Verplanck’s Point,
had been told that this vessel lay i:i such
shallow water, within cannon-shot of tiie
shore, that her bottom rested on the mud
at low tide. He sent some men to Teller’s
Point, who cannonaded her so severely
that she was compelled to weigh anchor
to escape destruction or capture.
During; that morning' the whom plot
wasarranged in an upper room of Smith’s
house. Andre was to return to New York
with information, and on a certain day
that was fixed the British troops, which
were already embarked in the fleet of Admiral Rodney for a pretended expedition
to the Chesapeake, were to be ready at a
moment's warning to ascend the Hudson.
Arnold was to weaken the posts at -Vest
Point by dispersing the garrison. When
the British should appear, he was to send
out detachments among the mountain
gorges at a distance from the works, under
the pretense of meeting the enemy on
their approach, and so allow his troops to
be slaughtered or captured in detail. Fort
Putman, that commanded all the works,
was to be weakened. The boom and chain
that were stretched across the river from
West Point to Constitution Island were to
he so weakened also that a slight concussion front a vessel in motion would break
them and make a free passage for the British fleet up the Hudson. When all was arranged, Arnold handed to Andre reports
which explained the military condition of
West Point and its dependencies, and requested the major to place them in his
stockings under his feet. Fatal mistake !
Clinton had instructed Andre not to go
within the American lines nor receive any
papers. He had done both, and so had
woven a web of difficulty out of which he
could not escape.
Arnold left Andre toward noon and returned to West Point, where lie prepared
to finish file wicked work of treason. Lindel' the pretext of its needing repairs, one
of the links of the great chain (each weighiug over two hundred pounds) was removed, and its place was supplied teuiporarily by stout ropes which would snap
like threads at the heavy touch of the how
of a vessel under full headway. He prepared Fort Putnam so that an enemy could
easily enter it, and made such disposition
of flic troops as to weaken their strength,
Then he waited with anxiety for the appearance of the British armament at the
lower entrance to the Highland.
Andre

spent

the

day uneasily

at Smith s,

Toward evening lie asked Smith to take
him hack to thy Vulture that night. The
latter who was greatly alarmed by the
tiring on that vessel, refused to do so,
pleading illness as an excuse, but offering
to ride half the night on horseback with
his guest if he would take a land route.
This alternative had been talked of in the
morning, and Arnold had left an order for
‘■John Anderson to pass the guards to the
White Plains or below.”

■

■

■

Andre was compelled to yield tocircmnstances, and at dusk that evening he and
Smith, accompanied by a negro servant,
had crossed the King's Ferry and were

passing through
The

the works at

Verplanck’s

had been persuaded to
exchange his uniform for a citizen’s dress
—another fatal violation of Clinton’s instruetions. They pressed forward on the
road toward White Plains without interruption until they were stopped by a sentinel near Crompond, about eight miles
from the ferry. Captain Boyd, in command there, was satisfied by Arnold’s pass
that all was right, and persuaded them to
remain in that neighborhood until morning, much against the judgment and will
of Andre, who passed a sleepless night.
Before sunrise on the 2'2d they were again
in the saddle, and at Pine’s Bridge, that
spanned the Croton, they parted company,
Smith assuring Andre that he was on
neutral ground and past all danger. With
a light heart the major pursued his journey alone.
That neutral ground was infested by
plunderers, who had impoverished the
whole region from the Croton to the Spuyt
den lfuyvel Creek. At the hour when Andre was approaching Tarrytown, seven
young men ot that neighborhood, who
hail banded lor the purpose of wresting
spoil from the plunderers while on their
way toward the British camp, were watching for that game near the road where it
crosses the creek that flows out of Sleepy
Hollow—the scene of the encounter of Ichabod Crane and the headless horseman,
already mentioned They knew that their
business was unlawful, and they feared arrest by the patrols of Sheldon’s Light
Horse: so four of the young men watched
fur them on a hill top, while the other
three—John Paulding, Isaac Van Wart,
and David Williams
lay concealed in
bushes near the road watching for the
plunderers. At about nine o’clock in the
morning, while they were playing at cards
they observed a horseman approaching the
little bridge near the ancient Sleepy Hollow church. “He looks like a trader from
.New lork," said one ot the young men to
Paulding, who seems to have been the
leader of his party. Another said, “He appears like a gentleman, well dressed, and
with hoots on ; t oil had better step out and
stop him if you don’t know him.” As Andre ascended the gentle slope on the south
side of the bridge, the three young men
stepped from the thicket into the road,
and Paulding, presenting his musket, ordered him to halt “Gentlemen,” he said,
“I hope you belong to our party,” seeing
a jacket of the royal uniform on Paulding’s
back.
Paulding asked, "What party?”
Ho said, “The Lower Party,” meaning
the British. They told him they did, when
he said, “1 am a British officer, out in the
country on particular business, and 1 hope
you will not detain me a minuteand to
show that he was such, he pulled out his
gold watch. Paulding told him to dismount, when the full peril of his mistake
flashed upon Andre’s mind. “My God!”
he said, “I must do anything to get along,”
and pulled outArnold’s pass. He dismounted, told them he was going to Dobb's Ferry on business for the general, and warned them not to get themselves into trouble
by detaining him. Paulding assured him
that they did not intend to rob him, but insisted that he must be searched. They
took him into the bushes under a groat tulip-tree for the purpose, but could find
nothing that would justify them in detaining him. They were about to let him go,
when it was suggested that something
might be in his boots. He was ordered to
Point.

major

—

take them off, when they found the papers
which he had placed between his feet and
his stockings. Paulding, with an oath,
exclaimed, “lie is a spy !”
Andre's captors asked him how much
ho would give them if they would let him
go. lie ottered large sums in money and
goods, but Paulding declared that not ten
thousand guineas would induce him to release his prisoner. They conducted him
to the head-quarters of Lieutenant-Colonel
Jameson, of Sheldon’s Light Horse, at
North Castle, the nearest military post,
and delivered him and the papers into the
custody of that officer. With stupidity
unparalleled, arid with the evidence of
Arnold's treason before him, Jameson determined to send the prisoner to that general and the papers to Washington. When
Major Tallmadge, of tiie, same corps, returned from duly that evening and heard
of the affair, he was astonished, and boldly expressed his suspicions of Arnold's
fidelity. Put Jameson would not listen to
such suspicions. He had sent Andre under an escort, and with him a letter to Arnold, in which he stated that the prisoner,
“John Anderson,” had been taken while
on his way to New 1'ork with a “parcel
of papers,” which, he thought, were “of
a

dangerous tendency.”

Tallmadge

re-

On the 29tli of

September Major

Andre

brought before a board of general officers, convened by Washington in the old

wns

Dutch church at Tappan, to inquire into
his case (he being accused of acting as a
spy within the American lines,) and, if
found guilty of (ho crime charged, to determine what the punishment should be.
The board was composed of Major-Generals Greene, Stirling, St. Clair, Lafayette,
R. Howe, and Steuben, and Brigadier-Generals Parsons, James Clinton, Knox, Glover,Paterson, Hand, Huntington,and Stark
Greene was the president of the board,
and John Laurance the judge-advoeategeneral. Andre submitted a written statement of his ease, and was personally examined. After a patient and fair trial he
was remanded to prison, when the court
deliberated long and carefully. They dually came to the conclusion “that Major Andre, adjutant-general of the British army,
ought to be considered as a spy from the
enemy, and that, agreeably to the law
and usage of nations, it is their opinion he
ought to suffer death.” On the following
day Washington signified his approval of
the finding of the court in these words:
“The commander-in-chief approves of the
opinion of the board of general officers respecting Major Andre, anu orders that the
execution of Major Andre take place tomorrow at 5 o’clock l'. Jl."

monstrated so warmly that Jameson was
induced to recall the escort with the prisI here was no question among military
oner, but insisted upon sending tiie letter
to Arnold.
As soon as he saw Andre, men as to the equity of this sentence, but
Tallmadge perceived by bis manner and there was a general desire among the
gait that he was a military man, and his American officers to save the prisoner's
suspicions of Arnold's fidelity were con- ] life, for his youth, candor, gentleness, and
He conducted the prisoner to j fortitude exhibited at Ids trial had won
firmed.
Colonel Sheldon, at Salem, where Andre, the admiration of every beholder. Washwhen he learned that the papers taken ington was willing to spare him, if justice
from his boot had been sent to Washing- and the good of the service would allow.
ton, immediately wrote a letter to the The only way to save him was to exchange
chief frankly avowing his name and rank, him for the traitor who had diawn him inand giving a brief account of the events to these dreadful toils. A formal propowhich had brought him into his perilous sition for suth an act could not be made,
situation. The letter was read to Major but the bearer of a package fr nil WashTallmadge, sealed, ami forwarded, and ington to .'sir Ilenrv Clinton (containing
from that hour the prisoner's mind seem- copies of the report of the proceedings of
ed relieved of a great burden. By Wash- the court, their decision, and a letter from
ington's orders Andre was taken by .Ma- Andre to his general, in which he said,
jor Tallmadge first to West Point and after acquitting Clinton of all blame, '1
then to Tappan, on the west side of the have a mother and two sisters, to whom
Hudson, then the head-quarters of the the value ot my commission would be an
American annv.
object, as the loss of Grenada has much
Meanwhile stirring events had taken affected their income”) informed a British
place at Arnold's head-quarters. Wash- | officer that if Sir Henry would give up
ington and his companions had taken a Arnold, no doubt Andre would be saved.
That officer went to Clinton with these
more northerly road from Hartford than
tlie one tliev had traveled when going words, but file latter could not in honor
into Connecticut, and so they missed the give Arnold tip. But, in great distress
because of the peril in which his favorite
messenger who bore the papers found in
Andre’s boot, and the major's frank letter officer was placed, the baronet tried by
The exto the chief. They reached Fishkill on negotiation to save Andre's life.
ecution was postponed for a day, but nothtiie 26th, where they were detained ; and
at an entertainment given them, they sat ing was otl'ered to change the opinion of
at table with Arnold's go-between. Smith,
Washington as to the justice of the senneither party having any suspicion of what tence and the expediency ot executing it.
was going on below.
Washington sent Clinton was informed on the morning ot
his baggage to Arnold’s quarters, with an the 2d of October that Andre would be
intimation that he anil Lafayette and executed as a spy at, noon that dav.
The prisoner did not fear death, but he
Hamilton and other aids would be there
to die as a soldier by beto breakfast the next morning.
They ardently wished
ing shot, rather than as a spy by being
were in the saddle before daybreak, and
hanged, and he pleaded earnestly for the
were traversing the mountain roads before sunrise. When near the llooinson boon in a touching letter which lie wrote
house, Washington turned down a lane to to Washington on the day before his exeexamine a redoubt near tiie river-side, cution. “Sympathy toward a soldier," he
when Lafayette reminded him that by de- wrote “will surely induce your excellency
and a military tribunal to adopt the mode
lay they might keep Mrs. Arnold’s break- ot
my death to the feelings of a man of
last waiting for them.
“-Ah,” said Wash“I know you young men are all honor. Let me hope. Sir, that if aught in
ington,
j
my character impresses you with esteem
: in love with Mrs. Arnold, and wish to get
where she is as soon as possible. \ ou toward me, if aught in my misfortunes
j may go and take your breakfast with her, marks me as a victim id policy and not of
!
1 will be resentment. I shall cxperieuci the opera! and tell her not to wait for me.
tion of these feelings in your breast by
I there in a short time.”
being informed that 1 am not to die on a
rode
and
Hamilton
and
another
aid
on,
|
gibbet.” I nwilling to wound the piis
were cordially received by Arnold and his
oner's
by a refusal, Washington
wife. They were soon seated at breakfast did not feelings
answer the letter, and Andre was
in tiie low-ceiled room, yet preserved as
lelt with the consoling hope that his wish
it was then. While they were at table a
possibly be gratified. He spent the
letter was handed to the general. He might
brief period of ex i steuen left him in cheerit
would
announce
the
appearsupposed
ful conversation with visitors, and in the
j ance
of tiie British armament below. In!
practice ot his favorite amusement, makof
.lameit
was
the
letter
stead.
;
appalling
ing sketches with pen and ink. Among
son. written on the evening of Andre’s
these mementos of his last hours was an
\ capture. With almost perfect compos- outline portrait of himself sitting at a
ure, he sat a moment engaged in eonter- roundtable,
li was presented to J.ibez
sation, when he begged iiis guests to ex- L. Tomlinson, then the
acting officer ol
cuse him, as business of importance dehis guard, and it is preserved i 1 the
manded his immediate presence at West 1 runiluiU
Gallery at Vale College.
Point; and rising from the table, he left
.Major Aiulre was hanged on an eminence
ilis wife's experieueed eye
the room,
near Tappau village at twelve o’clock on
saw trouble in Ids countenance, and she
the 2d day of October, 17Sd. On that
lie gave orders to the
followed him.
his breakfast, as usual, was sent
morning
cockswain ot his barge to order a horse irom W
table. Alter breakfast
ashington's
immediately. “Any horse—even a wa- lie shaved, dressed himself in the bright
hastenlie
and
then
he
cried,
gon-horse!'’
uniform of his rank in the British arm)
! ed to Mrs. Arnold's chamber, to which scarlet coat, rich green facings, bull vest
she had retired. In a few hurried wards and
breeches, and boots—and putting his
he told her that they must part, perhaps
hat on the table, said to the ollieers in atforever. Sin- screamed aloud and swoontendance, “(lentlcmen, 1 am ready at any
ed. Her cry brought her maid, whom Ar- moment to wait on
you.” At the appointnold ordered to take care of her mistress. ed time a
detachment of troops
large
Then pressing his wife to ids bosom, and were
!
paraded and an immense concourse
kissing their sleeping child, he returned of people were assembled. Nearly all < f
j to
the breakfast-room, mentioned her sud- the
j
general ollieers were present on horseden illness to his guests, and leaping upon hack,
excepting Washington and his stall';
tlie horse of one of his aids at the door,
and it is said that the general never saw
dashed down a path which led to his
Major Andre, having avoided a personal
barge, half a mile distant, followed by iiis interview with him.
cockswain on foot. In a few moments he
The prisoner walked front ids place of
was out in the stream with stout oarsmen,
eoiiliiieinent to that of execution between
and going swiftly, with a favoring tide, two subaltern ollieers, arm in arm. lie
toward tlie Vulture, about eighteen miles
betrayed no emotion m til he came in
below, telling his men lie must get there sight of the gallows, when he perceived
in all haste, in order to meet Washington that his earnest wish was not to be
gratiTlie promise of two gal- fied—that he must "die on a
on his return
He
gibbet
lons of rum for extra exertions made the recoiled for a moment, but
instantly reoarsmen bond to their task with vigor,
covering his composure, lie said, “1 am
and so the traitor escaped to the shelter reconciled in niv death lint I detest the
of a vessel of the enemy, lie meanly de- mode,” When
!
everything was in readilivered his bargemen as prisoners to the ness, and he was
standing on his eollin in
captain of the Vulture, who released them wagon that was to move quickly from unin New York.
der him, lie was told that he had an opArnold and Robinson both wrote letters
portunity to speak. Jn a lirni voice lie
to Washington, and sent them by a llag
said, *T beg you to bear me witness that
The traitor pro- 1 meet
to Verplanck’s Point.
my fate like a brave man.” The
tested that his wile was innocent of Ids
wagon moved from under him, and he alher
and
for
asked
protection
plans, and
most instantly expired. It was only a motheir child, llobinson. stating that Andre
mentary pang. The executioner was a
had gone up on public business at the re- T'orv oftlie
Bamapo Valley, named Strickquest of Arnold, and bore bis permit to land, who was a prisoner in Washington’s
return, declared that he vould not be held hands, under sentence for some crime. No
a prisoner without a violation of Hags, and
American soldier was willing to perform
requested his immediate release and per- the odious service, and this Tory was inmission to return to New York.
duced to do so by a promise of pardon and
In the mean time the messenger sent freedom lie was thoroughly disguised by
by .Jameson with the papers taken from thickly smearing his face with the outside
Andre’s boot and the prisoner's letter to of a greasv pot. **A more frightlul-lookWashington hail arrived at the Robinson ing being L never beheld,” said an eyehouse, where Hamilton remained while witness. On that occasion Benjamin Abthe chiel and Iiis other aids went to West bott, a drum-major, who died at Nashua.
Point.
Hamilton, as secretary, opened New Hampshire, in 1851, at the age ol
the package and discovered the treason. ninety-two years, played the Dead March
He waited impatiently for Washington’s
Andre s regimentals were renmieu wueu
He came at two o’clock, and im- his hotly was piU in the colli in, and were
return.
mediate steps were taken to arrest the fu- given to his servant. His mortal remains
gitive traitor, but they failed, for lie had were buried at the foot of the gallows,
several nours me stare; ana at evening
where they lay until 1821, when l>y order
came the news that the Vulture, with Arof the Duke of York, the British consul at
nold on board, had sailed for New York. New York, caused them to be disinterred
“Whom can we trust now?” said Wash- and sent to England, where they were
ington to Knox, Lafayette, and others, placed near a mural monument which King
while his eyes were suffused with tears. George the Third had eroded to his memMeasures were taken to secure the post ory in Westminster Abbey. That monufrom the attack which Arnold had made ment is in the form of a sarcophagus restarrangements for, anil in a day or two it ing on a paneled base and plinth. On the
was evident that the danger was overpast.
front of the sarcophagus is a design in low
The condition of Mrs. Arnold on the day relief representing Washington and officers
of her husband’s flight was truly pitiable. in a tent at the moment when the chief re“She for a considerable time,” Hamilton ceived the report of the court of inquiry,
wrote, “entirely lost herself. The general and a messenger had arrived with Andre's
She upbraided him with letter to Washington petitioning for a solwent to see her.
being in a plot to murder her child. One dier’s death. Near by are seen two men premoment she raved, another she melted in- paring the prisoner for ext ution upon a
Sometimes she pressed her in- tree, while Mercy accompanied by Into tears.
fant to her bosom, and lamented its fate, nocence bewails his late. On the haseoccasioned by the imprudence of its father, is the following inscription:
in a manner that would have pierced in“Sacred to the memory of Major Joiix Axdhe,
to
sensibility itself. All the sweetness of beau- who, raised by iiis merit at an early period of life in
rank of adjutant-general of the Dritish forces
the
the
all
all
loveliness
of
the
innocence,
ty,
but
hazin
an
and
America,
important
employed
tenderness of a wife, and all the fondness ardous enterprise,
fell a sacrifice to his zeal lor his
of a mother showed themselves in her ap- king and country on the ild of October, A. l>. 1780,
universally beloved and esteemed by the army in
pearance and conduct.” She had been which he served, and 1 inented even by his FohS.
THE flUKD,
only one year a mother and not two a His gracious sovereign, lvixo
bride. Toward evening she became more has caused this monument to be erected.”
The king settled u pension upon the
calm, and the next morning Washington
kindly assured her of her husband’s per- family of Andre, and to wipe out the imsonal safety by his flight to New York. puted stain produced by his death as a
The next day Washington received a let- spy, the monarch conferred the honor of
ter from Sir Henry Cliuton, inclosing one knighthood on Andre’s brother.
2sever was sympathy more genuine and
to that officer from Arnold, both, like Col.
ltobinson, setting forth facts which, it was feeling more real than that exhibited by
thought, wouldrelievo Andre of the impu- Washington and the American olticers on
So
the occasion of Andre’s execution
tation of being a spy.
—

in the

king

inscription on the
are English

monument; and yet there

writers of our rlav who insist that the show
ot sympathy was a farce. The author of

"Ihe Civil and
Military Transaction:”
department of the Pictorial History of
“Some
England says,
American generals,
too, lamented [referring to the phraseolo-

gy on the monument], but kept twisting
the rope that was to hang him ;"aml falsely adds, “There arc accounts which say
that the deep sympathy and regret was all
a tarce and that Andre, who was a wit
and a poet, who most cordially hated
by
the Americans on account of some witticisms and satirical verses at their ex-

pense.”

In the London (icneral Evening Post.
November 14, 1780, there was given a
false report of Andre's “last words,” in
which the unfortunate man was made to
say, “Remember that I die as becomes a
British officer, while the manner of my
death must reflect disgrace on your commander.” Or. reading this account, Anna
Seward, Andre’s early friend, wrote her
famous “Monody,” in which she uttered
the following unjust sentence, with others
of like tenor:
"O Washington! I thought, thee great and good.
Nor knew thy Nero-thirst for guiltless blood
Severe to use the pow’r that Fortune gave,
Thou cool determin’d murderer of the brave :
I.ost to each fairer viriue that in-pirt-s
The genuine fervor of the patriot hri =.!
And you the base abettors of the doom
That sunk his blooming honors in the tomb,
TIC opprobrious tomb your harden'd hearts decreed,
While all he ask'd was as the brave to bleed : *

Before the vessel that bore the news of
Andie’s execution to England bad sailed,
Washington wrote. “Andre has met his
fate, and with the fortitude which was to
he expected from an accomplished man
and gallant officer.” Again, “The circumstances under which he was taken
justified it, ami policy required a sacrifice; but as he was more unfortunate
than criminal, and as there was much in
his character to interest, while we yielded to the necessities of rigor, wo could
not but lament it."
Andre's watch, sold
for one hundred and fifty dollars for the
benefit of ais captors, was bought by Col
William .S Smith, of the American army,
who sent il to the British general Robertson, in New York, with instructions to
send it to Andre's .-asters
I he Americans have ever been generous in their sympathy for “the unfortunate Major All'll *.” ami have iaithfuiiv
obserfanI his request to remember that he
“died like a brave man"
llis king,”
says Bancroft, “did right in uttering line
orable rank to his brother and la i>rant-

ing pensions

to

his tumiier and

-i-tei

but not in raising a memorial to Isis n-n
in Westminster Abbey
Such honor !>.•longs to otlie. enterprises and dee Is,
I he tablet has no lit place m a sanctuary
dear from its monuments to every fiicad
to genius and mankind.”
On the earnest reeommendat m i i,
Washington, the captors of And o (B edding, Williams, and Van Wait) were c um
rewarded by the Congress by an annual
pension of two hundred dollars a:,d a sliver medal bearing the legend
•■Vmcit
Amor Patriie”—the l« ve oi country con■

quers
China
The

ami

the

Chinese.

of Chinese emAr-e am rout inu *s to agitate the dwellers on tic- P -• ni< -.op.
The San Francisco Chronicle of a if »t dale
takes occasion lo correct what it lv-mk a- .1
misapprehension of the subject in the jonrn •>
of the East,and -ay s: “Tocomp iiv lie etlects •
Milting from Chinese emigration he ray- d< nignorance or wilful blindniAmerican w u ka
iiiK-inen and mechanic-can -land
nip* :
with white European labor In can-e tin* limitand mode-of living of European emigran:- ,.r*
substantially like tho-e ot our own pi ops.
unThey cat the same kind of loud, wear the
kind of clothes, and require the -ame condor: s
as
in
-imilar
tilAmericanengaged
generally
ings. But Chinese competition is aiiopeth.-r a
different tiling. Aires of ••pprr—ion and pnv.ition in a cotinfrv .-warming with a r* duudnnt
population lia\ in the- Chinese empire made
the -trupgle for evisfcina? so keen as to generate habits of so-called frugality and imlu-M’y
r
which Americans can no imitate. Noo!'-*t
whodispassionately studies thi- -ubject on t;
theater where tie.* problem i- Heine; w orked oar
seeing whut is daily -c* n m this city by
';i
who do liot, obstinately -hut
ir eg
t*.
••minion-, nafacts, can fail to realize that a
iler which white labor i r d d upon to compete with Chinese labor in California are .-m a
that the former «aui not pi»>-ibly hold it-own i.
the struggle except by adopting modes «.f lire
which involve personal and -oi-ia! dci'radalam.
and which reduce the laborer to the leVi of a
helot.

question

■

Hu

icar

that

our

i.a-tern

censor-

ji:■

e

nm

rclleeted upon tli<
aspects of tfie qm
tioti. Neither have :h**y i*on-id'*r* 1 the m
mentous fact that the European emigrants ar«
identical with u< in blood and race, while between us and the Mongolians tlur-- \-o.\ii- an
impassable gulf. Emigrants from (. rinanv,
Ireland, and oilier European ouniri'". .'u.
citizens ot tin republic. Th**v a**quiiv mi.customs and mod**- of liviug.
They make or
country their home, and the home of 11:• 1 r chi idre n.
In iae second generation th'*\ becoim
our people. The mon- v
absorbed in the mu-i -pen; h. :.
Jji : the A-i
which they aril 1.
atie arc an alien rao* that can *»• \«•» ni'x wi;n
'.awnan lmpa--Bet
warn
and
uours.
them
Lindr
able gulf which no -kill can bn- _r".
moral-, their religion, their tradition i- d e
vvhi!
them. They conic here to en. atiii lor
and return vvh h their .-poil>.
!
and
do
not
their
.-p.
spend
earningThey
they put litti** mon* y in circulation. 1 mv l»uy
trade derives litil.j I«• i.
in China, and iloiin
ml tie* 1> -n<
<d ti».
etit from Them. Tie
*
dead to tin* Flowery I. md lar bun..:, fin
1 > emu; ire th-:
sorb, but return nothing.
lntmuion
with European emigrant'- is t:e e
of ignoran e and lob \.
mk.r.g
The Eastern journal- think that
mi tin-,
population i- too extravagant, ami
re-mo
can learn protitahle les-otm of thr11'
'!.. .'
my from our'long-estranged An
Tiie lessons whic h tie.* Amen. au w '-rki.g-im .i
must learn in order to be able P> compete on
equal terms with the A-iat i- brotli. Caiv to
lidir.
live mainly on rice; to sleep in in.-' r
dens wliere a dozen men are pack'd :,wa»
tiers of hunk.-, in a room which a decciit A m
can mechanic would consider not !->■• larg«
his exclusive accommoiiaiiou : !o labor -f< adhv
and unremitting!) like a b.-a-r of burd'-n;
deny himself of lci<uie ! *r r-nva'i *u or
culture; to forego c\ci v higher aspiration and
content himself with a nn :v animal • xi.-t*
the whole dreary, tnoi c.uious routine «*T wlm-h
rk.- eep, and feeding.
comprise- nothing but
Would our Bo-ton m ; *,.•- like to -**e tie Atm ito tlii- puriah-likt
reduced
cau working-man
condition?
They -peak of f lie vtravigaiii'c and itnpro*
deuce’ of American working-men. rI he\
nearer to Fall Uiver tiun we are, and ecu h I
us whether i*. i*, true ,,r not that, prev imitin.* recent strike?*, the wages ol the -p:n..v« u
and operative* at the mill* ranged from
That was the
to eighteen dollars per week.
statement at the time, and it B cor nit. ii >o into us,that our Boston contemporary.-,in vie w <>t
these rates of payment, must have queer i:
tions of what constitutes the vxirav agnuce’ of
the American laboring classes.”
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'San Francisco Chronicle, A: ..1 Is:.,
The six Chinese Companies who virtually
control the Oriental element in San Franci a
yesterday issued the following manifesto to tin
American public: Altliough the uia.iu iiy »u
the Cninese among us speak n*» English, tin v
are by no means ignorant of what i- going
around them, w hether in their favor or ag m-t
them. They have a Chile -e paper, edn* ; by
anone of their country men, who speaks our
guage as fluently as their own, aud by whom
all the articles of the press uufavorahl to lie u
interest- are translated for their inhumation.
They are, therefore, thoroughiv itiforunal of
tlm crusaue so vigorously inaugurated against
any further immigration from China, and they
have taken the subject energetically in hand
and issued this card to the American public. It
is signed by the representatives of the -:.\ Companies in this city, and may be accepted a- embodying the view* of the intelligent Chiuatm u
in San Francisco:
■

11)0 Lm :•
lo TI1K AMiilllC AN 1 L' BI 11'
mote tli.-a
has been open to Chinese emigration i'
have tome; lew
Chinamen
twenty years.
Many
have returned. Why is this? Because, among our
Chinese people, a few in California have acquired a
fortune and returned home with joy. A Ue.-ire to
obtain a competency having arisen m the Mean 'unpeople have not shrunk from toil and trouble, i in y
two y ars,
have expected to come here for one
U ho
and make a little fortune und return.
inong
?
dithculties
all
these
of
ever
them
Exp< u.
thought
sive rents, expensive living. A tin) without work
for thi> reason, though
means a day without food,
wages are low, yet they are compelled to labor and
unable
to return to their
live in daily poverty, quite
discussnative land. Now thi> honorable country
of
prohibiting the further emiing the importance
gration of the Chinese. flint is very good indeed
f irst, because it will relieve the American people ot
trouble and anxiety of mind ; secondly, tlie Chinese
will no longer be wanderers in a foreign land. Hot:,
parties will be thus benefited, liut the result should
be brought about in a reasonable manner. It is
said that the six Chinese Companies buy and import
Chinamen into this country. How can such thiugs
be said? Our six Companies have, year after year,
sent letters discouraging our people from coming to
this country, but the people have not. believed us,
and have continued to come. The necessary expenses of these poor new comers is a constant drain upon the resources of those already settled here, so
that the Chinese residents of this country are also
opposed to this rapid Chinese emigration. But the
capitalists of this honorable country are constantly
calling for Chinese cheap labor. The white laboring
men of this country are very angry because the
Chinese obtain employment which they claim belongs to white men alone, and so they hate the
Chinamen, sometimes throw stones at them, sometimes strike them on the street, and constantly curse
The Chinese people can not return such
them.
treatment in the same kind, lest other nations, hearsuch
of
things, should ridicule the laws of this
ing
honorable country as of no use.
To prohibit the Chinese from coining to this country is not a dilficult task. Formerly His Imperial
our august Emperor, made a treaty of amity
and friendship with the Government of this honorable country, opening up commercial relations and
>

Majesty,

permitting free intercommunication between the
people of the two countries. This treaty i- in accordance with the law of all Nations. And now if
the American people do not desire the Chinese to
come here, why not go to the Kmperor and ask a
ripeal of the treaty, or why not limit tin* number ot
immigrants on each steamer to a very few:- t hen
more would return and fewer would come, and not
ten
ears would elapse before not a trace of tin*
Chinaman would he left in this great and honorable
countrv. Would not that he well indeed? Hut let
there in counsel and consideration. It can not be
said that < hineso labor impoverishes this country
and are not the customs paid by the Chinese a bene
fit to this counin
Now let the Government of the
United state* propo-a* to the Government of China
u rep.-al or change of the treat) prohibiting the people of it h
country from crossing the ocean, then
shall we Chine>e forever remain at home and enjov
the happiness of fathers, mothers, wive-ami cliil'
drrn, and no longer remain Grangers in a strange
laud.
1 lien the white labor* rs of this country shall
no long* r be troubled bv the competition ol the Chile
ami our Chinese people no longer be subjected
to the abuses and indignities now
daily heaped upon litem ill tin open streets of this so-called Chistian land. Jt this can be accomplished, we Chinese
will continually oiler to the virtue of this honorable
country our deepest gratitude and thanks.

Wong Fook is -in exceedingly intelligent
Chinaman, who speaks Fuglish as iluently as a
native-born American, lie is one of the Inspectors of the \ ung Wo Company, a position
which he has held for four years. In the trip
to the dill'ercnt Companies which followed the
introduction by Special Olfieer ^leKenzie, Wong
Fook explained the workings of the dilferenl
Companies from tiic Chinese stand-point, lie
deincd emphatically that these Companies appointed to themselves tlie judicial powers which
have been accredited to them by the whites,
lie said their object was simply to protect their
ountrynieii in a strange land. They did not
import coolies; they .simply aided them when
they arrived here by their advice and money,
if necessary from lack of work. When a Chinaman returned to his home he left #3 to his
Company, and this money was devoted to the
aid of those who came hero and failed to find
work and were without friends.
no icpoitei a.-Keu about tin*
reports -o current to tin- efleet tlmt tin- Companies lonued
tlieiuselves into a Court of .Justice to try oll'emlrs against tln ir laws, and
oeea.sionyjlv pronounced the mild sentenee of death.
'Wong
'• -K
laughed all over his tawny lace us he answered the question. II : said that all the Cotuj»:oin:s endeuvored to ;oniproinisc all troubles
o
.fig the Chinese.
1/ two Chinamen hud a
‘v uiie<‘ a council was called ol' tin- two <'
>mPanics in which they belonged. The ease ol
ueh was argued I lore the council, and an eltort was made to settle their differences,
ii
either party or both refused to yield to the adice ol'the council they went to law in the
American < ourts, and spent their money in
lighting each other. This was Hie extent,*and
the only
xteiit, to which the < iinpanies arrogated to thenisehc' judicial powers.
following is the translation of a Jelter written uy tij• lJresident ot the Hop \\ o
Company,
and signed by the other live Companies, which
nil! be sent to tie- Tung Wall
Hospital. Hong
Kong, In to-day,.'> steamer:
■

It i- now about twenty years sine -our country
men in >i b-gun to come to America. When at home
w<heard mat tins country was somewhat more

civilized than
here to seek

our own,

and,

beli-ving this, we came
i'lie principal branches
ot industry in winch we have
engaged are shoe ami
woolen manufacture-, rope-walks, shirt and
cigar
making, railroad building, ito. 1 or engaging ii.
hi' -e reproach is cast upon our people here in California.
1 In
wanking people here my tlmt wear,
taking the bread from tneir mouths; that lor ever*
employment,

himunaii tiiat comes hero one while man must be
eii from his
position, i ol tiii- last two or three
I i: *.• j1 e si lull has been
agitated of the best
mean- to -lop ns from
coming to America, ibis
V“-slion ha- st.ned up the p« ople, especially the
working-men very mueti. 1 iiey have selected sever
persons to go to \\ a-hington and urge the President to have tne tr-aiiy with ( hina abrogated.
Hay before >esterday we telegraphed you to warn
our people of their danger, audit
possible prevent
hi
mure Iron
\\
told v.#u ..f the
coming lien*.
treatment t,«-y miglit export.
As an illustration,
we now tell you tlmt when the last steamer lauded
at the wharf, and the Chinamen-tailed to walk
up
tue street, they ime stoned, and the officer.- of the
law w. iv nimble to protect them.
In the city .1 sail 1* railed-co the
prominent men
now want nil Chinese
htum.rymen to pay a le-a
tax
1 hey ’...' I lu impose this tax once before, hut
did not succeed,
they are now trying it again, and
in this and nth.
ways endeavoring to .stop all emigration from China to this country.
Please write out vvhat we hav J told you ami
post
U iii all the conspicuous places m
Hong Kong, that
"Ur people may know the
danger they incur and
.be hard times they in
expect il they' come to
American si.meVi so Wu Co.,
Ml No VoU.Nu »
K< >UO • I low' f
iiOi* W o Co.,
VlN M
Co.,
S.Y.M Y .1'
'•eiK

.,
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1
hgiaht (.Nev. enterprise
We ealied upon Mr. < E.
u d:iv or
two line to get his views
upon the Chinese
as
i:
al)V.
is
our
coast.
question
lie -a vs the
Government of China will no! appoint even a
Consul to r< side iii mui Francisco l<» look utter
the interests of tie- Chinese lien.
The answer
piven when the <_ lihe'se oflieials are approached
on the subject
"We do not wish our
people
To go aw a\ ; if they ito they must do it at
their
own risk.’’
Mr. DeLong believes that when
China begin-L.t great system of internal improvement.-, whien she i- now preparing for by
education of Chinese
engineers in the LTiited
Mutes and Europe, Chinese
emigration will
slop. Jie further believes that the estimate* of
toe popuiutimi oi China are
outrageously magnified. It
louud it so in Jauan, and thinks
that the impivs-.ion gained by travelers who
°idy \ i-it tiif eitit> and oiilv remain for a short
uni. i- all wrong. H«-gives'Yeddo a* a
sample,
lit- says instead <>j that eitv
eontaining over 3,OUU.OOO, there are less than J ,000,000, and they
are not crowded.
ile say.-, too, that adventurer-, beggars, cripples and sick people crowd
to the cities in the Orient more than
they do in
the L nit'd Mates.
thus while the siek and
maimed and mendicants are seen on every corner in Yeddo,
throughout a journey of 1,200
miles in the interior he never saw a
beggar. On
tin1 coolie- subjeet he give* us some
interesting
laets.
The -e coolies are more absolute slaves
than ever th»‘ negroes of the South were.
They
are obtained in the
following manner: All
through the interior of China are coolie-traders,
t he.-e seoimdrels find a
family—old people,
with sons and daughters. With them it has
been a eon-taut struggle for years to
get enough
mod t * keep soul and body together. The
trader propose* to buy the services of ;i son or
daughter, he agreeing to give the old people a
sum of money down, and
agreeing to feed and
clothe the boy or gin, and to return him or her,
or his or her body, to China after the
term of
service Iia* expired. In consideration for this
tije young man or woman signs a contract
which is absolute!) frightful in its conditions,
ile or she agrees to give faithful service to his
•o her ina-ter
for a term of six,
eight or ten
>e:vi-. a- may be, and lor a guarantee of faiihiul servi'-e. latle r, mother, brothers and
sister*
re mortgaged with a thousand
dreadful penalTi
in
a-e
the -erviee i- not
faithfully
per1' rni,
The r■•suit is ihat the coolie is hound,
bod\ an. 1 soul, •ini hem-e when the
inspector
A re you
leading < hina of your own free
VN
,‘J'' answer i-, *•]
ani,v and when here
died Upon to
testify lie Ivl.oWs just IlOW totesl1*' h* plra>e his master.
The men we see
drudu.ng here are pay ing a debt contracted to
i.ieir
lathers
and mothers irom starving,
keep
and this lacl -hows us that as yet we have
laihonicd neither the character, endurance nor
•run
of the Chinese people.
Indeed, Mr.
DeLong believes that there is not another so
de. p and subtle a race oil earth as
are these
Tartars. Ih voud their trading
capacities, which
h ive alrerdy put in their hands the
entire trade
of Japan and the south-eastern coast of
Asia,
mid b< Ion- which every
nationality succumbs,
ie says there are statesmen
there among the
higher orders who aie a match, if not more
than a match, fur the. brightest mind, ..f the
Caucasian race.
roe.
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Indiana

Democracy.

April 19. iii the Demto-eiay there was a long and

►tonily contest over the nomination of a esindidate for (Governor, Hon. William S. Holman,
Hon. Franklin I.anders and Judge Niblack being before the convention. I.anders first withdrew his name, and that of lion. I>. W. VoorImes was presented. James 1>. Williams of
ivuox county, was otlered ms a
compromise, as
also was (General M. D. .Manson, and the wildest excitement prevails!.
The li»t ballot ren 11t*t 1
as
follows:
Holman, 9F>: I.anders,
s9s; Manson. 2*; Williams, 29; and there was
no choice.
The names of Holman and I.anders
were withdrawn and on the second
ballot, it
being apparent that Williams had the nomination. he was declared the unanimous choice lor
Governor. Isaac 1*. Gray of Randolph was
nominated lor Lieutenant-Governor, and resolutions were adopted in substance as follows:
Declaring fidelity to all the provisions of the Constitution ; to a perpetual union of the
.Stutes; to local self-government; to ail public trusts and
obligations; to the holiest payment of the public debt
Th" preservation of the
public faith; to the maintenance of tree schools, and to the
pure and economadministration ol the Federal, State and municipal governments. They charge the financial distress and the
corruption in the public service, etc.,
upon the Republican party; favor civil service reform uud the continued
investigation into corruption m public affairs; commend the elforts cf the
majority in the House of Representatives for the reduction of the expenses of the
Government, believe
that gold and silver is the true and safe basis for the
currency; oppose contraction and favor the adoption
of measures for the retirement of national bank
notes, and the substitution therefor of Treasury
notes; demand the repeal of legislation for the
withdrawal of legal tenders and for the resumption
of specie payment on the 1st ot
January, 1870; urge
that the school fund only be used to
support nonsectarian schools- support a license Jaw and advocate just claims of Union
their
widows and
soldiers,
children ns non-piutioan matter. The fifteenth res
olution declares in favor of Hendricks for President.

"to

ical^

Fomeroy's

paper says the murderer J.
\\ likes Booth had a personal motive lor the
assassination of the President.
Booth,
some time before, went to the White House
after midnight, called Mr. Lincoln from his
bed, and pleaded most piteously for the
file ol John Y. Beal, long a bosom friend,
in prison under sentence of death for piracy on the northern lakes. At last Mr.
Lincoln yielded, and promised that Beal
should be pardoned. Next day he told
Mr. Seward, who was
very angry, declaring that public sentiment required the
execution, and if the man was not executed ho would leave the cabinet. Accordingly. Lincoln changed his mind and Beal
was executed.
Booth went into a frenzy
of rage, and swore vengeance on Lincoln
and Seward.
Gen. Crooke charges that the Indians are
plaving
a part staying on the reservations to receive
rations, which they promptly forfor the other part tvho are engaged

doutle,

Great excitement has pervaded the country lor the past week in consequence of
the investigations of a committee of Con-

Our Seaside Government.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
THURSDAY,

There is

a

Democrats,

APRIL 27, 1876.

resolve

to

put

a

A

the part of the
curb, so far as thev
on

The trial of

WiH_Case.

Glimpse*

of much interest in this
region, as well as to the legal profession generally, was concluded before the Supreme
Court in Augusta on Saturday. The case ina case

PUBLISHED EVERY

trail of fraud which
having
leads directly to the door ot the Presidential mansion. The election outrages in
New York city in 1x7(1 and subsequently,
gress

struck

a

arc all duly receipted and audited in the
I reasurv, aud are correct, and form a legal account.
1 his corruption fund for election purposes was
gobbled from the Secret Service fund. Attorney-General
Williams says he was tirst called upon to pay Davenport gUuuu m 1*71. He hesitated to u-e the public
money in that way, and called upon the President,
who, after a brief conversation, ordered Its payment
by a written order, in the fall ol lb/”, when the last
1'residential election was held, £XO,WJU was ordered
to ot paid Davenport, the Attorney-General testifying that in each instance he received the verbal order of the President before turning over the money.
Last tall jjURMJO more were paid. \\ lien Williams hall
remonstrated against the largest payment for the
election in 1S7~, when Grant ran against Greeley, the
President said “Davenport is engaged in a great
work up there. He* must have the money.” When
pressed by the Committee on the corrupt and illegal
use of this fund the Attorney-General evaded ami
dodged and seemed reluctant to tell, though not so
willing alter all to protect the President. Ihis corruption fund was paid on the order of the President
to \Yi,itley, and by the latter to Davenport. Whitley
produced to day to the Committee Davenport’s
vouchers for every cent, and Williams corroborated
him in that and iu other respects.

capacity

The World gives the

following
of Davenport's manner of operating under
the inspiration of the White House, in the
execution of the law and the expenditure
account

of the remarkable fund—
.From the Mew York

World, April til. i
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Centennial.

apology

missible,

enough

campaign,

during

direction

same

the

presented

dignified body
pot-house

predicts

coming presidenPray,
get
Democrats, certainly,
polls why
Democrats,
fight

they

Republican
appeal
against

majority

acknowledged

party
professions

particular pride
profound respect

repeatedly

possible
justify

forgotten

eloquent
Republican colleagues

heap'd

lSdd-ijl,

they

auguration?

settling

duty,”
belligerent
(that
they
Republican candidates)
help
people

it,

loop-hole

government”
trievably

absolutely
Democracy

government

Mayor,

persistent

him,

the removal
of the Presi-

dent's office to Long Brunch. The law
had declared that the duties of that office
shall be exercised in Washington, and

And up to Grant, even
President had in that particular obeyed
the law. One of the burdens of the office

ol' President is that 1m who fills the office
shall reside at the seat of Government

[ during

exceedingly tough,

likely

honesty

nnd winter, and be con-

summer

surrounded

stantly

tho heads of de-

by
subject

How many ol'the improper practices now
uncovered were concocted there, and
made possible by the fact that the President

in the hands of Babcockism. and

was

absent from the seat of Government ?

government-

ed with the
fairs of that road. Let it summon and examine Mr. Harrison, and let Mr. Blaine
have an, opportunity to testify. Xo one
can

fairly object

to

this, and the public

no

A Democratic state convention, held at
Lincoln, Neb, Thursday, was tlto largest

anti

most influential ever held in the state.
Resolutions for hard money and reform
were adopted with great unanimity. Twothirds of the convention favored the nom-

leaders will miss this week the

Our

sparkling Washington letter of l'ercie. A
note just received states that she is suilering from illness, and will lie unable to
again

at

present. As the Centennial

will now ahsoib

public interest, it is not
probable that iter correspondence will be

Horn Pedro, of Alcantara, Lmperoi i,i
Brazil, who recently arrived in New York, resumed before another
is the iirst of our

distinguished

to arrive.

guests

Dorn Pedro is of very

1 lie editor ol the

illustrious rank, mingling in hi- veins the
blood of the. Braganzas, the Bourbons and

very
disliked

the

sarcasm

He i- the direct male representative of the royal house of Portugal,
and is a cousin of the royal King of Portu-

Ilapsburgs.

Ho

gal,

mother

born December •>, l.y-•>."». His
the Arch-Duchess Leopoldiua

was

was

of Austria,

lie was declared of
age July
in his sixteenth year,

1-840, being then
and

was

crowned

He married the

the ghrd

July, 1841.
lTineos Theresa, daughter
on

King Francis 1, of the Two .Sicilies, in
1843, who has borne him two daughters.
The youuger, the Prince.-s l.eopoidina,
died in 1871. She was the wife of Prince
August of Saxe-Coburg Gotha, and left
of

four

The elder. Princes Isabella, is
heiress apparent, and is now for the second time Regent. She married the Count
d'Pu, eldest son of the Due de Xemours
and grandson of Louis Philippe, She lias
sons.

one son.

Pedro, who

was

horn

autumn

centennial

m

October

last. l)om Pedro is noted for his extensive studies in the military art, mechanics
and natural history, lie is a line linguist,

very handsome, arid of a Herculean stature and mould, standing over six feet and

machine,

for yourself.
Every
something to amuse and instruct.
miles of drives and footways are in
and the work of paving the avenues
you

see

hour has
Miles and

who,

drenching

really

betray.

party

given
theft,
treachery
keenest-eyed

My Dear Sir. Yourfnvor of the 3d hist, readied
my return tilts morning after a week’s absence, hence the delay in answering it. It will give
me great pleasure to bring your name before tlie Director General, but I fear it is too late,
file clerical
work is nearly done, and employees will soon have
lo be discharged so the opportunities for new ones
are not over good. However, it is
always sate to trv,
and that I will not fail to do. 1 have obtained
good
places in Fhilndelphia for Maine men, and wish I
could do so for more. Mr. Nye is
very pooular witli
the Commission, enabling me to do wlmt 1 could not
have done were it otherwise.
Maine will have her full share of
Judges, and in
every respect occupy a proud | osition, at the exhibl1
s,alltis “» tiie eighth State in number of
I*,,
exhibitors; had almost as many as New Hampshire,
Vermont and Ithode Island combined. Notwitustand
Ing I represent another State, i am very proud of
Maine here, and in the past, and will not let anv.
tiling prevent me from doing all in my power to assist her good people in all their relations with the
Yours with esteem.
great Centennial.
P. Kimball.

.sl,e

_C.

Defence

of

Washington, April

Belknap.

25.
It appears from
statements of friends of General Belknap that
lie claims that he will on his trial, if permitted
call etory one oftlie 1*0 post traders to refute
the hearsay testimony that the purchase of such
offices is universal.
It is also claimed that
§330,000,000 passed through the War Department during his term of office, without a
penny
being unaccounted for; also that he has kept a
strict account of his housekeeping expenditures
extending over a period of 3 years, and his
books and hills month by month show that
with possibly two exceptions his expenditures
were less than his salary as Secretary.
The
statements serve to indicate the probable line
of defence in the approaching trial.

railroad in Arkansas,

tine order,
is proceed-

by miracles

a

liangor W lug has
way of making himself
lie recently tried that withering
of his on the Presipie Isle Star,

winning

and got a deserved dressing down. At
the conclusion of i;s remarks, the Star
says—
i lie Mistin' ol the marline-spike and tin*
grim
bucket still cling to the liuml of its
Neptune, hut even this ought to be
no reason why the
Whig should always stand
•irmly by the principles enunciated by Ifelknap,
lfubcoi'k and iiutler, when the loyal thousands
have uttered their condemnation
against them.
Now, (diaries, we turgive you as we would a
tired and badgered school-hoy. What with the
recciUcttstigntionsgiven by the lielfast Journal.
• he Boston Globe, and the constant
plaguin^
•mm that Central street chap [the
Commercial]
you are in a bad way, and if you sometimes
shake your puny list from the lee
scuppers
where you have been knocked, we have only
feelings of pity.
ol lIk! slush
■rate sou of

1 he call for

'(invention of the Dem-

a t

ocrats of tin* Fifth

Congressional

District
is printed, to be holden at 1 o'clock P. M. of
June loth, in the hall of the Slate Convention at liangor, for the purpose of

choosing

two

delegates

to

the national

Convention.

the grasses start,

splendid

contribution to

knowledge and art, giving more idea of that
country than could be obtained in any other
It consists of minerals, the richest of
wool, 50 varieties of gum trees, and other trees
of all colors of wood, a pyramid of tin weighway.

tons; and from Queensland an obelisk twenty-three feet high, covered with burnished gold, representing a mass of gold of sixty ions in weight, the base of rich gold quartz.
from \ cnczuchi art; fruits, evergreen trees,
coflee, cotton, Ac. From Antwerp, 320 eases
of goods, oases of glass, each one weighing
Ions, for mirrors and windows—hut so
immense that special cars are being built before they can be removed to tiie groundsseven

From France

magnificent show ease tilled
of Lyons sill;, velvets

a

with an endless
and laces—the

variety

ease

lilted up with

a

divan in-

side, that you may sit down and admire at
From Paris one of tin- most
your leisure.
beautiful pieces of sculpture, a fountain, also
statuary, paintings, and a great variety of love-

ly works of

From Scotland

art.

a

line

display

of manufacturing industry, Scottish gems, such
as brooches, car-rings, and ornaments ol' every
style imaginable. Italy contributes 300 pieces
of valuable statuary, and other collections of
exhibits. Pope l’ius IV lias sent from the
Eternal City some costly relics, also some antmile vases, very old and valuable. The \ atican, or papal palace, is one vast exposition of
the wonders of art, old and new; and Italy I
found a perfect museum. From my visit there
I well know what enjoyment is in More for
friends who have not been abroad. Spain, i
rare

hear, lias wonderful attractions; the .Spanish
building is an elaborate and showy structure.
(Jueen Victoria sends some of her own spinning, also embroidery and paintings of her ow n
children; hut the pottery from England is one
of tin? great attractions. Egypt and Chili and
Germany have -cores of boxes, now being unpacked, and piles of cases are erected to make
the goods attractive. California is going to do
Urn handsome tiling, and will not lie heat in
this show.

The State is

erecting

a

memorial

cost of (j?3,WO. which I may describe
lamp,
in a future letter.
From tin? I'nited Stales the prospect of a
gratifying success is anticipated, liultiinore
contributes a chime of hells, value 812,000, to
at

a

represent the thirteen states. They are placed
in the tower of Machinery Hall, and will he
rung
music

at

sunrise,

and sunset, their sweet
the grounds. A skilled pro-

noon

enlivening

fessor has been obtained to take charge of ibis
chime, the tiuest in America. Machinery Hall
is now nearly filled with ponderous structures,

to

one unacquainted is confusion indeed.
Among them the Corliss steam engine; a huge
pile driver, fifty feet high, from Belgium; a
Scotch rolling mill; a Swedish locomotive;
printing presses; lire engines; a massive cotton press from Charleston; pipes, boilers, and
in fact most everything that can he imagined.
From Maine, ISiddeford sends some specimens
of spinning machines, every part polished like

gentle-

puzzle

anything
morality”

swept
all its movables, and nothing but lack

of

time has saved the floor itself. There was
never less temptation to “treason” than
now.

The

man

whose purse has been

emptied by professional pickpockets
afford to

they

can

in the face of amateurs, be
wicked and willing.

laugh

ever so

The Editor leaves this week for Philato assist in looking after the interests of Maine in the great exposition,

delphia

and to be absent probably several weeks.
The readers of the Journal will hear front
him weekly, in the shape of wayside
jot-

tings and

notes on our

great national festival. If he doesn’t get bewildered by the
immensity of the allair, he hopes to give
a tolerably clear idea of our
respected
Uncle Samuel, arrayed in holiday attire,
and

the nations of the earth as
And, better than all, he hopes

receiving

his guests.
look upon tho representatives of all
portions of our common country, its interests and industries, from Maine to
Texas,
and from ocean to ocean—Federals and
to

Confederates, the
the
one

wearers

cf the blue and

gray—again the ready defenders of
nationality and a common country.

And reader, won’t all this be worth a
month’s time and a journey to the banks
of the Delaware ?
—We

ing

publish to-day another interestPhiladelphia, over tho sig-

letter from

nature of A. S.

M., which initials will be

recognized by the friends of Mrs. Ann

California, whence

trip

to

in

few weeks.

a

During

he will return

his absence, the

Empress remains in New York.
At the date of this writing, it is undetermined whether the city fathers will
vote to reopen the liquor agency. \\ e sincerely hope it will remain closed, as a

by

Constitution ! They used to laugh a good
deal at Andy Johnson for swinging around
so much with the Constitution—but he
knew better than that.

—The new arrangement of trains on
-M. C. It. K. will take effect May 1st. Commencing that date, tickets will be placed
place that is not needed, and the fruits of on sale at the station, at Belfast for Banwhich are evil, and evil only. Hut if, un- gor and return at $■> 75—tickets good one
fortunately, there should he a majority of week from date ot issue. Passengers can
the municipal officers in favor of this re- go from Bel last to Bangor and return same
the liquor traffic, it
honesty and fairness

opening

is duo to com-

that a check
shall be put upon the loose and
irresponsible, If not dishonest manner in which the
affairs of the agency have been heretofore
conducted, if the sale is to ho resumed.
mon

strict account of the liquors on hand
should be taken, so as to know in what
condition the agency starts. Then there
should be an accurate account of all
purchases. Besides this there should be kept,
as the law requires, a record of the sales,
with the names of purchasers and amounts
a

and kind of

liquors purchased.

Every

three months there should be published in
the city papers the number of purchasers
(not the names) with amounts and kinds
of liquors sold, with total
receipts. If the expense

amount of cash

of publication
shall be objected to, we offer to do it free
of cost. In that way the public can know
something of this business, as it progresses, and have a check upon illegal sales,
cheating, gimlet hole leaks, and all kindred means by w hich the local Babcocks
and Belknaps have found avenues to the
city treasury. If there shall not be “a decent

respect for the opinions of mankind”

in this matter, the voters next

be very

likely

spring

will

to enforce such respect.

—The tramp problem is being satisfactorily solved in the western part of the
state.

At West Buxton two of the frater-

nity had
morning

a

difficulty

at

night.

The next
found on the

blood stains were
Sarah Monroe. That lady is very
happy bridge. It is supposed that one of the felin her mention of the principal features of lows killed the other and threw
him into
the great exposition.
the river.

day.
—The Lewiston Institution for
Savings Is in
on hand a large amount of
securities and bonds that pay no interest. Con-

trouble, having
sequently it
will be

no

pay none to depositors. There
great loss to those who have deposits
can

there, it is thought.
ihe Indiana
Democracy
iield with a capital ticket and
—

are

in the

platform,

the result of their convention last week.
1 lioy declare lor (Jov. Hendricks
for the

Presidency.
I he Maine Editors are
going to Philadelphia, June oth, via. ttie Portland and
ltochestei liailroad.
I
will have a

hey

good

time.

Charges affecting

time the people should keep away. All here
have great faith in the skill and perseverance
of Americans, and that the 10th of May will
see everything in readiness for a grand exhibia

tion. As you will he here yourself to write up
for your friends, I may bid you adieu, hoping
the little information I have given may be
my friends to read. Everything
that arrives for exhibition from the Pine Tree
State will he an interest to me.
>ow that the gates are closed, we have a line

pleasant

to

view from Georges Hill, and the embankment
of the reservoir is filled with miscellaneous
visitors, who show much satisfaction. An observatory IS.) feet high lias been erected by a
Boston man on Belmont hill in the park. The
expense was $100,000, und forty passengers can
be raised at once, the elevator looking like a

the official conduct of huge iron basket, and worked upon the plan of
!'•
Staples, prosecuting attorney of elevators used itFour lofty houses. It Is a sinKnox Co., have been made to Gov. Con- gular looking construction, but it may pay. I
see each day persons ascending anil descendnoi.
1 he substanco of the
charges are ing, and understand a fine view for miles Is
stated b}' the
Augusta correspondent of afi'orded. It will, never be my experience to
the Boston Herald, as follows—
take this sight for myself.
I>r. John Montgomery of
My letter may be long; but here, where you
Knox
Washington,
county, in this State, was in this cilv to-duv for bear of Centennial from
morning to night, all
the purpose of calling the attention "of the Govmust become Infected with the
ernor and Council to the official
prevailing epimisconduct of
L. M. Staples, esq.. Attorney of Knox county. demic, and strive to interest others, a. s. m.
It is alleged that Staples received bribes for
derelictions of duty in failing to
prosecute liquor dealers; that he has collected tines for
—The Dover Observer reports swallows
which he has not accounted, and that lie advlsin
that vicinity April 20th—which is a full
iiucl
eu
encouraged parties to engage in an unlawful traffic in liquors, agreeing not to prose- month earlier than usual. We doubt if
cute, and to receive a share of the profits of the
the Observer observed
trade. v<o toriual charges were
correctly.
presented to
the Governor and Council, but a statement of
—A newly born babe was found alloat
what Mr. Montgomery claims he can
prove.
in the river at Hangor, mutely testifying
Mr. Staples pronounces the
charges un- to
and
somebody's wickedness.
founded
false, and says he is ready
for investigation. Ho also remarks, inci—Portland will celebrate the Fourth of
dentally and pleasantly, that the Doctor is July live thousand dollars worth.
under indictment and
tice.

a

fugitive

from

jus-

Mrs. Anna M .lames lias been appointed Postmi*
tress Mt Surry, and James \. Clark, Postmaster at
W est Camden.

Relknap is now believed to have destroyed mam
"f the record.- o tile War Department which would
have Inculpated him.
The potato hug D doing great havoc on Long Island, N. V.,aud riie earth D found lu some place*

fairly filled with them.

The exodus from Nova Scotia and New limn*
wick toward the United States continues, California
being the promised land.

The Roston Po«t has been purchased
company, comprising *orae of the most
Democrats in Massachusetts.
James U.

The President gives as bis reason for vetoing the
| salary bill that tin- sum of £g5,0uo D not equal to the
[ pecuniary demands of the position.
! < apt, .ianiH Maguire dropped dead In his barn at
IJockport, Saturday afternoon, a* is suppo.-ed, from
heart disease. He was 7»> years old
j
| Judge I‘dark say- of llabcoek, since t-he evidence
in the

'ah- burglary job has come out
not even burned brandy cun -ave him."

j

j

Fat men and people with tight boots will be
grab
tied to learn that there are only :i.s miles of walk-inrequired to obtain a full view of the ( » ntenniaJ.
lirenton J * larke, ag. -i ?o years, committed sn,
eide m Hopkintou, K. I
He put the muzzle of h
gnu in his luuulh und discharged It with a caue.
Thos. \V. riper, the murderer of Mabel Young in
Boston, and hummel J. f rost, the Petersham uiui
derer, have been ■•eiiteuced to b»* hung Friday, Mas

■»

•‘bth.

Farm hands iu Vermont are readily engaging lor
the season at $1.> i**r mouth and found, where lavear at this time they were
urnt
demanding
found.

file-day night the -tore ol Lewis Hull, at .Sort.
Warn n, together w ith goods, wm burned ’o 11.
ground. Loss about $3,000. Partially covered by
insurance.
Ail Iowa Court has decided that It a man engugehim-eir to be married uud then commits suicide, the
defrauded
party eau proceed uguiu-t his e-tute lor
breach of proim-e

Abbott, the u-.-ipee, N ii murderer, who killed
his
Ife with an a.\e .i~t. fall, has pleaded guilty to
murder iu the second degree, and was sentenced t-.
three years in the State Prison
i»r. Adolph Blonberg, win* died in Lawrence oi.
ue.-duy, at the age o', j/,, was a brevet major and
adjutant in the !•>» nch imperial army during tl.
liusaian war umier the Fir*t .Napoleon
I

A complete failur*- in tin* winter’s catch of cod o:
tin* Newfoundland li-hing grounds has caused great
destitution among the h suer men. The sealers La*.been ileluyed by ice and stormy weather
Fishermen

charge

laat a certain drait wa- negotiated at the hou-i of
Morton, jins'. & Co., in lbn,
Ihos. A. .^vott
then President of tin* Union Pacific Uailroad Cu
lor the sum of $04,000, and that $73,oOO of tin* bonds
of the Little Hock and Fort Smith ltailroad Co.,
were pledged as collateral; that the Union Pueilie
Co. paid the draft and took up the collateral; that tincash proceeds of that went to me and that 1 laid
furnished and sold or in some wav conveyed or trailferred to Thos. A. Scott the Little Hock ami Fort
Smith bonds, which had been used as collateral, that
the bonds in reality had belonged to me, <>r sonn
friend or constituent of mine for whom I was acting.
I desire here and now to declare that all and
every
part of his story that connects my name with it iabsolutely untrue, without one particle of foundation
in fact, and without a tittle of e\ ideuce to «iib-t:tiiti
ate it. I never had any transaction of any kind with
Thomas A. Scott concerning bonds of the j.ittle
Hock & Fort Smith Koad, or the bonds of any oilier
railroad, or any business in any way connected with
railroads directly or indirectly, immediately or remotely. I never had any business transaction.' whatever with the Union Pucifle li. K. t o., or any of itofficers, or agents, or representative.', and never in
any manner received from that company, dire, tiv «.r
indirectly, a single dollar in money or stock-, or
bonds, or any other form of value. And as to the
particular transaction referred to i uever so much as
heard of it until two years alter tin alleged occurrence, when it was talked of at the time ot tin- Credit
Mubilier investigation in 1^73.

through

.11

Court.

im;i: DicKi-ihoN, riti'sii>iN«i

William Barnes indicted for obstructing railroad track. Plead guilty, and sentenced to ten
years in the State Prison, at hard labor. He al-

plead guilty to two other indictments; lor
breaking and entering a store, and breaking jail.
Oak A. Clui'.e, three indictments, breaking
and entering, laivenv and breakmg i .il. Pleads
guilty.
so

Marcia Campbell \s. Fraiieis.l. Bailey. i bis
was a peculiar ease, which had a good deal of
what Brother Beecher calls “true inwardness”
to it.
If the testimony of Marcia be credited,
It was the old, old story of woman's weakness

perfidy. If the word of the defendant be taken, there was a conspiracy against his
peace and good name. But this much is agreed
—that there was a mill, whieh the defendant
and man’s

managed—and that close by the mill

was the
house where dwelt Marcia and her father’s
family, lie used to drop in occasionally in a
friendly way, Marcia says—and as a result here
was the plaintiff in Court with a bouncing baby
in her arms, accusing the mar of the mill of

being its father. A facetious character in Shnkspeare remarks that
“More water glldoih by tin* mill
wots tlie miller of; anil oov it i
Of a cut loaf to steal a slice."

Than

The testimony in regard to this particular
mill, anil this cut loaf, was very conflicting, and
likely to puzzle even wise heads. The baby
case

that Solomon once decided

was

plain

sail-

ing compared to it. Marcia, a pale, slender, diffident and apparently not over strong-minded
girl, laced the ordeal of the oat it and searching
examination, with the declaration that he was
the father of her child, and that no one else
could be. Bailey, on the other hand, a large,
strong, heavily bearded man, denied on oath
each amt every particular of the accusation.
Beside hint, during the trial, sat his wife, a
young, comely and pleasant faced woman, all
attention to the progress of the ease. Near by
sat the plaintiff, with the flaxen haired babe in
dispute, cooing and pluvimr with its nurse
bottle.

About the room was a great throng of
spectators, listening to the progress of the remarkable trial. The ease was given to the jury
about noon, but no verdict lias been rendered
up to the hour of printing the Journal. Fogicr
for plaintiff, MeLellan for defence.
The case of Reuben C. Clark vs. town of I.in-

colnville, to recover damages received on a de—Silver is creeping into circulation in fective
highway, was commenced Wednesday
the great business centres.
afternoon.

over

the

early

arnvu.

<iont*rul Saber, ugleiby, who commanded the dl
vi-ion ot 'o.neral Jacksou’s army nearest the river
the battle of New Orlean.-, is ^tlll living lu Texas
He was out hundred year- old in February la-t

at

.Mr. Samuel F. Pickard, associate editor of the
Portland Trauscript, and Miss Lizzie 11 Whlttlei.
niece ot tin* poet, were married at the residence »
John (i. Whittier, iu Anu obury, Mass., VVednesdav
Ihe friends of a woman who apparently died neai
not long ago, noticed changes in the coho
of rhe lace, indicating life after the body was laid
out, and have been keeping the body tor uhout tn
days, though it ha- remained Motionless ali tie

Bangor,

I elegrapherj arc guilt v >o -ad blunders sometimes
Ihe Prim.nt Walts lately telegraphed from India
•r"l:-- Milner’.-" Milner being a great safe mum,
faeturer —“tltrt e with drawer-, two w ithout."
l’iu
“Five milliner* hrr«.
ine-sage reat.'hed London
with drawers, two without.
Mr Allen Kastman oi Lil-vvorth, while at worjust above the five .-aw dam on t tie river, was, with
Ins boat, carried over ihe dam und drowned.
Hi*
body has not yet been tound. He was a worthy, in
dustrious citizen, about titt y years of age. and leave*
a

Mr. Blaine then read letters from Sidney Jtillon, l’resident of the 1’nion ihicilit i
Uailroad, a- from C ..I Srotl, totally doiiying any such transactions lie add- t
these the following explanation

Judicial

high glee

m

Hen. Hancock has bem invited to command the
('entennial Legion at the Centennial. («en. Burn
side will command the New I ngiand Battalion, and
tien. Fitz Hugh Lee the southern Battalion.

to wit;

Supremo

are

f menhaden and herring, fu 1.
two weeks beidie
they Were looked fur. fhev are being caught
large quantities in the Newport ioihity.

up in another

When tin- l.ittl>- Itnek Hailroail fell into tin- lluan
clal troubles of which 1 have spoken, there were certain interests connected with it that were under
pc
culiarly pressing embarrassments and that needed
relief. There had been at different times very considerable talk about inducing the Atlantic & Pacino
Hoad, which on its Southern Branch was to be a
connecting link East and West with the L. U. St. 1
S., and the Missouri, Kansas x Texas Hoad, which
would be a connecting link both .North and South at
the point of junction, to aid the L. H. & F s enterprise, by taking some of its securities; a practice
lo both ui
very coinmou among connecting roads,
these the completion of the Little Hock Hoad was
of very great importance. Accordingly in the Spring
of 1>71, when only one coupon had been passed by
the Little Hock Co. on one series ot it- bonds anil
none passed on the other, and when there was sanguine hope of getting the enterprise on its feet again,
the Atlantic and Pacific <„'«». took $100,000 ot it>
bonds and $100,000 ol its stock for the gross sum of
$70,000, and the MK-ouri, ivan-as & leva-, if 1 remember correctly, took half the amount at the same
rate.
This was done not for the corporation itself,
but for an interest largely engaged in the construe
tion of the Hoad. With the circumstances attending
the negotiation with the Atlantic and Pucitic Hoad 1
was entirely familiar, and with several of its officer*
I have long been well acquainted. I al-o knew of
the negotiations with the Mi-.-ouri, Kansas x lcxuHoad, though I never, to my knowledge, saw any ol
its officers and never had an interview with unv <•!'
them on any subject.
But in case of both roads 1 de-ire {.» say that the
bonds sold to them did not belong to in., n *r did I
have one dollur of pecuniary iutcre-t In the whole
transaction with either company

“He's gone

.lames Hogg of Lewiston, shot himself iu Auburn
| while
I
hunting, dragging the gun behind, the shot
passing through his iuugs. He cannot recover.

very promising,
proved unsuccessful as did so many similar project
about the same time. I lost a considerable sum of
money, over $-,*0,000, bv my investment, and I presume New England made a net loss of S'J.ooO.ooo in
completing that road for Arkan-a.-, a* >lie lost over
one hundred millions by similar ventures ‘W
*{ and
South within the last twelve year-..
in addition to my Investment in the bonds I united with some others iu raising some money for the
Company when it met its tirst financial troubles
I'roceedings are now pending in the I S. circuit
Court in Arkansas to which I am a party of record
for the reimbursement of the money so advanced
All the bonds t ever purchased I continued to hold,
and when the Company w as organized iu 1*74. I \
changed them for stock and bond- iu the ltevv con
cei n, which / still own.
Aly whole connection with the road has been open
as the day.
If there had been anything to conceal
about it, I should never have touched it. Wherever
concealment is desirable, avoidance is advisable,
and I do not know any better test to apply to the
honor and fairness of a business transaction
Vs to
the question of propriety Involved in a member of
Congress bolding an investment of this kind, it must
be remembered that the bonds w ere granted to the
Mate of Arkansas, and not to the railroad Co.
that
the compauy derived its life, franchise, and value
wholly from tin.* State, and to the State the compauv
is amenable and answerable, and not in any >ens»*
to
Congress Since 1 purchased the bonds but one
act of Congress Ins passed in
any way touching the
subject, and that was merely t./ reei’ifv a previous
mistake iu the legislation.

form,

a lawyer of Roston, convicted oi
ha* been sentenced to fiv** years’im-

prisonment iii the State prison.

enterprise, though apparently

come

by u stock
prominent

Toner,

blackmailing,

In common with hundred* of other people In New
England, and other parts of tin* country, 1 bought
some of those bonds, not a very
large amount, pav
lug tor them at precisely the same rate that otln rI never heard, itud do not believe that the
puid
Little Kock Co., which 1 know is controlled by high
ly honorable men, ever parted with a bond to any
person, except at the regular price lixed for their

recently

re

I>r. Mudd, who set the shattered leg of J. Wilkes
Rooth, has been elec, el to th» Mary land senate as a
Republican.

popular.

more

an un

turns up as a
naval lumber

witiie" in
contracts.

the bonds of the road on the New England mar
ket in the summer of ldtitf, offering them on terms
very favorable to the purchaser, and offering them
at a time when investments of this kind were
fatally

Flhanun Fernald, indicted fur assault and batground three hundred and fifty ear loads of
goods, besides carts and other conveyances. tery. Plead not guilty, whieh was subsequentA Philadelphia firm have erected a large build- ly retracted and guilty pled, sentenced to one
ing of wood ami glass, and .are to show Hie year at hard labor in the jail at Bangor.
whole process of glass masing, including blowIndictments were also found as follows—
ing and engraving. Those ‘•modest men,” the Charles Thurston, assault and battery: Harry
sewing machine agents, are numerous in their H. Thurston, assault and battery; .Jameson
display, having elegant pavilions in the Swiss Gordon, larceny; Oscar >. I.arrabee, breaking
style, and "such pretty girls" to display the ad- and entering; Thomas Ilaugh, assault and batvantages of their respective machine
stitching. tery; Frank K. Phillips, common seller of
The long expected law has gone into effect liquors, also tippling shop; dames Higgins, perto-day, and no one can enter the grounds, un- ju ry.
less an exhibitor, until the 10th of May. Such
crowds interfered with the work, and it was
necessary for preparing the pavement that for

Appropriately enough Mr. Trickey
tin* investigation of the

follows—

Mr. lJlaine then stated that the

better, ami

The President lias signed the act for the issue o t
silver coin of the United States in place of Iractionu!
currency.

ed

had

going to the

Annie Louise Cary estimates the presents she
ceived in Kurope to be worth at least $;>0,U)0.

finally, towards tin* close of ES»W, a company re
presenting considerable capital, undertook its construction. In raising the requisite means they plat-

sale.
l he

are

Twelve workmen have been killed so far In the
construction of the Centennial buildings.

To give a seeming corroboration or foundation to
the story which I have disproved, the absurd rumor
has lately
in certain newspapers that I was
the owner ot from $l.j<>,ooo to $*^50,0OU of the Little
Rock & Fort Smith Railroad bonds, which I received
without consideration, and that it was from these
bonds that Thus. A. Scott received his $7a,ooo.
i lie
statement is gratuitously and utterly false. So re
author
tor
this
unsponsible
appears anywhere
founded story, but in dismissing it I desire to make
the following explicit statement: More than twenty-three years ago, in the closing days of Mr. Fill,
more’s administration, the Government granted to
the State of Arkansas some public lands within its
own limits to be applied to the construction of railroads in tltnt State.
The legislature of Arkansas incorporated the Little
lioek & t ort Muith Railroad Co. the same year, and
gave to the company a portion of the lands it had
received from the General Government to aid in the
construction of the road; about 0,000 acres to the
mile, 1 think. Rut the company were unable to
raise any money tor the enterprise, though thev
made the most strenuous efforts, and when the warbroke out in 1S01, eight years after the Mate bud
given the lands to the company, not a mile of tInroad was built. Of course nothing was .lone during
the war. Alter the war all the grant- of land pre\ 1
ously made to the Southern states were renewed in
gross in the session of l‘d»5-d. The Little Koek Sc
Fort Smith Go. again received a grant from the state
and again tried to raise money to build their road,
lsbj, 1 s>»>) ami iy>'»7 passed without their getting a

seven

that to

be exhibited from Connecticut
at Philadelphia is tlu? gun which (ienerul Putnam
used when he shot the wolf in Pomlret on a historic
occasion, it is an old “(Queen’s arm,” and comes
directly down from the Sharpe family. Briefly, its
history is that the Sharpes were neighbors of'Putnam and were notorious hunters.
When the wolf
was tracked to the cave a
request for a gun was sent
to the Sharpe house, and this arm was lent to
Putnam, who crept into the den with it and shot the
wolf, it has ever since been carefullv treasured and
is a relic of absolutely unquestionable

Among articles

a

precedetited yield

appeared

they creep about the naked land,
And spread their velvets In the sun.”
A few weeks of sunshine will transform the
parks into beautiful glimpses of nature, enhanced by the records of art and science.
Strangers from all countries are arriving;
the streets are crowded, and the down town

from us, has sent

as

and publishers

Drain in California was never
is promised.

the charges that lie had im-

road, staling that they had no knowledge
of any such transactions. He then referred to his dealings in the bonds of a

ing with admirable dispatch. A large force of
men are beautifying the grounds,
preparing
lawns, bridges, flower beds, and rustic land*‘As if

Generalitlftft*
The Maine editors
Ceutennial in June.

properly received i-ili-1,000 from the Union
Pacific Railroad in 1»71. He read Ictteis
from the hankers and treasurer of the

American

three inches in Iris stockings, with a wellauthenticity. silver.
proportioned frame, hardened and devel—(Irani's late voto message displays asThe exhibition at. the main hall is simply imRepublican engineers oped lrotu his earliest youth in all manly
tonishing ignorance of the constitution. mense, and every day something wonderful is
and
athletic
exercises.
penitentiary
Ilu asserts that the salaries of both Presi- added. The Chineso are now very busy openThe Emperor immediately started on a
placed
charge.
dent amt Congressmen w ere fixed
the ing packages. Yesterday there were on the

hope
bly

me on

concerning

need feel ashamed of our country’s show.
Neither can you realize the amount of beautiful and wonderful articles from the old world,
till

Explanation.

Monday Mi-. Maine made a personal
explanation, on the Hour of the House,

with the wonderful Exhibition to

off, and feel assured that

come

ing

will get at the truth.

write

decency.
Belkunps, Babcocks, Shepherds, Harring- speaking and writing French, Spanish,
big
ringsters English, German and Italian, as well as
plundering
public Iris native Portugese. Personally, he is

robbery.

judic iary
chargduty of investigating the af-

and
to their co-operaination of Gov. Tiklen for President, but
tion and advice. General Grant attemptno formal expression was
given this prefed to avoid this burden, lie established
erence. The
chosen are for Tildelegates
his personal and ollieial residence at Long
den unanimously.
Bran, h ; and by \\ bom was he surrounded ?

Republican partments,

party

was

summer season

stump
nowhere else.
politi-

hotly

—

In the

utterly

erately

[From the 1‘ortlaud Transcript.,
The following letter was written to a
party in this city by C. I\ Kimball, Esq.,
of the Executive Committee of tiie Centennial Commission, in reply to an
application for a situation at Philadelphia, in
connection with the exhibition. The Executive Committee and the Maine Commissioners are receiving numerous applications for places from young men in this
State, and the object of publishing this
letter is to show that there is hardly anv
possible opportunity to obtain employment there.
New York, April 11th, lsra.

Blaine's

On

hotels are filled, or most of the room pre-et
gaged, The outside city of hotels, near the
park. Is increasing every day, and thousands
■b restaurants and booths are
being put up.
.some we viewed to-day seem enormous. The
Grand Exposition, at a desirable distance, has
prompt
with a verdict declaring the will a valid one.
attention.
the future American who aspires to be
accommodations for 5,000 persons, with every
4hrlloRACK Dodi», 121 Washington ^t., Boston,
'fhe jury was out only one hour.
I luxury and convenience. The Globe, of 500
is uii authorized Agent lor the Journal.
the faithful and searching historian of
\\ e publish the substance of Mr. Blaine's rooms, a few steps from the gates, and another
these times, to detine the fountain and
►Subscribers are requested to take notice oi the
of some thousands of looms; stiil others being
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
follow the emerging streams oftiie.se bad remarks in the House on Mondttv, denyis the only form of receipt- now used. For instance,
completed of large size, and a chain oi minor
die
15 May 70, means that the subscription is paid to that
charge of improper dealings with hotels, finely lilted, offer accommodation for all
political influences. One staring point of ing
date. When a new payment is math-, the date will
the demoralization of the Executive l»e- railroads, it is a square denial of the pos- the country, one would
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
suppose. The facilities
RE<^UE>TED TO SEE Til AT THEIR DATES ARE
will no doubt be found in the sibility ol all that lets been charged, and for reaching the park are very easy, railroad
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to partment
forward the sums due
fact that General Grant carried into the will be generally accepted as conclusive. stations within a short distance and horse cars
White House the habits and methods of a We can only wish, in addition to the oth- innumerable. Some throe miles distant barIn sending money, state THE TOST OI Fit E
racks are being built for the Grangers, who
to w hieh the miner is sect.-***'
military camp and its official surround- er letters incorporated in the denial, that will, 1 understand,
bring their own provisions;
there
had
been
something of the kind front an economical way of living, and in fine
[Persons desiring Probate Advertising in their ings.
days
control to appear in the. Journal, will need to make
We have had other military Presidents, Director Harrison, to whom is imputed agreeable. The increasing state, buildings are
that request of the Court.*
and conspicuously Washington and Jack- the original charge. The public would handsome and in great variety. New Jersey’s
lie very glad to have his statement—w heth- house presents the Holland dwelling house as
son. but each of them put away tlie miliThreatening War.
erite
knows anything of the matter, and it years ago appeared. It is gorgeous with red
when
he
entered
the door ot the ExIn a recent speech in the senate, Bout- tary
This seems to lie a tiles, and has a tower, porches and balconies,
ecutive Mansion, and accepted tire system if so, what he knows.
well of Massachusetts said :
and K very picturesque in appearance. Conthe
good name of Blaine necticut
of checks and balances without which ei- conspiracy against
Xo. sir; if the people of this country fail to
represents an old colonial homestead
within his own party, and there,
to do their duty the government is lost." If
of one hundred years ago. Ike Marvel origithey ther parliamentary or representative or entirely
fail to overthrow the Democratic party by a
constitutional governments must end in a we suppose, if anywhere, it will be settled nated the design, and it is interesting. Ohio
vote so overwhelming that there can be no ext he Democrats would as soon have Blaine has a substantial sandstone home; some of the
cuse for bribery, for falsehood, for double redisaster.
stones are very beautiful, and twenty-one quarturns. this country, h year from this, will be innominated
as anybody, and view the bear
In a military administration, and in
volved in another civil war. Nothing but an
ries are represented by different contributions.
overwhelming vote of the people, from which military affairs, there must be a unit of light with something of imlitleienee.
The peculiar plan of the Indiana home attracts
there can he no appeal by traitors, will save us
action and responsibility : but in a constitufrom civil war."
i he way in which the real character of much notice. New York has an elegant villa,
There are many other
As Senator Boutwell lias the reputation tional-representative government this can- Mr. Blaine's relations to the Union 1'acific also Massachusetts.
of being a strictly temperate man, says the not, be, because the law distributes au- Bailroad can be ascertained is verv clear. state buildings, but not with the peculiarities
of those mentioned. The Japanese structure
Missouri Republican, we are not permit- thority. responsibility and wisdom among Mr. Harrison, a well known citizen of
still causes astonishment, and is said to be the i
ted to give him the benefit of the charita- several, and it was President Grant’s Indianapolis, declares that in course of his be>t
piece of carpenter work in this country.
ble presumption that he was drunk when blunder and crime that he undertook, or own official relations to the company, lie The wood is beautifully grained, smooth as
the above remarks were made. Yet set- was induced, to defy the traditions of civ- became aware of something wrong in the satin and wonderfully carved.
I am informed that Australia, 15,000 miles
il administration.
as inadmatter. 1 lie
committee is
ting aside the alcoholic

who visited the old Federal building in the
lull of Wo and saw John 1. Davenport seated in his
clothed
with all the authority of temporary
ollice,
masiei of Mew York, with his crowd of subordinates
around him, can lorget the scene. An insignilicant,
bo>i?h looking fellow, with a pale, weazen lace, little
dull gra\ eyes, piping voice aud an immense unlit
cigar held perpetually between his thin lips, he sat
composedly behind his desk in a small dark room in
Lhe rear ot tlie ollice of the United States District
Attorney. 1 his ollice had been fitted up specially for
him alter his appointment as Chiel Federal Superv isor of Flections in this city.
Among his constant
attendants and advisers were George il. Sharpe,
then United states Marshal; Decoy Illiss, United
states District Attorney; Charlie Spencer, lheo. A1
Ieii, hit Lurns and a tew other political “rounders,”
we are
at a loss to underami behind them all were United state? troops,
l lie.-e advisers of Davenport were the only persons
stand how any sensible person could delibwho were allowe d to pa?» the iron railing that divided the room, and when a private consultation was
make such a supremo ass of hintwanted, Davenport vacated his seat aud took them
into a little dark hole opening olf lrom the “ollice.’
self. The exhibition would have been bad
he til st lot of “Flection Super, isor*” litut came
had it been made on the
b-lore Davenport to oiler their services aud get
in
their orders—tuey having been appointed by Judge
the excitement of a
contested
Woodruif, who was required to do that work by
the act of Congress
numbered sou.
they were cal
lint
in the United
the oil scouring of the citv’s population.
A gn at
oi
were
them
States senate it furnishes another evidence
man;,
negroes, aud among them were
many convicted thieies, burglar-, ?ot> and street
of the swift descent of a once honorable
it took all uay and a good
bullies ol Oot11 coloi-.
part of tin* eviiing to swear them all in and make and
to tho level of a comout their eertilieatcs of appointment.
'Jen of them
were admitted at a time into the little otliee, and
mon
caucus.
every time the door opened for a new batch to go in
there was a tremeudou- rush, and many times they
The Massachusetts senator
anpacked the entrance *0 full that it was a long time
before Davenport’s Deputy Marshals, sent by Miarpe other civil war. in ease the
to do that work could close tlie door again and
keep
i- defeated in the
the surging crowd from rushing in peli mell and
I breaking down the iron railing.
During the after- tial election.
who is to
up the
noon the writer, who was a witness to the disj
| graceful scene, saw two lawyers come out of one of civil war? Not the
the < «.urt rooms and approached the crowd.
“What the devil are ail these bummers doing lor it successful at the
should
here?” said one to the other.
want to
? if not tlie
“Why don’t you know? They aie Davenport’s and
Sharpe's JAection Supervisors.”
then it must he our
friends
“W ell,’’said the other, “if tin -e are the guardians
of the people’s rights, what must the criminals themwho propose to
to the sword it the
selves look, like ?’’
Just after this one of Davenport’s advisers who
them. This is a
goes
was passing through the crowd was
stopped by a
“Supervisor.” “.See here,” said the Supervisor, “1 rather remarkable threat to emanate from
want your opinion on a point of law,
tan a fellow
an
leader of a
which
arrest a man right on the spot without a warrant?
■*< >f course you can.
You have all the power of a
takes
in
ot
United States Deputy Marshal.”
“Well, s’posethe man demand- me to show a warlor the constitution and
vs
hut can a feller sa> ?’ asked the new Hedged
rant,
the laws, and which has
i edi-rul otticer.
de“Why, d— a it, 1 tell you you don’t want no war
clared that no
combination of cirYour busiu«-.-s i- to take your man right
ram at all.
in and go back after more
That’s what you're apcumstances can
rebellion.
Has
pointed for.”
.N umerous arrests were made by Davenport's gang
Boutwell
the
denuncion the first registration day, and
Davenport “held
ations he and his
Court” all the time to be ready to deal with the victims
the
Among
prisoners brought in was Justice
upon the Southern fire-eaters in
Hartman, ol the Fourth District * ivil Court. Mambad been brought in ahead ot him, and “Johnny”
when
announced a dissoluhad dealt summary “justice’’ in their eu>os. Seeing
how indignant Justice Hartman was at what he detion of the L nion in event cf Lincoln's innounced as a gross outrage. Davenport, probably
more out of fear than anything else, said
If lie has not, then we advise
“Well, as
the circum.-tances ol '.his case are rather mitigating,
him to swallow a dose of his own medicine
1 will let the prisoner oil''on $10Kt bail.”
While Davenport, was swearing in the extra“00 to
for the purpose of
his brains “If
till the places of those Supervisors who failed to carry out nis orders, a gentleman accosted one of the
the
tail to do their
says the
best dressed men in tin; crowd, who happened to be
a mgro,
fail to
orator,
is, if
saying: “I suppose \ou are one « the new
Flection Supervisors, aren’t von?”
“then
“Ye-’, sail,” said the darky ; ,-J jess come down to elect the
get de papers.”
the government is lost.” No
for
H hat part of the city do you live in?”
“J.aureus street; de lift ’sembly District.”
not the remotest chance of
escape, not the
“Do you expect to have to light on election dav
I dunno dat. Mbser Dav enport, he say w e put
smallest
for salvation to enter—
’em down anyhow.”
“the
is
and irre•they say you are t-^ be armed with musket-. Ithnt so?”
“lost”
if
the
are \ ie“1 dunno; I guess so."
At this one of the negro’s comrades stopped up
Lorious in November. It does riot seem to
.-idewise, and opening his coat showed the butt ol a
occur to Boutwell that a
huge pistol, saving, “Dut's my musket.”
Tiie work of registration went on, although the
which
has stood Grant for seven years,
<
the
tried
to
through
'ourts,
put a stop to it
until the citizens could be secured in their rights. At
and survived the
assaults of the
the same time the Supervisors were
making numerous arrests and Ludlow Street Jail was fast
idling army of rascals whom Grant has drawn
while
hundreds
of
timid
up,
foreigners were kept
around
must be
away from tin- registry places through fear of being
arrested and loc ed up on suspicion of attemptin'' to
and not at all
to succuiuh to an
violate the law. Some of the shyster political law vers
who hung around Davenport Were
reaping a rich attack of
and
It the
harvest. They advised the supervising
how
to
gang
capture voters, and when the victims were brought
in they ottered their services as counsel.
Not a few of the lawless set of men who had been
tons and all the
and little
imposed upon Judge Woodrutl for appointment as
who have been
the
Flection .supervisors got into trouble and were sent
to the penitentiary before
they had a chance to since the present administration came into
draw their pay from the Federal Treasurv. One, in
particular, was arrested for highway
Owe
power, have not burst up the
of the ringleaders was arrested lor
perjury, another al
Tor homicide, and others were required to leave the
there is at least some reason
Federal service for reasons that were obvious to the
to
that it will continue to run tolerapolice.
United States Marshal Sharpe did his best to cowell after the
operate with Davenport. He had from eight thousand to ten thousand special Deputy .Marshals
are in the
and the Democrats
appointed to act in unison with Davenport’s Supervisors.
For two weeks prior to the election the
are
in
As for “the traitcity
was greatly excited.
Federal soldiers were arriving
ors” whom it is so necessary to “overfrom various parts of the country, and
taking
up
their quarters near New ^1 ork. It was the intention
and
if not “overwhelmed”
ot the Federal authorities to march these soldiers
right into the city on the day of election, which was will he the means of
the land
the ‘.‘th of November, and assign a
company ora battalion to each Assembly District, to be held there
with a second shower ol blood—we
subject to the call of the “Captain Marshal” of the
do not see what there is left for them to
district. Several of the prisoners w ho had been arrested had already been indicted, and when tlu-v
The
of which the
were brought up for trial the
leading lawyers of the
city, who appeared us their counsel, contended that man from Massachusetts is such a brilliant
the act of Congress under which they were held was
unconstitutional. Long arguments were made be- ornament, has
us fifteen
years of
fore Judge Woodrutl and Benedict, the former standand
and it would
ing up stiflly for the Federal power, while Judge
Benedict was inclined to be cautious in the enforce[he
“traitor” to find
ment of a law the
constitutionality of which was
doubted by such high authority. The prisoners were
to sell or steal.
The “(foil and
convicted, however, and several of them j.t nt vlec
tiou day in prison.
broom has
the federal floor clean of

.Nobody

of the

Correspondence of the Journal.
Philadelphia, April 18th, 1870.
1 have just returned from another tour of the
Centennial Grounds, and am more and more

able, upon the disposition of General
Grant to exeiciselhe functions of the
gov- volved the legality of the will of James Abbot,
ernment at a distance from the capital. It a native of Freedom, but more
recently a resiWILLIAM H. SIMPSON.
will be remembered that the House has dent of IMttston. Abbot was twice married,
EDITOR AN1) PROPRIETOR.
bis th>t wife two children, a son and
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a >ear; addressed to the President a resolution of having by
within the year, $2.oi>; at the expiration of the year,
and by the second wife six children,
daughter,
on the
The
New
inquiry
York
subject.
under color of a law of Congress, will be $.'{.0u.
all boys. After t lie second marriage, the daughWorld, in discussion of this matter, savs
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
remembered. It proves that the money
ter, complaining ot unkind treatment, left the
of
in column,) $1.00 for one week, and
length
is
it
safe
to
that
the
Administra- house and earned
predict
voted ostensibly to prevent election frauds, cents lor each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
her own living. Finally she
square charged as a lull one.
tion of Grant will go into history as the
were placed by the President's order in
married, and never again visited her father’s
M. Petengiel & Co., G State St., Boston,
the hands of a notorious parlizan, and and :;7 Park Row New York, are our authorized most careless and unclean which our bouse. Abbot disagreed with his second wife,
Agents for procuring subscription * and forwarding
country has experienced. We do not sav resulting in an open quarrel and suit for divorce
really expended to further the interests of advertisements.
on her part, which was abandoned
during his
R.
G
No.
Mt*~S.
Treraont
Niles,
Street, Boston, is that every member ot tiie executive branch
the Republican party.
We copy from the
sickness, and she took cure of him until his
agent for the publisher of this paper, aud his receipts of the Government
under Grant, been
has,
and
orders
are
always recognized.
death. In his last sickness lie made a will, in
special despatch of the New York World—
thus heedless or unfaithful to the official
Important and trustworthy evidence directly Ira
which he bequeaths about the entire bulk of his
the
President
of
the
United
in
an
States
ilplioating
Administrators, Executors aud Guardians trusts by law placed in his hands. Far
property, valued at $00,000, to his discarded
legal and corrupt use ol the public money was taken desiring their advertisements published in the .Jourto-day before tne Committee on the Department ol nal will please so state to the Court.
i from it. There were, and are now, mem- daughter, stating that it was to repair his negJustice, and conies from no less a person than an exbers of the Cabinet against whom no intel- lect. It was sought by the suit, to break the
member of his ( abinet, ex-Attorney-fieneral George
H Williams, and who, in fact, shields his illegal conSUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
and fair-minded man of either par- will, alleging that Abbot was not, at the time
ligent
duct behind the written order of the President. In
papers changed, must state the post Office to which
ot its execution, of sound and
a word, it involves the
payment out of the Secret the paper lias been sent as well as the one to which ty breathes such
disposing mind,
suspicions. But between flic trial
Service fund, by order of Grant, of $32,000 to aid in
it is to go.
was a long and
interesting
one, in
in
of
the
elections
the
.New
York
in
the
the
city
careful
and
the
tiie
carrying
clean and which
careless,
a great many witnesses were examined.
years ot 1:71, 72, and 7b. All ot this money was paid
^QbtBates & Locke, VA Park Row, New York,
to tiie notorious John 1. Davenport, who’was Chief
unclean, the influences and purposes ex- Eminent counsel were engaged in the case, A.
are authorized agents for procuring advertisements
Supervisor under the Enforcement act, but who does for the Journal.
not receipt for it in a single instance as un officer of
pressed by liabcockism will tie found to 1\ Gould, Esq., appearing lor the heirs genertilt Government, but simply as “John 1. Davenport.”
constitute the ‘‘Great Divine."
ally, and Joseph linker, E<>q., sustaining the
r. kowkli. & t'o., 40 Park Row, New
In one instance he mere!) gives his own due bill for
York, will receive advm-tisements for this pap**r, at
will. The three weeks trial ended on Saturday,
uu pa> mcma uiuue to mm in ms OmCm!
a put menu
or
It
will
not
be
t.i-,k
tor
easy
pleasant
the lowest rates,
l'helr orders will receive
are

whelm,”

l\i
ixaroi.is, Ind.,
oeiutie ( oil\ t*nlion

the Government
ward as supplies
in lighting us.

Frauds that Touch the White House,
aud Assail the Rights of Citizens.

1
?

wile and
\\

child

one

.Iordan and Fred Muyn, two
mvrence lad-*
ran their head- t< irether while trying to catch a bail,
and Jay in-eu-iM*- 'm -..me tirm
.Mavo's nose vv*j
bro ken and .Jordm;'* jaw hire uted. auU their fa c.
were otlierwi.-e duniug< .1.
m.

A young man named llu-kim, ubout 1'J
years
age, employed by Adams II. Merrill in bis -.late quui
ry in Browuville, was instantly killed while at work
in the pit. by a muss of ice that had lormed about
the mouth of tlie pit giving away ami
falling up. n
liia head as he wus at work below

John 11. Dolau, tin* condemned murderer of JaiurH Noe. was executed in New York,
Friday morn
ing in tin* tombs prison yard at v J?. lie died with
out a struggle, and walked to hi- doom with sell
pos-c-sitm. In hi- last letter thanking his counsel
written la-t night, l>olan -ay- he w »- Inno. eut ;
the murdei

Tlio

VIr

ot

Boliry

Biper,

Noe

Murder.

now

under

a

Confeaaiou.

senteru« I

Boston, for the murder
has made

A

ul' tin*

eonlessiou >>f his

death

j:.

little girl,

knowledge

ol tin* child's death. but denied
any guilt
oil his part.
Wo ropy 11• in the Post ol

Saturday
lilt* recent 'ic-tgimiam by ihc ih.veruor uii*f
•uincil of the JOth of May next a- the day upon
which the condemned mail i- :,t be executed
again failed public attention to the eireumstau
ces which led to hi- conviction, but almost no
one thought that at this linn* a statement of hiconneetion with tlii- tragical affair was to conn
fr.un Piper himself, such a statement has been
made, ho\ve\er, and under tie following circumstance-:
About three weeks ago,
Piper,
whose conduct in couthe-ment has seemed t>»
indicate that his mind was burdened with some
tiling, expressed a tie-ire to -e»* Mr. Kdward 1*.
Brown, his junior coun-ei m the lirst trial and
the gentleman who
ably conducted his x:i-»
when In- wa- ia-t befor* the Court. Mr. Brown
at once \ i-ited him in his cell, ami there learned
that the condemned man desired to make a
statement regarding the death of the girl. Hon.
Kdward A v cry the -eim •; counsel in the tirst
trial, and liev. hr. Kdtly were called in, and to
them, three weeks ago to-morrow. Piper told
the -tory of that sorrowful afternoon, lie
manner was calm and earnest, and all
present
were impressed with hiapparenl truthfulness.
IPs revelation- were reduced t-< writing bv
Mr. Brown, and then there was a question
raised as to whether the matter should be s'
once made public.
It was derided to submit
the matter to the family and also to have a conof
ference
the parties who were present at Unmaking of the statement. From a variety ol
cause- it was not until ye-terday that the matter could be satisfactorily settled.
Piper him
self was willing that hi- story should he pub
lished at any time.
<

1IIK SI

A 1

KM

1 V 1

is, iii sidedAlice, as tollows : In l’iper’s original
story, as Ik* told it upoll the stand, he mentioned
being in tin* outer vestiliule and seeing Klin

Smith, Mr. tjuiglev, Ida Salom and Eva Henderson, and at the realist of the latter he went
to get her umbrella, and returned with it to
tlie outer vestibule.
After that lie went im
mediately up to the vestibule of the audienceroom, where the boys were running, and had
some conversation with l'ercy t otter, John McLean and William Osterhaii' Then after leaving tin* boys lie came do* u stairs and had a
talk with Jennie Knight und Alice Knight, and
then returned.
Something having been sai l
about it- being warm, and also some complaint
about tile iieat of the church, lie returned lo tin
audience-room, looked at the thermometer, and
then went into the tower, opened the trap door
propped it up with the hat stick for tiie purpose
of lettiug tin air off from the tower. He left
the door propped up w itli tlie hat stick, ami returned down stair-, and when he went out oi
the tower door upon the gallery floor Main I
Wuing w is coming out of the organ loft, and
she spoke to him and w auled lo know what
there was up in the tower, and asked him it
she could run up there, and he declined to let
her go up. f inally he let her go up w hile he
was doing
something on the gallery floor. Aftci
she had been gone about a minute it occurred
to him tiiat there might lie some danger of her
going up and getting hurt by the trap door tin
less he went and cautioned tier: and so he went
and when lie got to the floor below the bell deck
she was nearly up to the top of the ladder, and
when lie spoke to her and told her to he careful
she pressed rigid on to see the pigeons, und insaid by the time lie got lo the tout ot the stair
the first thing that attracted his attention wai
the bat stick, which came down on the floor,
and lie looked up and saw she had fallen ami
the trap-door w u- on her. Her legs und body
were on the t p oi (he stairs, her head aud arm
were caught between the trap door und the
coping. He rushed as rupidlv as he could und
lifted up the trap door and took her in his arms
aud tried lo stand her up, hut she could not
stand and was screaming very
violently all the
time. As he could not stand her up on the hell
deck he laid Iter down, and then started down
with the intention of giving an alarm. When
he got down he met two or three ladies in the
lower vestibule, and
among them Miss Hlnman,
Imt he was so frightened he did not
say am
thing, and the result was his personal tear induced him subsequently to he
wholly silent
concerning what he had seen. Then as he reflected lie was still more afraid because he
knew that the detectives at c’itv Hall had an
enmity aud hostility to him. Ite felt, indeed,
that tlie officers might take advantage of hiserious position to directly connect him with
the crime in view of the previous record
they
had attached to him. He positively denied having ever jumped from the window.
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York.

Opposite the Grand Central Depot is one of
the most popular and liberally patronized of the
New York hotels, having over 350 elegantly furnished rooms, elevator, steam and all modern
Improvements. Its close proximity to the depot
saves its guests carriage hire and baggage expressage, which is equal to a day’s board.
The appointments, service, and cuisine are
strictly tit si class, while the rate of charges are
lower than at any other tirst-class house in the
city. All parts of the city are easily reached by
cars and singes that continually pass the Grand
Union. Parties visiting New York, or to attend
the Centennial, will lind this the most convenient hotel In the city to stop at.
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tapestry carpeting, and when lighted up
tin- whole presents a beautiful appearance. It has I
b« «-n a source of wonder to the uninitiated how a
Remember This.
Now is the time of the year for Pneumonia,
lodge but eight months old, could lit up a hall in this
manner and hav e no outstanding bills.
An associaLung Fever, Coughs, Colds, and fatal results
tion, or stock company, was formed with a capital 1 of predisposition to Consumption and other
Throat and Lung Disease. Bosciiee’s German
stock of £2,000, in 100 shares at £20 each, and taken
Syrup has been used in this neighborhood for
by tlie members, and is paid in monthly Installments. the past two or three years without a single
Certiiieates of -took bearing 0 per cent, interest are failure to cure. If you have not used this medgiven stock holders, and the lodge buys them in ( icine yourself, go to your Druggists, It. H.
whenever it i- able so to do, which can be accomMoody and ask him of its wonderful success
his customers. Two doses will relieve
plished inside of two years. Thus not a cent of among
If you have, no faith in any
the worst case.
stock or a bill is held by individuals out.-ode of the
medicine, just buy a Sample Bottle of Boschee’s
ord* r. For this elegant hall, and for the general
German Syrup for 10 cents and try it. Regular
standing of the lodge, the order is indebted to the size Bottle 75 cents. Don’t neglect a cough to
timos32
personal attention of Past Grand Win. \N rustle- save 75 cents.
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of the factitious fruit flavors now in the market.
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chairs, ten in number, came from Ito-ton, and cost
£200. The most elaborate and beautiful part of the
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Burnett's Flavoring

walnut solas, upholstered in scarlet, entirely around
tin- hall, and two stationary desks for the secretawa.»
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superiority of these extracts consists in their
perfect purity and great strength. They are
that makes it equal
warranted free from the poisonous oils and
and at a ligure that
acids which enter into the composition of many
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•quarter of a century, a lodge was instituted with six
charter members, and held their meetings over the
store* of Uobbins & Flowers, on Main street. That
the lodge was successful, almost beyond precedent,
their numbers testify. At the close of the lirst term
of their existence, Dec. .';1,
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institution election of officers and instalation
The following are ihe officers for the
current term:
A. J. Meador, \. G.; Sarah F.
Mender. N.G.; Hattie Burkett, R« e. Sec.; Joanna
Dyer, Per. Sec.; Kvelyne Gilmore, Treas.
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a very tine display of millinery,
highly appreciate.—Sidney Kalish
great reduction in rhe price of clothing,

sale, inquire at Dollar store. -Wringers, F. J.
Morrison, Belfast.
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on

which the Judies

ti.•tment.

id

l>ehold that pale, emaciated figure, witli down
eye, like some criminal about to meet
her fate! See that nervous, distrustful look, as
she walks along with a slow ami unsteady step.
The pink has left her cheeks and the cherry her
lips. The once sparkling, dancing eyes are now
dull and expressionless. The once warm, dimpled hands are now thin and cold. Her beauty
lias fled. What has wrought this wondrous
change? What is that which is lurking beneath
the surface of that once lovely form? Does she
realize her terrible condition? Is she aware of
the woeful appearance she makes? Woman,
from tier very nature, is subject to a catalogue
of diseases from which man is entirely exempt.
Many of these maladies are induced by her own
carelessness, or through ignorance of the laws
of her being. Again many Female Diseases, if
properly treated, might he arrested in their
course, and thereby prove of short duration.
They should not be left to an inexperienced
physician w ho does not understand their nature,
and is therefore incompetent to treat them. The
importance of attending to Female Diseases in
their earliest stages cannot be too strongly
urged. For if neglected, they frequently lead
to Consumption, Chronic Debility, and oftentimes to Insanity. In all classes of Female Disenses, I)r. I’ieree’s Favorite Prescription is
without a rival. No medicine has ever supassid
it. In “The People’s Common Sense Medical
Adviser,” of which it. V. Fierce, M. D., ol
Rulfnlo -\. V., is the author and publisher, is an
extended treatise on Woman and hrr Disi.asks. Under this head, the various affections
to which woman is incident are carefully considered. accurately portrayed, and a restorative
course of treatment suggested.
Everv woman
as she values her life and health, should possess
a copy of this valuable book. It she be diseased,
this "Adviser will show her how she may tie
restored to health, ami also direct her how she
may ward off many maladies to which she is
constantly being exposed. Let every suffering
woman lined this timely advice and see herself
as others sec her. Price of Adviser, $1.00 (postpaid) to any address.
east
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T. W. Pitcher & Co. call attention to their new
spring stock of goods, and they feel sure of ottering
as good bargains as can be had in this city.—H. H.
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To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills and Schenek’s Sea
Weed Tonic must be freely used to cleanse the
stomach and liver. Schenek’s Mandrake Pills
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Samuel Stimpson, of Belfast, and Capt. Win. Frye
Camden, were brought before Trial Justice Talbot, on a charge of breaking into B. C. Calderwood's store at North Haven, on the loth inst.,

less newspapair."

annual meeting of the co-operators of the
Belfast Savings Bank, Wednesday, Asa Faunee, .John
G. Brooks, Win. <). Poor, Cl las. B. Hazeltine, and
Win. 11. Burrell, were elected Trustees at the Trustees meeting, Asa Faunee was chosen President and
John II. Qiiimby, Treas.

prevailing, with breeze.-* from

The Pulmonic Syrup ripens mo morion uliter in the lungs; nature throws it oil by an easy
expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter
is ripe a slight cough will throw it oil', the patient has rest anil the lungs begin to heal.

newspapair,

At the

sunshine i*

The I'ttca Observer says : "As near as we can get
at Hamlin's idi a of a schedule of postal charges, he
would have—a one-cent
for a circulair, a twocent stamp for a sealed lettair, a ten-cent stamp for
a
and a great big frank for the Senatalr.
Humph, Hamlin! rip and tear! Co for the friend-

stamp

of harnesses, tools, &<*., was convicted, and
sentenced to five years in State Prison, where
he had already served one team.
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Persons Visiting;
the Centennial.

Now

The Grand Union Hotel, New Y'ork, opposite
the Grand Central Depot, has over 350 elegantly
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. The restaurants supplied with the best.
Guests can live better for less money at the
Grand Union than at any other tirst-class hotel.
Stages and cars pass the Hotel constantly to all
parts of the city, and to Philadelphia Depot.
1 yr
The People Want Proof.
1 lie re i- no medicine prescribed by physicians, or sold by Druggists, that carries such
evidence of its success and superior virtue as
Bosch re's German Syrup for severe < loughs,
Colds settled on the Breast, Consumption, or
any disease of the Throat and Lungs. A proof
of that fact is that any person afflicted, can get
a Sample Bottle for 10 cents and try its superior
effect before buying the regular size at To eegts.
It has lately been introduced in this country
from Germany, and its wonderful cures are astonishing everyone that use it. Three doses
will relieve any case. Try it. Sold by 1!. 11.
6mos32
Moody, Belfast.
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
The man who is most likely to make his mark
in the world—one who cannot write his own
name.

Silence that Terrible Lneiny of Life, a bad
cough, with Hale’s Honey ok Hokehocnd
and Tar, otherwise the cough may soon silence you.
I’ike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
A woman is

composed

of two hundred and

forty-three bones, one hundred and sixty-nine
muscles, and three hundred and sixty-nine
pins.
The following, which explains itself, will
prove of interest to many readers. “For twenty
years I have been very much troubled with
Salt ltlieum on my arm, for which I have tried
various washes and salves, besides the treatment of mv regular physician. These have
only drawn it from my arm, and caused it to
appear elsewhere. After using less than one
cake of your Forest Tur Soap, my arm is entirely wi ll, and I discover no symptoms of the
trouble elsewhere. ’—Mm. II. S. Hunt, Portland, Mr. Get a cake of your Druggist, or bv
sending .’to ets. to the Forest Tar Co., Portland,
Me.

■-

desirable state of

things.

breeze of excitement happened at the
louse cm Wednesday afternoon. Oak A.
'•mv ho had been sentenced to five
years in Mate
ii
l->r burglary, broke from the
officers, as lie
b. iitj< returned to jail, and ran,
taking the street
'* ',ri1- the wharves.
But, encumbered by Irons, and
t. r the persuasion of a
revolver, he was stopped
\ Me

below the l*ln nix House and taken to

t

An

jail.

"b.iriictlon, in tin* shape of a sleeper, was
t on the rails of the Belfast
railroad, Wednes.

v

»

a

Holmes’ 31il]s.
train struck It and

near

The

engine of the evening
vu
passed on without damage,
a as
subsequently learned that the sleeper was
.1 ou the rails by two small
boys, about a dozen
ar- old, who were secreted near
by and wanted to
how far the engine would throw It. Bather
danraus fun, that.
S

■

riul Justice

I

•'

Wallace ua« culled upon to settle a
quarrel among boys, on Monday. Krnest T.
Judson, two young men of about 18,

Mrell und
.1 cousins,

were so unmindful of the ties of blood
ruga*.- first in a wordy dispute, und
finally in a
It appeared In evidence; that
Krnest was
k. d down, and
while senseless was struck and
►od by hi- antagonist. I
pon this showing Judson
i- due.I ?
utid
from which an
to

*ht.

<

peaking

appeal

of -n.hit old

ike lu behalf of

our

was

ii, \\e have a record to
venerable friend, Benjamin
in.

derrithew of S« arsport, now iu his 88th year. One
•’*>' hist month, he went with a grist of wheat seven
to Monroe, w hen
finding he could not get it
tfri.wnd, he drove home again, went three fourths of
Uiile to a wood lot, cut a half cord of fire
wood,
•aded and hauled Ir home. It
being then only 3
■ok, he went visiting the rest of the day. How
of the boys can beat that?

raided.

An

bill reported by Mr. Ward, of New York, from
the House Committee on Commerce, to amend the
shipping act of 1S72, proposes to take away from the
Courts the power of appointing Shipping Commissioners, ana vest their uppointment or remeval and
the entire control of their offices in the
Secretary of
the Treasury. Shipping Commissioners hereafter
receive no fees, hut will be strict salaried officers.

on

will be

m-xt
>n

city government meeting

oi the

Monday evening

one of Interest.
A report on the condicity liquor agency will be made, and the

'tion whether

*

to establish tin*
Hgency again will
The matter lies with the Republicans,
*ho have a majorit of the board. It
y
would be well
■Jr one of ihe Democratic
aldermen to call for the
vs and
nays on the question, and thus put the
r«uard on record, that we
may all know who Is for
and who ugainst
temperance in this matter.

incendiary

Thursday evening of last week,
topped a match into a quantity of brush piled near
he -tore house of D. W.
Dyer, on his w harf, and in
on

*hort time the fire commuuicated with the buildfrom the north end, but was extinguished before
urning through. The building contained about

*^0 worth of

planking.

This

building, standing

ulont a? it does, has
long been looked upon
av
©rafale point for the work of the
v'“‘

as

a

incendiary, and
on*-v wonder is that it has not been fired before.

A bright little three-years old in Hartford,
having become a little mixed between her religious instructions and nursery rhymes, gravely recites : “The Lord Is the shepherd, and he
has lost the sheep and don’t know where to find
tin ni.”

Coughs and Colds.
gers, bathed and clothed them and started From Saiiuicl A.
Walker, Esq., the well-known
to present th em to there
waiting mamas.
ileal Estate Auctioneer of Boston.
Then she made the startling discovery
“Having experienced results of a satisfactory
that she had inextricably mixed the in- character
from the use of Wistar's Balsam
fants so that she was unable to decide ok Wild Cherry, in cases of severe colds,
the
which was the mother of either. The two during
past two years, I have full faith in
mothers cast lots for choice, agreeing that its renovating power. I was first induced to
this medicine by the strong recommendation
try
if the children should, when
grown devel- of a friend, who was well-nigh gone with conop family traits sufficiently to indentify sumption, and whose relief from the use of it
them they should be exchanged 11 the se- satisfied me of its great value in eases of colds
lection should prove to be incorrect, files and decline, and most clearly demonstrated to
my mind its great value as a restorative, that
Moines (Iowa) Register,April tl
only needs a fair trial to insuie a grateful recognition from the public.”
Ob cents and §1 a bottle. Sold by all druggists.
A married man in this
city Icit home
By our old Bachelor. There's no special
the other day, stating that lie would be
style of engraving engagement rings. A spider’s
all
His
web
wife
with a fly in it is a very pretty device.
a
gone
night.
dispatched
messenger to a gentleman friend who
ceme to pass the
evening, and late at
night they drove out to a hotel a short disChildren Cbv For Castoria. it is us
tance from the city, returning early the
to take as honey, and is absolutely
pleasant
next morning. About half way home the
harmless. It is sure to expel worms, cure wind
team they were driving collided with
another and when the occupants of both colic, regulate the bowels and stomach, and
overcome irritability caused by rash or cutting
got out to disentangle their horses, the
teeth. It is a perfect substitute for Castor Oil,
occupants of the other carriage wore found
to be the husband who had gone to bos- and for Costiveness in young or old there Is
ton on business,
accompanied by a woman. nothing in existence so effective and reliable.
Little was said on either, side ri’ortland 3 mil
l’ress.
1 lie perennial grasshopper is likely to
pass a nor
tion ot the summer iu Colorado,
making a grand free
vert^ure he can come at. Unborn
mil.ions of him are said to be
only waiting to break
from the egg and fall into the feast. Nebraska and
Kansas, it is thought, will be free from his presence
this year, as few il any eggs have beeu laid in those
States.

i he

tt

A Steam; k Mixture of Raiuks.
Yesterday morning two women in the west
part of the town gave birth to children in
the same room and at the same time.
The woman who cared for the little stran-

The

The total railroad tax assessed by the Governor
and Council is $70,792.78. The total capital stock of
the railroads taxed is $1S,912,500, and the vulue of
corporate franchises subject to taxation, $5,119,519.
The following is the schedule: Atlantic and St.
Lawrence Grand Trunk, $27,949.02; Boston and
Maine, $22,320.18; Dexter and Newport, $1,589.60;
Maine Central, $12,030.12; Portland Horse,
$775.80;
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth, $8,920.50; St. Croix
and Penobscot, $25.51; Lewiston and Auburn, $3,.
375; total railroad tax assessed, $70,792.78.

I hi: latest, greatest, and most reliable
remedy ever put together by medical science
for Rheumatism, Wounds,

Swellings, Burns,

Caked Breast, &c., is the Centaur Liniment.
There are two kinds. What the White Liniment Is for the human family, the Yellow Centaur Liniment is for spavined, lame and strained
horses and animals. 3m4l

Dr. Schenck’a Standard Remedies.
The Standard remedies for all diseases of
the lungs are Schenck’s Pulmonic
Syrlt,
Schexck's Sea Weed Toxic, and Sciienck’s
Mandrake Pills, and, if taken before the
lungs arc destroyed, a speedy cure is effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. II.
Schenck,
of Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in
the treatment of

pulmonary diseases.

Ji

aged
In

Thcmas'in, April

Mr. Rowland Jacobs,
74 years, 1 mouth and 0 days.
St. George, April loth, James T. Martin, aged
29 years, 8 days.
In Rockland, April 17th, FrankM. Knowlton, aged
24 years, 10 months, 17 days.
In South Thomaston, April 12th, Mrs. Julia Worcester, aged 77 years and 10 months.
In Washington, April 7th, Mrs. Permelia A. Folsom, aged 28 years, 5 months.
West Trenton, Aprii 13th, Mary Gertrude, only
child of Melvin I), and Salome C. Haynes, aged 17
months and 2 days.
In Tremont, April 6th, Mrs. Mary Holmes, widow
of the late Leonard Holmes, aged 83 year-' and 9
months.
In Boston, April 16th, Alfred Rogers, aged 39
yrs.
Formerly of Appleton.

aged
in

act on the liver, removing all obstructions, relax
the gall bladder, the bile starts freely, and the
liver is soon relieved.
Schenck's Sea Weed Tonic i-> a gentle stimu.
hint and alterative; the alkali of which it is
mixes with the food and prevents
souring. It assists the digestion by toning up
the stomach to a healthy condition] so that the
food and the Pulmonic Syrup will make good
blood; then the lungs heal, and the patient will
surely get well if care is taken to prevent fresh
cold.
All who wish to consult i)r. Selieuck, either
personally or by letter, can do so at his principal
ofliee, corner of Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every Monday.
Schenck’s medicines arc sold by all druggists
'Jinos.'lo
throughout the country.

composed,

PORT

Corrected

By Ch

Flour
Corn
Corn Meal
Rye Meal

Barley

Apples

Dried Apple?
Butter
Cheese

No. 8 Main Street.

Sa.OOall.00Corned Beef

Ry e
Oats
Beans
Potatoes

Weekly for the. Journal

Sargent,

H.

vp.i.es

8

75ab0
78
1.50
OOaOO
70
55
LiOaO.OO
30a00

Mutton
Lamb

Turkey
Chicken
Fowl

Geese
Duck

Hay

JOull
8
7a9
18a20
uOaOO
lsa20
10al2
12al4
£10.00al5.00

75a$1.25 Straw

44
33
5
12
1.25al.75

*'

Eggs

Round Hog
Pork BackLard
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod
Pollock
H. G. Seed

$4.60a5.00
S3.00a3.50
SI 50

t

28
'i.40al.4o
17a25

Fifth District Convention.
The members of the Democratic party of the Fifth
Congressional District of Maine are hereby notified
to choose delegates to attend a Convention to be
held ut Norombega Hall, Bangor, June 13, 1870, at
4 o’clock, P. M., to select two delegates to attend the

Democratic National Convention to be held at St.
Louis, the 27th of Juno, 1S7G. The basis of representation will be one delegate for every seventy-live
votes cast for the Democratic Candidate for Governor in 1872, and an additional delegate for a majority
traction.
RUSSELL A. Treat, Chairman, Waldo.
Arthur Moore, Washington.
Pki.tiah Moore, Hancock.
Edwin Rose, Knox.
JIamiltoo Joy, Hancock.
Democratic District Committc.

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone lias cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is oftenpromoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. Bv the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be

Cunningham,

Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from‘J to 3 o'clock:
Jan. 13th and27th, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
10th and 24th. Consultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Kespirometor,
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be
addressed.

well

Time and

TROCHE
AND

to

and

New
All

\r. at

DRESS

K. Smalley, Porto Rico.
Chi. from Brunswick, Ga. .April 14, schr. J. G.
Drew, Wudlin Gibralter.
Chi. from Jacksonville, April ’5, schr Eveline,
White, New York.
Cld. from New Orleans, April 15, selir. Sargent S.
Day, McFarland, Lucea, Ja.
Ar. at Havana, April IS, bark Emma F.
Herriman,
Whittier, Portland; lUtlx, bark Henry Knight,Ames,
Boston.
-Shi. from Clenfuegos, April 19, brig John Wesley,
Ford, New York.
Ai. at Baracoa, April 1>, Schr. Joseph. Farwcli,

Gregory, unc.
Shi. from Liverpool, April 0, salp Cora, Coombs,
Bombay.
Ar. at Card ill', April 18, bark James G. Pendleton,

Gilmore, to load for Rio Janeiro.
Ar. at Santander, March 31, brig James Miller,
Parker, New York.
Shi. from Oposto, no date, soli. Edward Johnson,
Bean, St. Thomas.
Sid. from Cadiz, March 30, schr. John C. Smith,
Jones, Gloucester.
Ar. at Melbourne, March 3th, ship Frank Pendleton, Nichols, for London.
Ar. at New York, April 21, brig Ann Elizabeth,

Burgess, Mayaguez.
Ar. at Bristol, Eng., April 23, bark Helen
Angler,
Staples, New York.
Ar. at Queenstown, April 22, ship R. B. Fuller,

FREIGHTS.
from all the principal shipping ports of
the world show the freighting business reduced to a
very low ebb. At nearly all the supply has been
much tn excess of the demand, and low rate? have
ruled in consequence. The prospects for a much
more hopeful look lu the near future are said to be
extremely dubious. From San Francisco to England, the present nominal rate on grain is £2 2s. to
£2 5s., but engagements have been made for next
Rio to United States,
July and August at £3.
North, 20s. to 25s.; South, 22?. to 27s. Gd. Lumber
Irieghts from Jacksonville and Brunswick to New
York, $5 to $0.50; to Boston and Maine ports, $0.50
to $7.75. Coal from New York to Eastern ports, in
the vicinity of $1.

forte.

Cashmeres. Drapflete uretous. Berritz
Alpacas and Brilliantines.

BLACK SILKS

Asa Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a

Delicious Sensation ot Coolness & Comfort

'WOOL BITS
For Men and
We have

just added

Wear.

Boys

Large Stock to this departfor Spring

a

ment

which

Got up at Short Notice.

complete

A

always

line

to

be found in

Table Linenss Towels, Napkins
AND

May 1,'7G.

l.AKGF,

Hosiery.
and

ASSORTMENT

Gloves

™‘0

know8

good remedy

for

HAVE

USED THEM

CARPETINGS

elegant

To

assortment of

uur

These Goods

Stock.

entirely

are

Plaid i PlainDressGoods!

signs.

Beautiful shades, selling at 17e, l‘6c,
ililo, and 60c., per yard. These
floods are about 20 per cent
lower than have ever
been sold beforo

CARPETINGS
As

we

at

Having bought largely of Cottons in
tlie present depressed state of the
market, we are prepared to

a

propose to Sell them
very LOW margin
of Profit, our

TERMS

sell at

Underclothing

Wear!

Stock

ever

STRICTLY
We

We can show the largest assortment
of Prints ever seen in this city
H e have secured three cases
of very desirable styles,
and those in want of
Print Dresses
should examine

keep

»■

a

CASH!
—

full assortment of

Hemps,

our

Oil Cloths,

Mattings,

Straw

Gents Undershirts & Drawers 25c

RUGS,
We

NOTTINGHAM LACES,

Privts !

are always prepared to show a
large
assortment of the best quality of

Feathers, &c.

Remnant Prints

this city

shown in

15 K

MUST

ASSORTMENT.

OF

anil

new,

|»f the latest de-

To Cash Jobbers.

May Party!

Grant Carnival & Ball Masaue!
Positively the Last, and Lest of the Season.
<
(petting at 7 1-2 o’clock.

GRAND MARCH OF MASKERS

SPUING STOCK

devoted
spersed with ACROBATIC and
formances, SUNOS, DANCES,
Music.
Costumes from Boston can be
Woodcock.
The

evening

All

will

be

Hull

Floor,

in

Dancing, inter
GYMNASTIC peretc., with Superb
procured of Ilart

*t*Tiekets for Sale

r;iCts.
go
23
33

at

Woolen* k’s.

before purchasing
shall sell for CASil

we

invited to call and examine
it satisfactory.

If

pleasant evening.

*•

IN

it

as

complete

as can

Freedom Notice.

THIS

Goods

Spring

We Have Heard of it!!

Have Come !
And

Gold, Rubber, and Steel Bows.

Large Decline

can

in Prices of

Wringers.

of the Finest that

some

be had in the market for

Over Coats

The best
BENCH WRINGER.
wringer in the market. Cali and at be.
tbre purchasing elsewhere. For sule at
1.. ,J. MORI SON 3c Co’s, r,2 Main St.,’Belfast.
3 lit OS-id

H.H. Johnson & Co.

DRESS SUITS,

Great Reduction
PRICES

IN

C lothinG!
I

just returned from Boston where I bought
large line of FOREIGN and DOMESTIC

have
a

EVKRYTHIXG

OF

bought

I

CAN BE FOUND AT

$7 50.
8.25.

Sloop

J. 0. THOMPSON A SON’S

are

a

good load,

mostly on deck, is about 50 tons old measurement and 35 new. WiL be sold cheap for cash or
approved credit. Enquire of DAVID LIBBY or
JOHN PEIRCE at the Dollar Store.
3w43*
Belfast, April 24, 1676.

FLOWERS

GREAT

Laces,

BARGAINS

a

Splendid Line

of

in

part of Fine White

SHIRTS.

AND WILL BE

o

Excursion

fast, and carries

Also

Consisting

LINEN AND EATER

—AT-

FOR SALE.
sails

&&C.

cSz-C.,

FURNISHING GOODS

PANIC PRICES. I am selling
Prices to meet the times.

at

my own inanu
ftictur, which I warrant to give satisfaction.
Custom Work done in the latest Style, in the best
SIDNEY KALISH,
manner at
48 Main Street.
3m43
Belfast, April 23, 1870.

WELL found,

\

Furniture Store

Stock of

Hats, Bonnets,

BUSINESS SUITS!

USUALLY KEPT IN A

Worsteds, Cassimeres, Suitings
Hats, Caps and Gents Furnishing Goods, &c.,
Chevoit Suits at
All Wool Pants,
All my Ready Made Clothing

Spring

MAINE.

BELFAST.

be found in the .State.

If you are near sighted, old sighted, or troubled with
weak eyes. Give me a call, you cannot fail to be
suited.
CALVIN HERVEY, Phenix Row.

Quality

we

and Prices

MAINE.

EYES FOR THE BLIND!
Eyes!

call, and

Hayford Block, Church St.,

Hayford Block, Church St,,
BELFAST.

selecting Glasses be sure they are well adapted
to the focus, and condition of your sight. 1 am
constantly adding to my large stock of
Spectacles and Eye Glasses,

us a

Geo.W.Burkett&Co. Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

DAILY
rpiIE
1 clothes

certifies that I have this day given to
my
minor sons—Charles W., and Roland \
Follett, the remainder of their time during their
minority. I shall claim none of their wages nor pay
any debts of tbeir contracting after this date,
CHARLES V FOLLETT.
3w43*
Senrsmout, April 27th.

roeei ect their

Spring Patterns have just arrived. Catalogues Free to all.

SPRING

Card.

just

Goods

81 Main St., Belfast. Me.

stormy, the

The Excels Ion Amateur Dramatic Association and
the Cornett Band of Seursport desire to tender their
thanks to W. ti. Fueler, A. D. French, V. W. Ames
and others who kindly lent them so much assistance
in their late entertainment iu Belfast.
i’er order manager.
Searspor', April 23th, 1870.

Have

our

T. W. PITCHER & CO.,

Making

Costume, Gents,

Our

on us

Be Careful of Your

to

Spectators, Ladies,

first

as

prices.

are

purchase

and

8:30 Sharp.

At

call

You would do well to
vour

Please give
will guarantee

Domestic Fashions!

CUFFS

EXTREM ELY

COLLARS!
JLi

O

W

PRICES !
40

-IX-

HOSIERY !
FOR LOSS OF APPETITE.

OF

ALL

KINDS.

for

Marriages.

April 20th, J. E. Davis and Miss Mary E. Lewis,
both of Belfast. Certificate Issued.
April 20th, Frank F. Davis and Miss Hattie M.
Spiller, both of Belfast. Certificate issued.
April 22d, John M. Simmons, of Belfast, and Miss
Lois G. Littlefield, of Waldo.

The Great Spring* Tonic!

—AND—

Ribbons.
In the most Desirable Shades.
which

wo

O S GOOD’S

All of

INDIAN BITTERS!

offer at the very

LOWEST

MERRILL’S

PRICES 1

We intend to give all of cur customers
perfect satisfaction.

A FULL LINE OF

BOTTLE

Carefully prepared from

Try

G-LOYES

It.

WARRANTED!

original Reciple by
WM. O. POOR & SON,
Johnson Block,

FASHIONABLE GOODS
JUST RECEIVED.

Where you

can

tind

a

the

LARGE STOCK of

Drugs, Medicines, Trusses,
Gome and
Before

Us

Try

purchasing

elsewhere.

HATS & BONNETS

H. H. Johnson & Co.

DIED.

April 2o,

1876.

HENRY H.

43

GRANT,

(W ith late Hon. 'VVm. McGilvery for past ten years)

MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Agent of the Boston Marine Insurance Company,
lor Skarsport and Vicinity, and
Agent for the
sale of PITCH PINE LUMBER and
TIMBER, for
Orders, Bridges, &c. From W. L. BUCKS’
Mills at Bucksville, S. C.
7m42*
Searsport, Me., April 26, 1876.

y»JP

Millinery!

STYLES
AuJ

everything

in the

are

Millinery

Line which

selling at the

LOWEST PRICES
MERRILL’ S,
Hayford Block, Church St.
BELFAST.

&c.

UNDER

W E
And

V lv !

anything you Want

in

2TECZ TIES!

Millinery!

OF ALL TIIE LATEST

Bel last,
the Date, Annie and Age
bepaiilfor.J
In this city, April 12th, Rose
Evlyn, Infant daugher of Edmund F. Clements.
In Ltncolnvllle, April 14th, Allen Brackett
Esq.,
aged 77 years and 8 months. Incorrectly reported
last week. Kennebec papers please
copy.
In Montville, April 13th, Mrs. Charlotte N., widow
of the late Win. Cunningham, and
daughter of the
late James Nesmith of this city, aged 79 years.

Old and Reliable Medicine.

-AND-

For all Bilious Diseases, Dyspepsia, L099
of Appetite, Jaundice, and
every trouble caused
by a disordered Stomach and Liver.

sea, Mass.

In Uallowcll, April 5th, John E. Hatch of Harmony, and Georgia, daughter of Capt. J. G. Clark
of Rockland.
In Ellsworth, April 15th, Mr. Edgar Moore and
Miss Lottie J. Dorr.
In Ellsworth, March 28th, Mr. Samuel L. Smith
and Miss Mary S. Young, both of Ellsworth.
In Sullivan, April irth, Mr. Curtis R. Joy and
Miss Georgle Weseott, both of Franklin.
In Franklin, April 15th, Mr. Emerson R. Goodwin and Miss Almira E. Saunders, both of Franklin.

An

EVERY

MARRIED.
Searsmont, April 24th, by E. Burgess, Esq.,
John F. Richards and lliss Surah E. Thorndike,
both of Searsmont.
In Rockland, April 14th, Chas. Wilson, F,sq., of
Rockland, and Miss Cloelia E. Amsburv, of Camden.
In Cnstine, April 13th, Mr. J. M. Wardwell and
Miss Ida M. Perkins, both of Penobscot.
At Tenant's Harbor, April Uth, Mr. William Hat
ton of So. St. George, and Miss Josie Chase of Chel-

SUSPENDERS

—AT-

In

must

an

assured ATWOOO’fli

AVIIO

Obituary notices, beyond

before.

quoted

Cotton in all Colors.

Knitting

Largest

at Boston

Centennial

Jaundice, Dyspepsia. Biliousness, etc. Beware of
imitations. The genuine has private proprietary
stamp of John F. Ilenry over the cork. Sold by all
dealers. Manhattan Med. Co., proprietors. JOHN
F. HENRY. CURRAN & CO., New York, Wholesale Agents.

Intended

We have

CRASH

Vegetable, Phyaical, Jaundice Hitters
will effect a speedy cure. They have never failAI L

been

ever

sell at prices lower than the lowest.

we

GENTS AND BOYS SUITS

The

best Voice Tonic in the world 1

SATISFY

Than have

■

for instruction on the PianoJunius W. Hill, Boston. 3wi3

COOPER, WILSON 8c CO., I’rop’rs, Phlladelpla.
W. W. Whipple & Co., Portland, Me.; Geo. C.
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks & Potter; Rust Bros. &
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts.
]y20

ed TO

At the solicitation of many of
our Patrons, we have been
induced to add

Overcoats. Dress Suits, Easiness Suits, lie. EXTREME LOW PRICES

Hall, Monday Evening,

Peirce's

Try it! Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cent9.
Sold hy Druggists, or mailed free; address

are

at

Brown & Bleached Cottons.

them at

LOOSENS it; frees the head of all offensive matter,

We

goods

our

A SPECIALTY.

pupils

Reference,

j

For Ladies Garments and Suits in

Neck

CALVINA HERVEY,
take

enabled to show the trade
bargains, and propose

Uemwm

Piano Lessons.

Jj£ISS
Will

are

Geo. W. Burkett & Go.

VALUE.

Dress Goods!

Gilmore, San Francisco.
Sid. from Scilly (from Pabellon) April 8, ship Sontag, Herriman, Leith.
Ar. at Calcutta, April 21, ship Nancy Pendleton,
Pendleton, Cagliari.

Reports

We

MARKET

GOODS! LOWER PRICES

In all the New and Desirable Shades
aud Qualities.

X. <_’.

Ar. at Boston, April 21, Schr. Clara Smith, Parked, Matanzas, 23d, brig .Julia K. Haskell, (of Deer
Jsle Haskell, Algoa Bay via. Barbadoes.
Ar. at New London, Conn., April 17, schr. Emma

LOWEST

GOODS and

our

selling

Which 1

quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild
and agreeable in its effects that it positively
Cures Without Sneezing!

disorders?

Outfit.

—AT—

Have just arrived from Boston with a large ;
Stock of NEW and DESIRABLE
\
GOODS, purchased at the

some rare

IN'

Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.
This Remedy does not “DRY UP” a Catarrh but

these

your

Spring

acknowledge

I

FRICKS to be a FEAST for the EVES
aud a SAVING to the ROCKET.

MEMORANDA.
Waldoboro, April 17, Schr. Paragon, Shute,

POWDER,

PLEASANT REMEDY

JAUNDICE anil BILIOUSNESS.

Street,

purchase

(ho. W. Burkett Si Co., CarpetingS

Saved
to

load for Boston; Franklin Pierce, Stinson, Bangor.
April 26th, sob. Karl, Cunningham, New York.

Wilmington,

!

Money

Llain

81

April 23d, seh. Banner, Ilodgdon, Bangor.
April 25th, schs. Abby Gale, Darby, Newport, li. J.
I'i- Coombs. Bangor; I). K. Arey. Ryan,
City Point,

Catarrh, Headache, Had Breath, IToarseness, Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, <$c.,
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in

Is the

NEW STOCK

satisfied.

By coming directly

New York.

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff
AND

ENTIRE

Ever offered in this city at such Low
Figures that the closest buyers will be

Rockland.

April 25th, sell. E. L. Wilson, Patterson, Rockland; Lilliftu, Ryan, Boston.
SAILED.
April 20th, schs. Martha Brewer, McFarland, mackE.
L.
Wilson. Patterson, Rockland; A Hayending;
ford, Kane. Jacksonville; James Holmes, Ryder,
Point
to
load
for New York.
City
April 21st, schs. Elizabeth, Perkins, Searsport;
Volant, Smith, Vinalhaven; Cameo, Cunningham,
Rockland; Ilenry Robbins, Bangor.
April 22nd, schs. Kxact, Parker, Bangor; Geo.
Shattuck, McCarty, Boston; F. Learning, Cnllen,
Lizzie Poor, Dickey, mackerel
Washington D. «
ing; A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, Ellsworth', to load for

cured.

DELIGHTFUL

—AND—

-AND-

SCALE OF PRICES.

CONSUMPTIVES. TAKE NOTICE.
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Dr. Seheuck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for con
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have beeu restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.

A

DRY

Spring & Summer
T>—II—Y

$1.20

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Carpets!

CARPETS!!

-OF-

$G.O0a8.00

9all Washed Wool
;0a30 Unwashed
Id Hides
15 Cult Skins
luail Lamb
1G Hard Wood
17al9 Soft
8al0 Shorts per ct.
8 Liine
5u7 Butter Sait
4 l-2a5 Plaster
83.25a3.50 Clover

—of—

SALE

BELFAST.

Vinalhaven.
April 22nd, schs. Win. G. Eddy, Ryder, Carver’s
Harbor; F. W. Washington, Towle, Searsport; F.
Learning, (of Cape May, X. J.) Cullen, Boston.
April 23d, schs. James Bliss, Hatch, Kennebunk;
Prescott Hazeltiue, McDonald, Boston; Cameo,

Cattle Market.

PRICE CURRENT.

OF

April 20th, schs. A. W. Kills, Ferguson, Searsport;
Laura H. Jones, Cousens, Caibarien, to R. Sibley &
; General Meade, Holmes, Boston.
April 21st, schs. Forest Queen, Robbins, Saco;
Franklin Pierce, Stinson, Deer Isle; Tannls Scott,
Coombs, Deer Isle; P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s
Harbor; Exact, Parker, Gloucester; J. M. Banks,

I.yon’s K VT1IAIROX prevents the Hair from
falling >ut or turning gray, renews its growth,
and gives strength and v igor. it is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
i- tin cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced.
Used by the elite. Price only
00 cents.
lvr

BELFAS1

Carpets.

.son

Best

Wednesday, Apr, 19.
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 3582; Sheep
and Lambs 7422; Swine 5792; number of Western
Cattle 3400; Eastern Cattle 02; Milch Cows and
North Cuttle 120.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, live weight—
Extra quality $Gl2l-2aG 37 l-2c; first quality $5 75
af> 00;second quality $5 25a5 5o;third quality $4 12 1-2
a4 75; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Buils, &t\, $3
37 l-2a3 75.
Brigliton Hides 7c per lb; Brighton Tallow 6 l-2c
per lb. Heavy Country Hides G L2a7 c per lb; light
Country Hides 5 l-2a0c per lb; Country tallow 5 a
Gc per 11).
Calf Skins 12 1 2c per lb; Sheep and Lamb Skins
$1 25a 1 75 each.
Store Cuttle —Yearlings $llulG; two year olds
$lGa27; three year olds $25a45 per head. Nearly all
the small Cattle that are in a fair condition are
bought up by butchers to slaughter.
Milch Cows—Extra $55a95; ordinary $25a50 per
head. Most of the Cows offered in market for sale
are of a common grade. Good cows always command fair prices.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West tlie supply w as
not so large as that of one week ago—all owned
by butchers, and cost from G l-2aSc per lb. landed at
Brighton. From tin- North the supply was light and
trade lair at prices ranging from 4u7 3-4c per lb.
Swine—Store Pigs, retail lu l-2all. Fat Hogs
4900 costing iu this market from 9 l-2a9 3-4e per lb,
live weight.

GREAT

AUK1VKD.

Dr.
Wild Cherry,
and Horkholnd is the very best compound
ever prepared for the immediate relief and
permanent cure of Coughs, Colds, Croup. WhoopBronchitas,
and
all
dising Cough,
Asthma,
eases of a Consumptive type.
It will thoroughly eradicate these alarming symptoms in onehalf the, time required to do so by any other
medicine. It is purely vegetable and contains
not a particle of opium or other dangerous
drug. Physicians all over the country endorse
it as the most efficacious antidote known for all
disorders of the throat aud lungs.
It never
fails,
lie sure to obtain Dr. Morris’ .Syrup of
Tar. Wild Cherry and Horehound. Trial sfze,
10 cents.
Sox sole agents for
Wm. O. Poor
Belfast. A. .1. Jordax agent for Orlami. It. B.
Stover, Agent for Bueksport.
ly2‘2eow

Brighton

Monday, Mayl. New Stock

SHIP NEWS.

We ask attention to advertisement in special
column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF
and TROCHE POWDER—a reliable remedy. tf

Positively thei
Morris’Syrup of Tar,

th, Mr. Vi rum B. Robbins,

?9 years.

Thomaston, April 15th,

WELLS and

MRS.
BROWN,

where

they

our

popular Milliner

have just returned
visited several

Extensive

Miss

Full

Millinery Openings,

B. F. WELLS,
Main Street, Belfast, Me.

keeping

a

Assortment
OF

from Boston,

and are now prepared to MAKE, TRIM or SHOW
as pretty styles of HATS, for about one half of the
money as can be had in Boston, and at prices that
can’t be surpassed in Belfast. Please give us a call
before you purchase elsewhere.
«“01d Bonnets Bleached, Pressed or Cleaned.
Remember the place.
17

I intend

THIS

CLASS

OF

GOODS,
and Solicit Trade to Sustain it.
H.

L.

LORD,

IvleroliaTit Tailor.
tf-il

k the curtain; see the bar is safe;
<*M .-ottage quivers to the biast!
:’n* w ild waves on the headlands chafe,
k clouds driven onwards tierce and

"I

Is

:

\

m:

!
:V

>

! boils upon the rocky strand:
ship is driving to the laud!
!• In* lightning dazzles! in its flare
]"* •: M:t-y crouching in her nook;

>

’-I

L

no

k,

i,, r tossing hair
range iatentness of her look.
tne I,*• ►'e was lo't. you know.
kiojs her dreary vigil so.
i(

...

A*'.,'1

\.:eck," you call her; she we named
IV.irl, our Mae.eyed, rose-lipp’d pride,
shrank, murr’d and shaiued,
1 madness met it, side by side.
!i a
.'ini broth, r drown’d together lay,
t:
founder'd out there in the Huy.
•"

■

tin

watcli .i in impotent despair,
tail, the lile-boat driven back,
'hri' k' were shrilling through the air,
bug. billow s rolling, fierce and black,
e.i.iij '’.ip on to her headlong doom,
hid
tin- -ailor s wandering tomb

_■

1

\

count of the illness of the young man the event
was postponed three years.
Another day was
set, but a few days before the time fixed, he
notified her that circumstances rendered another delay necessary. She returned no answer.
The preparations were all made, the
bridegroom and all the guests assembled at the
time and place when the lady got her revenge
by publicly telling the man that she would not
marry one who had occasioned her so much
mortification. In >ix weeks the lady married
the Secretary of the Province.
For many years Gen. Waldo had attempted
to ntorest tin* colonial government in the establishment of a fort on the Penobscot but the
project was not entered upon until 175b. He
expected that the value of his lands would He
greatly enhanced by military protection. <>u
the *J3d of May of that year while exploring the
eastern bank of the Penobscot a few miles
above Bangor, lie died of apoplexy. His remains were taken to Fort Point, where the fort
was being built, and there buried with military
honors and religious ceremonies. There his
remains have probably ever since remained.
He was 03 years of age. In person he was a
man of commanding presence, tall, stout and of
dark complexion. His portrait probably painted by Smibert is in the collection of Howdoin

■

■

1

to Andrew Peppered, son of Sir William.
They were to be married in 1748, but on ac-

Seaboard.

On the
1

I

V

that % oices whisper in the waves.
iie-.i m
ii and tide at full and flow are met,
:• :i her. d<o- u among tin* coral caves,
lit
;
r live* jiud love* and waits her vet:
" .a n storm and wind break
through his chain,
he’ll keep
he try-'i he made at loot of Ilunswick Steep.”
-avs

a

..

d

A;

College.

Jewels cf

Thought

'*<

.\:i•

F

<n: <

id

<

t'LKSil, HONE OR

since* five dogs were shut up in a
yard in New lhdford, by the gate swinging together
after they passed through it.
When
to
go out they were unable to open the* gate, as it
swung inward. The animals had an apparent consultation for a few minutes, after which a big N* wfoundland clambered over the fence. On rivalling
the street lie at once pushed the gate open, and released the prisoners.
or

two

they'wished

The murderer of Mr. Noe. if Xew York, i- to be
at last on Friday of this week.

hanged

UNIVERSALLY
RECOMMENDED.

>•

have just received (October, lS?r. a communi
cation from nearly every druggist in New Fngland,
ai d tin testimony is universally in favor of 5ani-oUh’s iiAIiK Al. C'L'ItK FOR 0a1AK1:H.
We believe there never was a remedy so popular wherever
known, and certainly we feel that never was one
more
of praise. Founded upon correct
scientific principles and calculated by the most ac
eomplished physicians to meet the severest forms of
Catarrh, the cures made by it have not onlv been
numerous, but so remarkable as to excite public at
tention and cause the sale to exceed tenfold that of
any similar remedy ever before compounded.
While many are anxious to make public their t< s
timony in favor of the Radical (Jcue, others— and
among this number may be found many of our most
respected citizens—dislike to become publicly idem
titied with so loathsome a disease. lienee,'in the
following case we are unable to give the name, but
hi*- permitted to state, the
severity and condition ol
the ca>e before and after using the Rai-k ,u. Cfkf.
jind also that the gentleman occupies a
responsible
office in one of our State :'n.-t itution*. We
ijuote
i would not for the world permit mv name t.>
used, although I have no doubt it would be of ben.
tit to many now suffering as 1 have
suffered, but i
give you a brief statement of mv case :
W.

~

deserving

v

!>■

during sleep,

and finally I coughed during
all this time. Since taking the RADICAL
CURE I have taken no potassa or ammonia,
have slept soundly every night without uneasiness or distress; not a particle of matter has dropped into my throat
during
sleep, and every symptom of a cough has
left me.”

notice Jiow much
:t i
y « i'.‘i succeeding year see in > to
v\.<
an \vc remember how, in our
••I.
form «'f a year appeared inter*
mm
and w «•»»i,• i compress into that great
ni"«'
«ny amount of work and phiy>
i-u; now u
i-vi'im- so engrossed that holy
ivi!id h<>i: *\- are alike invaded; and after
i- do:e*. h >'. much is left unfinished, and
..v many
heme- remain untried! ‘‘It i- the
.1 to night
connected with middle life,”
:'th- 1
SV. Kobert-on, “that life's last
o<-- i' begun in earnest; audit i- then,
midway lv. tw; eii the cradle and tiie grave, that
i.i
..in*
marvel that he let the days of
ith go 1 •>
half enjoyed. It is the pensive
ii
f iing, it i> the sensation of half sadthat \m experience when the longest day
!
> -r i' past, and every day that follows
-Ii
and the light fainter, and the feebler
ivi'iw^ udl that nature is hastening with gii...
f> n-teps to it- wintry grave.
So does
l"-k l. -k upon hi- youth. W hen the first
av h iii'> become- vi-ible, when the unwel'Uj*
trutii fastens it.-ell upon the mind that a
s■ s longer g* iiig lip hill, but down, and
c
-uu I- aiwa\- we-tcriiig. lie looks back
\\ hen we were eliildren we
me- 1" !i:nd.
'.':
-1i' a
:.!!■ Iren.
Hut now there lies before
mm!.ood. with it- earnest work, and old
and then the grave, and then home.
! '.. re
a second youth for man, better and
ii•
than tin* lir-t, if lie will only look up,
and not look back.'’
.•

<

\vt•

•.

>"

■

A

wonderful i-ult truly,
or ran realize the

nil will say, who know
extent and severitv of this ea-e.
1 lie gentleman has had eighteen bottles. This must
salisiv the sceptical that there is great merit in tin
Uu>i* ai. t'li'.i.. Its mode of
preparation is new
and original, ignoring the old practices and remedies. Hr. Sanford selected a new lield, and lias de
monstrated bis method to be tin onlv
proper uud
m er Tailing treatment.
ill. teliowing recommendation.- nr. IV .m

1

■

■"

-•*

■

--

are

for

relieving

( ur<

ha-

Catarrh.

remt

<jv

W. M. FELLOWS.
Haverhill, Mas-.
large quantitie- of vonr Sanford’in:. WEM WORl H,
Biddeford, Me.
>anford'.- Radical <ure i~ having a good sale
It
isju-t what the people have been wanting.
A. M. GERRY.
So. Paris, Me.
I have kept 'hinford'.- Radical Curt on hand since
it
first introduction, ami the sale and satisfaction
in it list have been unequalled by ;.nv other similar
preparation within mv knowledge.
W. IU AVILLIS.
Reading, Ma--.
1 iiave -.|,t >ant..r.r- Radical Cure for a
year or
inoiv, and it stands the te-t the best of unv similar
teim dy I have ever sold.
\\ ILL 11. OWEN’,
Milo. Me.
«• recommend no other
cure, and have no trouble
in selling it.
1.. p. EVANS & CO.,
Garland, Me.
Sanford's Radical Cure has given universal satisfaction to all my customers, and above all other
remedies is a success.
1.. F. CAREY,
Haverhill, Mass.
Sunforu's Radical t’uie -ells well, ami i- verv
much liked.
Mrs. 8. 1\ WING.
Sangervillc. Me.

—

1

■

■

1

■

rvlce

a

man

owes

ti;

Hi

w

For

The greatest Novel since Uncle Tom's
Cabin,” Says the Boston Globe of
THE NEW AMERICAN STORY

•

i- im despair mi absolute as that which
whh tlie first moments of our first great
n ow. when we have not yet known what it
lo have suffered and lie healed, to have deaired^iud to have recovered hope.

I l.ryi

To understand the world is wiser than to
condemn it. To sLudy the world is better than
fo shun it.
To use the world is nobler than lo
abuse it. To make the world better, lovelier,
and happier i- the noblest work of man and
woman.

General

Samuel

;

1

to St. Louis.

we

will mail

Centaur Al-

a

by all dealers in the country.

sold

Laboratory

FURNITURE

Rockland, raiiiden, Relfast, Si-arsport, Sandy Point,
lincksport, Winterport and Hampden, arriving in
Hunger about lu o’clock next morning.

RETURNING.
Steamboat Wharf, fiangor, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 0 o’clk
for PORTLAND, touching at landings as above, ar- I
Leaves

Ever ottered in tHis city, at the Lowest Living
Prices. Walnut Goods, such as

tipper

Castoria.
Pitcher,

Ur. Samuel

of

A New England Life Study.
I'Y Key PETER PEN NOT.
12mo, cloth.$1.60
The manly, whole soulcd, and devoted
youim clerg.vmun is no fancy sketch; Deacon Sterile, the sane-

t.iuonious hypocrite; the plain-talking old maid sister, the sneaking, spying aunt, are life like and real,
" Idle the heroine,
Achsaii, is a lovely character,
with whom the reader is in deep
sympathy. These
with the various other characters ot the
store, are
so combined as to produce a book full of
interest
from beginning to end.
V Heady at all the Bookstores, and sent, postpaid, on receipt of price by the publishers,

LEE

&
41-45

particular

I would call

attention

to

my .Stock

Metalic Cases. Caskets & Coffins
Which I am prepared to trim in a manner
to be excelled by any one, and at prices
warranted to suit. Remember the place, TO
not

Main Street, Granite 15htek, Belfast, Me.

A. B. MATHEWS.
BUY THE

FARMERS,

i Lime

Sfr-Pkpkts
lasting properties

of bone.

Hyannis, Mass., expert

SHEPARD,

Franklin Street, BOSTON.

produce

a

Til I’,

It

Stood tlie Test of V**;*«-#.
M

and

«-\

pel* Hornii, and may be relied upon in croup.

pleasant, effective and perfectly »afa caremedy it is superior to Castor Oil, Cor
dials and Syrups. It does not contain alchohol, and
is adapted to any age.
Jiy regulating the stomach and bowel? oi cruaa
anil aickly children they become good-natured
and healthy. They can enjoy »l«ep and mothers
As

BRADLEY

Capt. W.
trips

Will make two

R.

Thursdays

by Lernine Colley, consisting of 8 acres grass land
with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn.
From y to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upon the premises. For
further particulars apply to the subscriber.
DAN VII AKA DEN.
Belfast, Fi b. 15. 1876.

per week.

commenc-

Leaving Belfast Mondays

o’clock i*. M.
Leaving Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at
IV M., touching at the usual lauaings
through to J.cwell and New York.
at 2

D.

1

Iieliao, April 1f»,

a

o’clock

ticketing

at 8:00 a. m. connecting diBangor. Dexter, .Skowhegau, Farmington,
Lewiston, Danville Junction and Grand drunk
Kailway, and via Eastern and Boston & Maine Kail
roads, arriving in Boston at 7:55p inLeave Belfast 3:30
p. m connecting to Dexter
and Bangor, and with night Bellman Train, for
Portland and Boston, arriving at 6:15 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt.
tfjl
Portland, June 22, 1S75.

Apply to
Northport, April 0,

rect to

Something

I

on

!

I
I

A X 1 )

Castoria is put up at the Laboratory of J. C. Rost Sc Co., 46 Dey St., New York.
The

FRENCH

CO..

Mil

I

just received
justly celebrated

have

named

SUPER
and

prepared

am

Scliool

fresh cargo of the above

unreliable articles with which our State
has been flooded. I would say, be wiser the coming

and you

For

Lay the last.”

Sale by

E. BEAMAN, Belfast. Me.
Store foot of Alain street.
-1 w20eow
Belfast, March 2.S, Is?*'1

THE

COMPLEXION. Paints, Oils & Yarnishes
change

Will

the skin from

a

swarthy

or

sallow

hue, to the freshness and beauty of youth'.
U;=-Warranted not to injure the'skin. Prepared
b\ MRS. MERC YN f, only. Price, 50 Cents.
SOLI) BY

RICHARD

H.

WO. lie ame to this country when four years “Outfits FOOTPRINTS of the AGES.
of age. lie was educated in Boston, was early
Bi°ur Government and History. Goodm business with his brother.
In the course of ■—I FRFE. 1 speed's I'ub.llouse, New York aud
trade he acquired large landed interests in Chicago.
Maine, becoming interested in the Lincolnshire
PER WEEK GUARANTEED to
patent—embracing nearly a thousand square Ik ■■■■
B M Agents, Male and Female,In their
miles. In lime lien. Samuel Waldo, who was
.kgE M
M own locality. Terms and Outfit
one of the twenty proprietors, became so efliW 0 free. Address P. O. VICKERY &
eieut in securing Hie rights of the proprietors
CO., Augusta, Maiae.
that half of the entire grant was voted him.
which embraced the counties of Waldo and
Ct» tn
(lay nt home. Samples worth $1
Knox, except a few towns, and subsequently a V
J IU 'fic.yj Por
free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.
part of Penobscot county. By subsequent purchase Gen. Waldo obtained ail of the land of
the proprietors except 100,000 acres.
Gen.
Waldo took an active interest in settling and "I
Soul
k
• :
veloping his patent. lie took active measures
to secure the settlement of his territory, offer- GL IDE, showing how cither sex may fascinate hi d
gain the love and affection of any person they choose
of
to
lots
100
acres
settlers
in
consideration
ing
400 pages. By mail 50 ets. Hunt & Co.,
of an annual lent of one pepper corn. The instantly.
130 S. 7th St., Philadelphia.
first settlement was made at Thomastou. Subsi
quently a party of Scotch-Irish emigrants
made a settlement at what is now the town of
Warren, and two German colonies laid the
foundation of Waldoboro’. During his life lie
Agents wanted to sell an article .'just patented)
built mills at various points, burned lime for that tills a long felt household want, f or terms and
send 3et. stamp to (.’has. o. Stonic,
circular
and
in
the
encouraged
way
shipment,
every
Augussettlers. Gen. Waldo's interest in his Maine ta, Maine.
land did not engross his whole attention, lie
took an active part in tlie affairs of the colony
ADVERTISING IN
of Massachusetts. For several years he was a
member of the Provincial council. About 1742
lie was appointed Colonel of the Eastern tnililia regiment.
In the celebrated expedition
against Louisburg, Nova Scotia, under Colonel
WEEKLIES,
William Peppered, Waldo was the tldrd in
command, with the title of Brigadier General.
As much as any other man his influence insured the enterprise success. In 1740-7 General
SEND FOR OI K CATALOGUE
Waldo was placed in command of a mid winter
expedition against Crown Point, which failed
ON THE LIST
PLAN.
because of small pox in the command. Gen.
For information, address
Waldo and Sir William Peppered were intimate friends.
They were born the same year
and died within a fe’w days of each other. His
daughter Hannah, was engaged to be married
NEW YORK.

J.

X, MASl'RY & SONS Ready Made Colors for
Painting interior and exterior of Houses, Barns,
Fences, &c. Call and see before purchasing elsewhere.

Belfast.

MOODY,

E. J. MOR1SON & CO,.
52 Main St., Belfast, Mo.

4\v41*

Important to Jurymen and People Visiting the City.
large and commodious house,
and having secured the services of
HAVING
excellent
I

MU'

O .A. Iri ID

a

an

cook,

nish board

am now

by the day or

prepared to furweek at remark-

ably low figures.
To families or those wishing board I can
give large, airy rooms, well furnished, and table
board to suit the most fastidious.
A large stable is connected with the house, where
I

w^ll

board hordes by the day or week.
KDWaRD A. DYER, Spring Street.

Belfast, April 11, 1&7G.

:;w

W- P- THOMPSON.

Attorney; Counsellor at Law,
MAIN E.

BELFAST,

House for Rent.
ROOMS in the house of T. J. Farrow, Union

The
SIXStreet. there

family as
the premises
a

rent
are

to

will

excellently

accommodate

good conveniences. Apply on
MRS. FARROW.

Belfast, April 12, 1570-

tfil

\\T L

ar«- now prepured to show our customer?
and the public generally, the finest and most
thoroughly made stock of CLOTHING ever offered
lor sale in this city, at prices never before seen. We
have conceived the idea of doing a business at retail for CASH ONLY, as the largest jobbers does
on credit, and the way wr propose to do i- bv offering our goods to the public Ht retail as LOW*as the
lowest wholesale price, and this we pledge ourselves
to do.
This is not mere advertising talk as anv one can
convince themselves of by calling and examining
our stock.
We are the manufacturers of our own
goods and will sell as I,0\V as any dealer in the
country, and will sell a single garment at retail as
LOW us tlie dealer can purchase of the jobber,
therefore, by purchasing direct of us, the customer
saves the usual retail profit.
We shall keep constantly on hand PANTA LOONS
manufactured from nearly all \V< ol Casvimere at
£-•00 and $2.50 per pair, usual price §4.00 to $5.00
ALT. WOOL PANTALOONS $.‘{.50 per pair, usual
retail price §4.50 to $0.00; good Business Suits $lo.0o.
Every garment we sell ij fully warranted as represen ted, and guaranteed not to
give away in the
sewing, and are all of the latest aud most approved

▼V

styles.

also a fine as sortment of WOOLF.N for
Custom Trade, Furnishing Goods, HATS, CAPS,
and CARPETINGS.
j&iFRemember the place at the Store formerly occupied by Arnold Harris.
We have

ANDREWS BROTHERS,
Phcnix Row, Iligli St., Belfast.

For Sale !
WAGON.
y GROCER’S
Two Seated, almost New. Been
weeks.

Enquire

at

08 Main Street,
tf41

MARK

CHOICE

Room

NEW

——AND

MOLASSES,
.loues,’

per schooner “Laura H.
from Caibarien, lor sale

BED

BORDERS

BUY YOUR

FURNITURE

VERY LOW AT

A. B. MATHEWS.

A

IWOOD,

I

A

NEW

MI.\D TeADISC, rSlCl!OMA.\CV, FA5CIM(hartain?. Mesmerism, Marriage
TIOX,

A WANT SUPPLIED

and

Religious
Agricultural
H ALF PRICE

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO., 41 Park

Row,

assortment of

WOOLEN GOODS!
of all

grades, usually found in

O

Jas. W. Clark’s,
No. 18 Phenix Row,
To be Sold at

a

First-Class Tailoring Establishment
to

O

correspond, which are being
manufactured to order by first-class workmen at as
low prices as the times will afford.
PI1TTI MO attended to in lillits branches by inyUU I I IIIu self. 1 have also a line assortment of

T

L.

LOUD.

TIMES!

Special Bargains

Gents’

sizes, and
27

HARD

S

Thin

in

Boots.

COME AND SEE

DISSOLUTION!

SUPERIOR

RAZORS!
Scissors and Pocket-Knives at

HERVEYS

JEWELRY

STORE.

PARTNERSHIP
existing beJames E. Sprague, Henry T. Crockett,

tween
THE
Eleazer

Kingsbury, Jr.,

heretofore

John C.

Sprague, Stephen

Sprague, Nason K. Pendleton, Howard F. Mason.
Cnas. A. Luce, Thomas Clark, Seldon Morton and
William S. York, under the firm name of the Eastern Granite Company, is dissolved by Henry T.
Crockett, Eleazer Kingsbury, Jr., John C. Sprague,
Stephen Sprague, Nason It. Pendleton, William S.
York, Howard T. Mason and Thomas ( lark having
retired from said partnership. The business of said
firm will be settled bv Seldon Morton and Chase A.
Luce.
(SELDON MORTON.
CHARLES A. LUCE.
N ASON R. PENDLETON.
EI -E A Z E It KINGSBU It Y.
JOHN SPRAGUE.
HENRY T. ( ROCKETT.
3w42*
Frankfort, Feb. 2:5, 1670.
A Lady’s Sealskin Muff
which the owner can have
•
lj \_7 LJ -131
and
by proving property
paying charges. Enquire
at 08 Main St. Belfast.
till

Xil/^TTXTFl
1-7

Or

in all it branches at the old -land of I n
well & Man.-tielii.
Carriages repaired
Hor-e shoeing promptly
snort tn.iiee
t* nd. :
\ 11 work warranted to gi\e-ui

■,

and

•tl-Apj
\#

harm

J. C. AYER &.

a

■;

J.

G

DAMON.

New Carriage Shop
< arrioge
II 1" 1 I'.l» I I*
H A V!
Simp it.
»
5t t«»
rear of tin- «dd l.cudweli N Mansii!i re j am 2 .ely to attend to all kinds rd'Ca-riu.
atid sp igh r»-paii in c. New work math* to order

¥

imparts

I.

\\

CO., Lowell, Mass.,

Practical and Analytical Chemi
al! L> iggi-ts ail l) ilei in A l

H

n

W.

TRU.VDY

t.
c.u

A.MKKK AN

Pro Bono Publico.

Id

©

p

IT, EDDY

No. 76 State

PATENTS
«r l^signs.

OF

St.,opooaiteKiibySt..Bo!>toii

of upwards of
\: ti-i
],? a.-rit
years,continue- to secure Patents m the l nite.i
States; ul-o iuCrt aT llritaiu. 1 ranee, and other a
•
ign countries, t aveal*, Specification-, A>sigu
meat.-, and all papers for Patents executed on reasoi
able terms, with despatch, Researches. made to
termine the validity. and utility of Patent- d Invn
tiotis, and legal and other atlvict: reudere>t in u.
matters toucliingthe-ante, t >pi* et tin-claimany patent furni.-hed by remitting one dollar. A
.-ignmeut- recorded in Washington.
.Vo Agency in th*
nited States po'cssts
o /'-rMt.•.</,■/ t‘
fnCiliti' -i jAr Obtaining J’uiluC*
put' iiCnhiiJy of inventions
All necessity of a journev to Washington
pr
cure a Patent, and the Usual great «b la> ti.. a.
here saved im ciitor*.

VA

SO

©

I'ATKN i

EOUEK.N

>

F«r liiMUit: .:.- i'radi- Sark-

M
***

©

Ni

SOLICITOR

H

O

\

R

rt©

ci
©
u

\V

11 It

an

1

■

©

to a complete Business Education. $85
Board, Tuition, and Stationery 12 weeks. Lite

Me. G«-n.

G.

>ucoes>ors

OFFICE

from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Rebecca give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and lor said County, on the second Tuesday ol
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
Attest—B. V. Field, Register.

A_tru^c°py-

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed and
taken upon hersell the trust of Administratrix

THE

of the estate of

RODNEY R. CARVER, late of Searsport,
in the ( minty ot \\ aldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore
requests all persons w’ho are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to
JANE CARVER.
her._
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
JL concerned, thut she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of
the estate of
JOSEPH C. COOMBS, late of Searsmont,
in the County of W aldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
SUSAN D. COOMBS.

:

Waterloo Road

C

,

masters and ownbest of fucilitie- lbr
executing every branch of slopwork, for both wooden and iron ships, in a manner
guaranteed to give
satisfactii n.
tftto
ers

of

ships that

G.

h

t

|

(

hurt* t’d

by

au

:•..*:

ot

i:

the
lsr.i.

‘>11

la

gi-Litur*

t

Ma

I II!

Safe Keeping of Valuables
s
; and the Uh' lA:.u:
lit KuL.li: 1*10

they' have the

T.

iii i:s Kiri
\ v L I. I >

I’..

*•

!

>■■■

to

iis

MAIN

fOI.S AND blI M.hUe

■'

s

ANIMALS.

of <..*-1»rJmerits

names

extraordinary

.*.•*

.>

h

-n!

L. D. M. SWEAT, i
A. W. COOMBS. Seerctars
<*•'1 «'*• circulars or into: inution t(idre*H
9
A. W. COOMB'S Secretary, I*o;

an

••

••

To the

People of Soarsport.

1

AND

READ,

MAW

AVK taken the Ager-.’v of thf* !U:r iwvi M v
WoiiK
i.irk Sc l on;,. 1 I Propri* tors
lYr
wishing :>> pur iu-e Marble Work t any d<.
I .seriptii...ii can do
i,
as they can bu
I tinv w here in this .^tur.
A T. QUIMin
tf'.’
Senrsport. Sept. Id.

OTHI-.KS.

Ilf

HI.).

Machine Attachments.
46

MU!.*

■b.diu Mussey,
If. J. Libby,
K. Swan,
1 i
Jacob McLeilan,
William
L.
Clou
id,
“hiSi-p II. Brown,
|
Will am G Da* is, V\ il i im il mu
W H. .\nder-on, Frank N
L. \J. M. trweat,
A. W. Coomb*4,
Abner < .burn. >kovvhi*gan.
Anson P M
rill, pea !:.• ’d
Joseph Dane, Kennebuuk

A. Hay ford, L»q., Kx-Mayor,
L*. t, Alt*.
Israel Cox. (ien’l Ins. Agi-nt.
Harrison llayford, Farmer,
1*. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S.,l. Dean, Prop, of Livery
l:.:. ;j .mi
liben W .Seavty, Hotel Keeper. No s»-ui-j urt.
Robert G. Ames, Teamster,
.1. \V. P.lack, Deputy .Sherilf,
.1. M. Hale & C*» Stage Props., Kll-woj-r
W. L. Clea\ e-. Prop ot Liv. stable .-'to: !vt■.u,

I'i' jtaruil

KMRY SAWVfll,

By

I

l’n>![..

Druggist

RICHARD H. MOODY
3*<*»».»»ruI lir^nf
Apothfi'ttry

and
tflA

H'Kl.K

Iron Ware!
SALE

■

YOUR

FURNITURE

GRANITE

FOR

■.

BUY

Ml.

STREET.

JUST RECEIVED!

sons

...

SEAliSPORT, M IA

Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
Miot Guns Repaired and liored tu shoot

No.

I

SOUKS ON1 a).L

[
WitiH--* the

Repairing.
ilus...

Street

Exchange

PORTLAND.

HORSE-FLESH!

DEALER IX ALL KIXDS OK

Sewing

97

ILLS Ml

AM) OTHLK

MAGHZITZST!

-O

MATHEWS.

A. B.

AT

1

—AT THE

TEMPERANCE

SALOON!

A.

D.

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

A NICE LOT OF
!

Messina
AL-i)

HOUSE

Oranges!

MCE

Providence River

Oysters!

DOX'T FORGET THE PLACE!

W.

G.

CLARK.

CHURCH

STREET,

Second store south of Court House.

BUY

in said

ance

'a

S
WORKS: Barton Street.
This tirm confidently assure the

BRYANT, Administratrix of the Estate of

bumps, widow of a. k. Bumps
late of Thorndike, in said County of
Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition for an allow-

<

I

CURES

AND

JOINERS,

they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at the
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest —B. P. Field, Register.

w.

“Mr. K. 11. Eddy has m.;*h for me over 1U1KIA
applications for Patents, having been succes-tui
almost every ta-'. >uch uutui-tukabb piout ut gi.
t ilent and ability on hi-pur* leads m»*to recoin me
w.n invenrora to app.'1* to bin; to procure their
p«
t< ms, .i- they may be -ur.* or ha*,
ing the most fait!
ful attention bestowed upon ttieit
uid u! \.
reifionable charg*J »i \ l p,«,All!
Boston. Juu 1 ls7*
; ,*-

OINTMENT

tl’.i-f

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers,

foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
April, A. D., 187(1.

.-

v

ARABIAN

SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

the

C. Coombs
of
defor an
from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, '1 hat the said Susan D. give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they mav appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ol
May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest •—B. P. Field, Register.

had

ol Patents

*[ have no to- .tat.on inas-uring inventors th.a mail nivre comp'itev.t and h
worth j un
more capable of putting their
appli
tions in a form to >ecur* i>.r them an ear
and i’;iv
able consideration at tie* Patent Oilice.
bb.M I’XD Bl'RKL, !at e (.'om'-’r of Paten:.

iveeivc*

HERRIMAN, WARMINGTGN & CO DOMESTIC

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the ( ounty of Waldo, on the second l uesduv of
April, A. D. Iis70.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
April, A. D. 1870.

r

j they cannot1 employ

Morison,

Street, Belfast, Mo.

hundred and fifty dollars.
W liEitEi-oitF your petitioner
prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey so much of
he real estate of said deceased,
(including the rever-iou ot the Widow's dower thereon,) as will satisfy
his debts and incidental charges, and
charges of Administration.
HARRIET WEST.
By JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, her Atty.

three weeks suecessiv elv in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel
fast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of May next, and shew cause if any
they
have, why the same should not be allowed.
WM M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

capable ,»i

CHAKLKS MASuN,

Manufacturer.-'and Propriety
Hunger, Main-

'•mg-:

Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural I in.Main
pi omen t s’, Paints, oil-, Ola.— &c. _N •».

HARRIET

published

|

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

County

deceased, having presented
and final account of Administr: tion for allowance.
Ordered, that the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this

to Carlo &

,-i le-d t J >• most
n ith whom I lmv«?

Di:AI.KliS IN

WK8T, Administratrix, with the
will annexed, of the estate of John B est, late
ot Belfast, in said
County, deceased, respectfully represents that the goods, chatties and credits of said
deceased are not sufficient to answer his just debts
and charges of Administration,
by the sum of eleven

David Bryant, late of Thorndike, in said County
JANE
of Waldo,
her second

will

E. .1. AFORISON & €0.

Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of April, A. D. 1870.
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested bv
causing a copy of said petiiion.with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be grunted.
WM. M. BUST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

Upon

at Law!
him

riMOMAl.d

ii‘. Mr. fiddy a
tu 1 :■< aciitionv'f

licml intercom's*

Agents.
Belfast, Maine.

ALLACE,

fo

n

slice**-

A. HOWES & CO.

1 or Vib- by all Druggists, p. .>••• olie do.la:
bottle. Liberal dbcount to the trad**.
PIKRCL Jilin rifF.ns,

IIA Kill EX BLOCK. IMfast, Me,

a
lor

Hie

at Law!

4*rAll busim-ss entrusted
roinj-t attention.

*'I

Tills remedy is the- result of the research oi or.«
t
the Proprietors who hud been a great sufferer for
years and who had tried all the advertised remedieand skill of mauy physicians without obtaining relief. A radical cure was obtained and numerous similar cures effected among his friends and acquaintances without an exception, induced him to pat it
before the public. That it will cure the most sever*.cases of Rheumatism we have abundant te'timonv
to show, which may b< fonmi in our circularA
.u
which proof is bona ii<u- and from :bus.
bt il beuehted bv its use.

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by l.. K. Boyle.

Attorney

OF

Gum’s

JOHNSON,

GEO. E. W

CURE

RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA

tltH

Attorney
1

At

lor

E.

THE

1V<

Apply

at the Journal Office,
lie Hast, Feb. 22, 1870,

>

%

A N !• XCE1.LENT PIANO, OF GOOD MAKE
J~1L a ml in tine order. Will be sold at a bargain.

Agt.

©

pFOR

Students enter any time. Ad
dress for catalogue giving terms without board.
Lewiston Business College, Lewiston, Me
:;m32

offer of three hundred dollars ha-' been made
by
Darius Philbrick of said Thorndike, which offer it
i' lorthe interest of all concerned
immediately to
accept, the proceeds thereof to be put out on interest
for the beuelit of said minors.
WiiKiiKioiiK your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey said real
e-date of said minor,
including the reversion of the
\\ idow’.s dower thereon,) to said Philbrick, for said
sum.
LOVISA B. HIM.

Judge of Probate

H

p<

Piano for Sale !

Ueorge A.,
Hunt, minor
heir- of Kiia< 1> Hunt, late of Thorndike, in said
(. ounty, deceased, respectfully
represents that said
minors are seized and possessed ol certain real estate
situate in Thorndike, consisting of about litty acres
and known as the Dolloff' lot, and conveyed to the
deceased by one Nathan Sawyer; that an
advantage-

r<> the Honorable
of Waldo.

«-

membership, $35.

Rake !

intiwport,

College.

Languages

pertaining
pays

UNDE It'•HON PI.*, (iuardian oi
rjMlb:
X. liSiche] p, .Mare
.md .Mira A.

Rebecca

To Suit the

FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, in all
all the other better grade of Collars.

PRICES

REDUCED

Also Trimmings

H.

Received at

Just

.—.

sure

Notice.

Lewiston Business

CLASS

a

LOT

BL ACKSMI THING!

resume

l'RJ.t'AKLU HY

MISS

tin- Honorable .Juvlce of Probate for tii•• i'uuutv
of Waldo:

D.
late of

B

operation is

Its

for the soft Iir-tre and richness of tone it

students
for
instruct ion in Book-keeuing, Penmanship, MaAdmits
and all the collateral studies
thematics,

COOMBS, widow of Joseph
SUSAN Searsport,
Countv
J. C. THOMPSON & SON ceased,
Waldo,
having presented petition
allowance
40

1

ABBIE E. FELLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon the Piano ami Cab
P«l"
inet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. p<.i
terms inquire at l td Main Str.« t.
Nov. 26, 1875—tf21

I T

PBOBATE MOTICES.

order to be

by

R. SIBLEY & SON.

good an

Papers

gray hair

It cures dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps
scalp cool, clean and soft—under which conditions, diseases of the scalp are impossible.
As a dressing for ladies’ hair, the Vigor is pm!
ed for its grateful and agreeable perfume, and valued

Musical Notice.

At a Probate Court held ut Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
April, A. D. 1870.

Belfast, April 20, 1670.

As

JULIUS ANDREWS.

only three

run

MOLASSES.
213 Hftds.
30 Terces

ANDREW*,

Belfast, Ale.

-O F-

day

PURE LEAD AND OIL

or

the

It is desirable that all, who expect to teach, present themselves at that time, as certificates will nut
he granted after that period.
Per Order S S. Com
inittee.
2wL
Belfast, April 20, 1S70.

Agents Wanted.
f

and

Phosphate,

it jolt-

a

and faded

Bickneli

'■

V

less.

Sn*ERIXTKNlJlXG SCHOOL COMMIT

Send IV,r Circular.

good quality,
purchased the

season, and invest your money in an article which
has been tested many years and found to be reliable
every time, “take no risk, buy Bradley’s Super

thickens;
their original color.
thin hair

pill.
tee will be in session
I_
don at the High School Room
Saturday, April 20 and May 13, at 2 o’clock 1*. M.,
the purpose of examining those who intend to
teach during the coming season.

STREET.

Morse

patrons who have used Bradley’s Phosphate for

cheap

I li

&&

I Jave removed their business, CHt
tag
punning and trimming.
the shop* over Panion’s, iu :>•••
f tinAmerican House, a:
would invite tie ir old friends and patroui to c
upon them at this popular old stand, where tie
may be found at all times r**udv to attend to tL
wants of those requiring work in their line.
Carriage and Sleigh Painting and 1 rimming is..
i specialty. We will paint and trim new carriagevarnish old ones and repair trimmings at readmit,
rates on short notice, gmirranteeing satisfactioi
; tillca.seB CKNELL
WALES
_

prematurely.

A vi.i-.’s II a

Wales

on
lor

—

FIRST

fill

many years, and know its uniform
and reliability. To those who have

ENAMEL
BEAUTIFYING

MAIN

brand of

POHSPHATE,

to

to

»by long and extensive
^use, has proven tlutt it
'
stops the falling of the
liair immediately; often renews the growth, and
always surely restores its color, when la.led or gray,
It stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy activ
ity, and preserves loth the hair and its beauty. Thubrashy, weak or sickly hair becomes glossy, pliable
and strengthened; lost hair regrows with lively ex
pression; fulling hair is checked and stabiished,

EXPUF

especially

it

incline

1

orders, large or small, at
1 need offer no advice to my numer

lowest rates.
ous

a

^

death of his late wife, we hereby publicly retract the
same, and acknowledge that we had no good reason
to believe they were true, and that we did wrong
and injustice to him in circulating them.
JAM: WHITT DIOR F.
LEWIS WHI 1 MORE
3w41*
Belfast, April 1:, 1*70.

WA DUN & MERRILL’S
US

a

rent.

a r

hair gray, and either

shed

Cheap
address MABlv ANDREWS, Phenix Ilow,
tf.HJ

r

s k i:

disappointhereditary
predisposition, all turn
ness, care,
and

of them

RETRACTION.
r\G CIRCULATED REPORTS DLROGFrancis Whitmore
HA\atory to the characterin ofconnection
of Belfast, and
with the

Carriage Making. Painting, and
Blacksmithing.
REMOVAL!

!

ment,

|

A Pedler’sfor Wago*.
agon lor
Cash. Call

ITew

Iron Ware!
[

VITALITY AND COLOR.

1

Sale

or

Vigor, j

Advancing years, sick-

Sold by

(i U A N I rr E

I

NATURAL

To ITS

'ALE,
GOOD

I V. MILLER,
Belfast, Me., Boi 185
ti:
Office Church St., under the Journal Office.

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

Belfast.

150111 ORNAMENTAL .V I'SELLl.

(' A

Hair

Ayer’s

J. t
BOBBINS.
tfJO

1870.

FOR

Harbor Packet.

s

Legal

SUBSCRIBER offers for sale a very
a-r|MIK
JL desirable farm in Northport, one mile
BsaFi!
frni the Camp Ground. Said farm contains
=:aLi from
*;■*^ 30 acres of land, good house and two barns.
It is a most desirable location for a watering place,
on the shore of the Bay. \Vi!l be sold
cheap lor cash.

Trains leave Belfast

*8 'HE packet 1. M. Boxxey, Capt.
JL Tiiomas Buiigess, will make
;
weekly trips between this city and
Carver’s Harbor after this date.
Country produce of all kinds will be
purchased at the going prices. May be found at the
store of W<mhI", Mathews & Baker, or on board the
packet at Hamden's wharf. Fare for passengers,
$1.00
Capt. TllOS. BE KG ESS.
tfi'J
Belfast, March 27, 1875.

Savings 8ank.

Farm for Sale.

Commencing Oct. 25, 1875,

Carver

Hotel.

tin

LANE, Agent.

Competent judges of the arious machines agree that
the i.f w Wlu-eler & Wilson Sewing Machine? at*
lit member they
superior to all othf rs now in uh
take t he Lock Stitch and use no shuttle, thus obviurthe use of a clattering shuttle, and doe? away tin
breaking of thread and needles so much e.\perienc» .i

HAVE

Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied

ROIX,

to Boston

ing MONDAY. April 17.

and

P.Y

FERTILIZER

liOr-tOI,.

thartic

ha*«*

W’UFACTURED

Belfast

rpiIE

XATAHDIBT,

are superseding all others in the market, air;
revolutionizing the whole:sewing machine truth

They
are

in the use of sdiutth machines.
And here ! wish to state that a great many-per
son? buy a sewing maehiug without the knowledge
or
construction of any and they are afterwards sorry
J. lb Ticker.
II. F. Tucker.
for it; and for the protection of those who are abos.*
to
pmeha>e a machine, should net be governed i
roaches to convey passengers to and from the e.-.rs
what agent- for otfn machines tell you that tin ,r
and boats.
is the hest. The idea that this or that inn
machine
Sample Rooms free to guests.
i- the hest i* nothing to do w ith the true no
Livery ami Hoarding stable compete-] with the chine
of
u
Therefore examine th
its
sewing machine.
new productions of the Wheeler Ac Wilson Mane
Belfast, Sept. 23, l>rr..—tf!:t
n you will be convinced
and
th*
facturing Company
Mm- w _>rk ruin
which i* the best sewing machine.
on
these
machiues.
other way
They use my km
of thread and sews from the finest muslin to heav >
leather; it Fells, Hems, Hraids,Cords,Tucks, Hindi
KEMOVKD to their new Hanking Room j and makes beautiful lleni stitching and l’uffiug
in Custom House Square, are
Machiues set up on trial on npj lication Httliisoflllo re
prepared
j
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
Machines sold on < iey monthly installment*. Old
tir.st days of June. July, August and September, and
machines taken in part payment for new one*
December, January, February and March. Inter st I keep on baud needle* ana attachments for all kind <
beiug computed ou same, the lir-t Mondays ol June l machiues.
and December.
1 keep a superior quantity of needles, which I an.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and j ati.oct*. per dozen. Orders f< r needles tilled \
Holidays,) from 9 to U* A M., and 2 to P. M. mail when the cash accompanies the order A.
warranted to be tin- best quality, or monSaturdays Hank closes at 12, noon.
1 goods
JOHN II. Quimby, Trea«.
A< A FAUX* K, Prest.
returneil.
Cali on or address
ti
Belfast, June 8th ls?-i.

HOMESTEAD of the late
John
Haraden situated on
Church Street, is now offered for
sale to close the estate.
The property consists of over 5,000
feet of Land, 100 feet on Church Street, and more
than 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon in good
condition.

STEAMEI

ties ot

nt

at home. Agents wanted, Outfitnnd
CIO n
vit. terms free. TRUE & CO.,
Augusta, Maine.

Belfast,

SewingMachine

j

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

Rent.

or

WHEELER & WILSON

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

with an Acre and a half
of land for sale or rent. One
of the new houses on Belmont
Avenue, Terms easv. Enquire of
OEO.
WELLS.
Feb. 20, 1*76.
tfM

mented in his

private practice for twenty years to
combination that would have the proper

American

Valuable Real Estate for
Sale!

BEST.

BRADLEFS

on

H’OUSE

|

oi

Standard Fertilizer in the markets
of the United State?, having a wider reputation from
Maine to Louisiana, than any other concentrated
manure.
Since it? first introduction it has grown
rapidly in favor with the agricultural community,
and where once introduced, has never failed to hold
the first position among Fertilizers, combining, as
it does, the quick action of Peruvian Guano and the

St., New York.

For Sale

riving in Portland at o’clock, P. M.
For further particulars impure of
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agt.
Hailroad Wharf, Portland, Me. j
< VUUS PA f I J’.KSi,
Agent for Belfast.

Colors.

Walnut.

Has become the

of J. 15. Rose & Co.,

4*' Dey

ACHS AH:

Waldo.

meeting of the Maine Historical
tv. .lodge Williamson at the request of the
> icieiy read a
paper on the “Life and Services
<>: lien. Waldo."
He was born in England in
A:

postage stamp

a

m

The greet and glorious masterpiece of man is
know how to live to purpose; ali other
tuitign—to ivign, to lay up treasures, to build—
arc :it the most but mere apprentices and little
prop-. [Montaigue.

shipping horses

was

manac, containing hundreds of certificates, from
every State in the Union. These Liniments are now

Belt) ^blmlisements.

himself, and

were no heaven nor any God to
Id. it were not less the binding law
•■!
I1 i- m mi
privilege to know the right
mid 1 o 11ow it. [The Hindu Scriptures.
'•-c-

;

touching

•»i'!

not

used with such success that in two days the horse
was active and nearly well.
I have been a veterinary surgeon for thirty years, but your Liniment beat?
anything I ever used.
“A. J. M’CARTY, Veterinary Surgeon.”

■

s.

which It would

cases

we

euro

“Some time ago 1

■

a

few

a

and

J got one badly crippled in the car. With great difficulty I got him to the stable. The stable-keeper
gave me a bottle of your Centaur Liniment, which I

SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE.

■

Virtu.* i-

PORTLAND every Monday. Wkdxesday
:m<i I’m Da y cvciiin^s at lo o'clock, commencing
at
Monday, April, lo, Wf«, for RANOOIL

STREET,

l>-Selected Stock-

of the

one

At (be Red

1' vMii.v. one of the most in1 had ever known, the f’hri
an m- 'he:
a l.inm family of eliildren. used
iv l:iat tin- education ot children was elllin
work ot faith,
.■'lie never heard the
t:ani;-ing of her lew-' feet in the house, or Ii—
!• n>
tie-i' lioi-y shouting in their play, or
scions -Muni- r-. without
m in.-. ..rd carne-t
prayer to God for wisdom
1:
[}, m. :isid iorihe Spirit of the highest
m
'hem. >i:e mingled prayer with coun- |
i-'d i••-:i'a'.n!: and tin* counsel was wiser
•e! tin- leMi amt w a- -ilonger for this alliance
s
hum m and divine elements in her inM'Mi and di-eiplim*.
And, at length, when
n !i:i■ i be;-'me men and
women, ac-nr i !>■ lie- hard -trif* of the world, her
''
lii: dcai'c-t one they could
speak; j
who “had fi 1 their bodies from her
;
j Is a purely vegetable di-tillation, and i- by in-uflla
’-d- Id
Wiio had taught their feet to I tion taken
up into the na.-sal passages,"and also
k. tii- ir
to
speak and pray, and taken internally, thus acting upon the stomach,
tongues
liver and kidneys. Under its influence the
nun.c* d ! d.-ir con-ciciices with the great
system
-ht- of
iji11coij«ijc- and duty, held their immediately braces up and the first thorough dose
gives evidence that it is a powerful and eflective
\.i
i 1 o, m rea-ed a thoii-and fold
medicine. Give it a single trial.
in- uibrm■
< i an
early education that
Each
package contains a Treatise on Catarrh ami
i i’n inspiration in faith in God.
T)r. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price £1.h-.
For sale by Druggists everywhere. "WEEKS A
H r:h lias one anirel less, and Heaven one j Pu l 1
ER, Boston. General Agents.
-in. yc-t r ! iv. Already kneeling at the
ai'.■ r• -. -!e
ii.i- received her welcome, and is
: on tin* bosom of her Saviour,
>K SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER.
if huI he Delicious Family Medicine for crump- ami
u
»ve ha- }iower to penetrate the veil,
pains,
(and colds
and
chills.
4vvT-I
iif noi?)tlien there are yet
living here a
who lia\e tin- bies-edne«s of knowing that
an angel loves them.
| Hawthorne.
:i

ottering

C. KILBY,

MATHEWS,

No. 70 MAIN
Js

—FOR—

I am selling
Radical Cure.

! vim in mi.
worn

A. B.

house

THE

ous

proved the be-r

TI MOTH V MAYO.
tfii2

Union Street, occupied by T. .1. Farrow. It is
new, with good cellar, well of water,
quarter acre of land. The house is
1:4x30, two stories, Ell one and a half
stories; three large rooms below and
kitchen; four rooms and kitchen above, besides
attic. The house is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Will be sold on reasonable terms. InW. If. SIMPSON.
quire of
Belfast, July 26, 1875.—tff

of Richmond,
CityCAPTAIN

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

N. B.—Catarrh, Sukoicai. and Cmtoxir Diseases, with those peculiar to WOMAN and (Thedken, will receive his Special Attention.
Electricity- used iu all its forms—where this
valuable agent is indicated.
<t-«r*lle will Visit Patients at th« ir houses who
are unable to call at his rooms.
Ot'i'ii r. Hours—From in A. M. until 1 I*. M.
From ^ I*. M. until 5 1*. M.. and from 7 I’. M. until
yp. m.
tm

House for Sale.

Suits,

when anything can. It Is
folly to spend $20, for a Farrier, when one dollar’s
worth of Centaur Liniment will do better. The following is a sample of the testimony produced :
W. P. Hopkins, Postmaster, Piqua, O., says :
“Centaur Liniment can’t be beat. It cures every
time.”
“Yelverton, O March 2, 1874.
“The Centaur Liniments are the best selling medicines we have ever had. The demand is very great
for it, and we connot afford to be without it.
*‘P. II. HISEY & SON.”
Jefferson, Mo., Nov. 10, 1873.

competent witnesses to the work it i- daily

Sanford's Radical

■

1

but

It will

cure.

DRUGGISTS.
who

doing.

...

bears 30 to 40 bushels apples yearly, all of
which was formerly the late Dr. Files residence at
Monroe Village, Waldo County, Me. For sale by

ST E A M E R

Lato from

and Surgeon.
Boston.

Office, 58 Main St., over Etoro of S
quarters acres of good land, a good
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.
well of water, with a small orchard

which

:

AILMENT.

t ailor Oil without its
unpleasant taste
griping effect.
Hi* preparation was sent for, near and fur, till
For two years I have taken bromide of finally he gave it the name of Castoria, and
put it
potassa and bromide of ammonia every up for sale. It is very wonderful in its effects, par
day. I never passed a single night without ticularly with the disordered stomachs and bowels
getting up once or twice to free my throat of children. It asftimilatei Hie food, cures
from the matter that had dropped into it sour stomach and wind
colic, regulates the bowels,

v

‘AJV

MUSCLE

speedily benefit,

day

■

<•..

Physician* recommend, and Farriers declare that
no such remedies have ever beiore been in use.
Words are cheap, but the proprietors of these articles will present trial bottles to medical men, gratis,
as a guarantee of what they say.
The Centaur Liniment, White Wrapper,
will cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Caked Breasts, Sore Nipples, Frosted Feet,
Chillblaius, Swellings, Sprains, and any ordinary

never saw

A

••

<

Cheap-

PICTURE FRAMES

ina-TiAN‘s Faith. Those who stand
hrUiiunity and wish to remove it
n
linhnij.'t from the earth imM do
\a«il> more than show that its preire false.
They must, like
m I Pi il and John, set a mighty moral
:
;)•:.! g ting.
must
organize a grandThey
i■.• i. what is m Christianity, and produce
a
Tiie very moment that a
;ig IViiu.
i11'’11• iiow> -;*n and" surges to someia
and h**auti!u! than that which
ii ii y now oilers to our toiling humanity,
v
inoijji at will Christianity he remov1
u until then.
It must be put aside
enthusiasm, not by superior in11 a I correctness.
Paul and John might
.rzio-d forever about the falsities and
aof Hi-* ancient religions, and they
1 n*»t hav- subverted them.
Hut they
‘wnh a
iri-uis message out of their own
i.;-*. and organized it into practical acan ! st i men to living it, and so they
•'•••1 and | nt new glory into history,
i:
he < .cod of C!iri>tianity is false,
u i-at 1 u■ •:i it- skin; the ln:I»t is siill
in_. nd lil** linn- s upon its brow. Give
w
! a g;w d r sutil, working into nobler
a--ti\ it it-, and it will gladly welcome
.;<•.!i _i po\M*).
Hut give the world only
i:*i propositions, that arc perhaps a
: than tin- old statements, and
!ht
hg'.it into tilings, but kindle
n ;!u no gior> in human hearts, and we
th-o in- world will still cling to
-blight, familiar way along which so
!’ over- have already bloomed and such
u_ -j.-'Mi-lors
tlaslieti. This universe is
111 u 1
w 11 os
hare qualities are lobe
n
n
i- a soul into which we must
<
f;'-i.iinly welcomes and assimilates
-1ji;1. I.iit ;• will never give way to a
I will \ icld it-* splendid crown oulv
v. i,* -Ii
spring exultant from man's
P bow down to no Darwin or
iboiigii if gratefully accepts their brilJ:t.» •!•-.
Cml\ when a new C hrist comes,
i‘ k-.e and
iin;
promise from the skies,
v
ii i-uming
;i* to nmk'1 our “common daily
<
wi
livin'
hristianity acknowledge its
-it 'acl''d,
Hu.*]e must be a fresh and
t' ii llux ! the eternal God into liumiinit will cease to be.
It will give way
•*. -..
in* r u. 'i d impiiNc.
Such an impulse
mu \.*t ni'V.ing upon the world, and C’hris’:.•
i y ihighest and the best. [<amUci P. Puli am.
I

The Quickest, Surest &
est Remedies.

Boards,

and Devotion.

story house
story Ell, wood-shed
barn, with one and three-

Monroe, Feb. 3, 1876.

Top,

r t • hop*, though clouds hang low,
l :•> keep the eyes 'till lifted f
t!
deep bin sky will soon p«*ep through,
iViii-n tiie ominous clouds are lifted.
1:
was never a night without a day,
i*r an evening witliout a morning ;
\:.d rh«. dark--it iiour, the proverb goi
i* tic hour before the dawning.

].

Liniments!

Physician

one

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

Trees, Whatnots,Writing Desks, Looking

child, tin- gr« at waves thunder to her Iket,
iliglithou'i* beacon flashes through the dark;
The
iider’d brain’s delusion, sad and sweet,
« ■;' «-< 1.t’e’s one
brightness, like yon saving spaik,
"
1 clo'C the ci.rtains, there1' no sail in sight
»*•: guard t lie mariner' a: sea to-night!
K. Pliillius.

A with
and small

HOMER, Sewing Machines

DR. JOHN

-oone and a quarter

11ST SIDE LI3STE.

Jlis oldest son graduated at Harvard in 1743,
Chamber & Parlor
Parlor
We make no pretense that this article will cure
and came to Falmouth. He was elected to the
General Court the next year, and was the first Cancer, restore lost bones, or give health to a whisTables Marble & Wood
Judge of Probate in Cumberland county, which key soaked carcass. Iiut it will always reduce inHat
position lie held until 1770. The second son, flammation and allay pain.
Francis, was Collector of Customs at this port
It will extract the poison of bites and stings, and
Glassfrom 1758 to 1770. At the commencement of
tiie Revolution he went to England and never heal burns or scalds without a tear, Palsy,
Extension Tables,
es.
Weak
Caked
Back,
Breasts, Earache, Toothache,
The patent fell to four children.
returned.
Ash and
Side
When Francis Waldo and Flucker, who mar- Itch and Cutaneous Eruptions readily yield to Its ’•
ried Hannah, left for England, at the beginning treatment.
Painted
Setts.
of the Revolution, their property was forfeited j
Henry Black, of Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio, says:
to the state.
-O“My wife has had rheumatism for live years—no
In 1774 Henry Knox, then a Boston book- rest, no sleep—could
scarcely walk across the floor.
Constantly on lmnd all kinds of
seller. married Lucy Flucker, the grand-daugh- She is now completely cured by the use of Centaur
ter of Gen. Waldo.
Her family were extreme Liniment. We all feel thankful to you, and recom- CHAIRS, BEDSTEADS, BTJREACS,
royalists and he was a real rebel. By this mar- mend your wonderful medicine to all our triends."
&C„ &C. A GOOD ASSORTMENT
James Ilurd, of Zanesville, O., says: “The Censhe
became
riage
estranged from her family.
She shared the fortunes of her husband and bis taur Liniment cured my Neuralgia.”
SPRING REDS, MATTRESAlferd Tush, of Newark, writes: “Send me one
honors. Her family and her uncle Francis beSES AND FEATHERS
came dependent upon the British crown.
After dozen bottles by express. The Liniment lias saved
the war, Gen. Knox purchased thp entire pa- | my h g. I want to distribute it, &e.”
The sale of this Liniment is increasing rapidly.
tent, but lie lost the same before the decease of
his wife.
The Yellow Centaur Liniment
Wr. W illiamson closed with a glowingtribute
is for the tough skin, flesh and muscles of
to the energy, wisdom and high character of
Always on hand and made to order. M addGen. Waldo, and justly credit* the early >ucHOR3KS, MULES AND ANIMALS.
c**>s of the settlements in Waldo, Knox and
We have never yet seen a case of Spavin, Sweeny,
iugs »>f the latest patterns, <uch a>
Lincoln counties to his untiring efforts. The
King bone, Wind-gall, Scratches or Foil-Evil, which
was
one
of
merit.
pronounced
paper
great
Rosewood and in
this Liniment would not

when the
inpest wakens in the North
And a!: the air tin ill' with the ocean roar,
uinmoiis call'her from the ingle forth
! watch la
\\ 11 ii*• on the sounding shore
stretch w.-ak arms and tire aching eyes
her Love, at last allow’d to rise.

House for Sale.

Glorious News!

Centaur

YOUR

A

WALTER BAKERGO.
1780

ESTABLISHED IN

A- B MATHEWS.

DE ITT IS TRY!
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
MBPggSjg^ May still he found at the old stand

of
and

tfrWHjSlflk l)r.' Moore, corner of Church
M'*-JjJxfr bpring Streets. Has all the latest

improved

Instruments for

operating

upon

MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!

which the process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons preler.
lie has the country right for the use of

Very

OF

Low Prices at

JEWELRY

THE

STORL

ALL

FORMS

MODERN

KNOWN

1«•

COMMERCE

WAREHOUSE

WARWICK

COLLAR,

DEEP

hu^foldedcig.h

Narragansett Collar Company.
Who

BUY

J

>

COLLAR,

■

EOR

(OCOA.
■'[.mi

AT.Si

No other ( -llai
oi.M
1 *t>iut> i\ii' urn up.
f.'Urr.
-me and -*-e that i! i- made by tin"

Ldge> ull

SPECIALTY

4£5“$end for Ont**nni:tl Ho..k to uni
Bostou aud Mew York.
few-.'.

POINT.

ELMWOOD

HIGHEST MEDALS received at
INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITIONS
In PARIS and VIENNA, and at LOCAL EXHIBITIONS in all part, of
the UNITED STATES.

Itlii:\klASi

BOSTON

PAPER COLLAR

A!

>

are

sole

SALE

owm re

of fhe

Potent.

EVERYWHERE.

Mut.nfaeturt r-and Importer-

GENTS’ NECK

in

.■

ti

WEAR.

and Agents for the

teeth, in

eluding

at

HERVEY'S

1780

ASSORTMENT

and 30 Hour Clocks.

Day

Selling

Cocoa,Chocolate and
Broxna,

NEW

DR. G-. P. LOMBARD.

8

LARGE

MAN v FACTl* I? KII Sul

IN

FEATHERS

Clocks! Clocks!

OF

BURLOCK DIAMOND SHIRT

YOUU

by

Dr. Folsom’s

Improved Dental Plates.

Particular attention
artiliciul teeth.

given to making and Inserting
tfld

"call a/t
Belfast Hardware Store
Before purchasing your goods. There you will
And General HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER’S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t forget
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 Phcnlx Row.
April ViO 1*75.
tlTi

rflHE

GRANITE

Iron Ware!
FOR SALE AT

A. D.

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

FEATHERS
A.

Einei'sou i.Hand A C

England,
17 :uid 19 IlovLston Street,

MATHEWS.

BOSTON. MASS.

-ub'Criber?, surviving
fpiIP
1 tirin of Rlack, Mathews

partners of the lat>
Co., having been uu
thorized bv the Probate Court to elo*e up the all tit
o! the said Company, hereby give notice to all
pet
sons indebted to said tirni to make immediate
pa\
ment to them.
All claims not
forthwith
will be left with an attorney for collection.
JOHN R. RLACK.
CiKOKGE 1 MATHEWS
Sear.-port, April 12, lcCO.
4w

WHOLESALE

GROCERS,
Noa. 115 * ITT Commercial Street,

PORTLAND, MK.

adjusted

SPECIALTIES.

Tobaccos. Teas, Molasses and
Coffees.

NOTICE.
the

Burn.’

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

persons intending to Teach in the Public
of Stockton during the summer of 1*70,
hereby notitied to meet for examination on Fm
RAY, May 5th, at the house of H. Small in said
W. C. SMALL,
town.
Supervisor ol Schools In Stockton.
3wll
Stockton, April 13,1S7G.

ALLSchools

are

Globe Mills Standard Spices.
0mO337

fwl?

NOTICE.

Twitchetl, Champlin & Co,,

Coffees Roasted Daily with
Patent Roaster.
Wholesale Agents lor

o.

Sole Agents for New

,

